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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

San Francisco, September 30, 1930.

His Excellency C. C. Young,

Governor, State of California,

Sacramento, California.

Sir : In compliance with law we submit herewith a report of the activi-

ties and accomplishments of the Division of Fish and Game for the

biennial period Irom July 1, 1928, to June 30, 1930.

This report consists of a summary by the executive officer, and also

detailed reports of the several bureaus of the Division, and in the

appendix a complete statistical statement.

"We "wish to take this means and opportunity to express our appre-

ciation for the considerate interest manifested in and the helpful coop-

eration extended to this Division by Your Excellency, the members of

tlie legislature, the officers and several departments of the state govern-

ment during the past biennium.

Respectfully submitted.

I. Zellerbach,
Reginald G. Fernald,
Chas. R. Bell,

P"'ish and Game Commission.
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Listed here are those faithful, self-sacrificing workers for

conservation ^vho, throngh death during the past bienniiim,

have left their work and their spirit to other hands.

Entered Service Died

W. Armstrong April 1, 1907 November 21, 1020

E. D. Rieketts October 1, 1010 January 4, 1030

Allan Curry August 1, 1020 April 30, 1030

G. O. Laws February 1, lOOS June 9, 1030
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Russian river jetty—August 9, 1930. Looking south from county road, showing
entire jetty, railroad and quarry.

Russian river jetty—AugTist 30, 1929. Core wall and railroad timber construc-
tion through bar.
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THIRTY-FIRST BIENNIAL REPORT

REPORT OF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Honorahle Board of Fish and Game Commissioners

of the State of California,

San Francisco, California.

Sirs: During this bieiiniiini tlie personnel and ortjanization of the
Fish and Oamo f'onimission, with 'Sir. I. ZelIoH)aeh, of San Francisco,
as president, and Mr. K. Fernald, of Santa Barbara, and ^Mr. Geo. B.

Clarkson, of Los Ant;eh.s, as members, continued unchanged until

April 1, 19.30, when the resignation of ]\[r. Clarkson was accepted by
the Governor. The vacancy continued unfilled during the remaining
tliree months of the biennial period.
On April 1, 1929, Mr. Eugene D. Bennett resigned as executive offi-

cer of the Division of Fish and Game, and the undersigned, who had
been previously employed as Mr. Bennett's assistant, was appointed
executive officer. Mr. Bennett continued to act as attorney for the
Division.

The other more important changes in the administrative personnel
included the appointment of ]\Ir. E. L. ^lacaulay as chief of the Bureau
of Patrol on January 1, 1929, and the resignation of Dr. Harold C.

Bryant as head of the Bureau of Education and Research, effective the

last day of the biennial period. Dr. Bryant left the division to accept
an appointment as director of the educational work of the National
Park Service, a work which he eflTectively organized in Yosemite
National Park as one phase of the educational Avork of this division.

Following the resignation of ]\Ir. Frank Vore on December 31, 1929,
as head of the Bureau of Publicity, the work of that bureau was con-

tinued with the Bureau of Education and Research.

During the biennium the work of the Division of Fish and Game
has continued along the same general lines established during the pre-

ceding two bienniums. Each ])ureau has been allotted definite amounts
of money to carry out the work assigned, and each bureau head has
been held accountable for efficient operation within these funds.

Realizing that the field men of the division determine largely the
effectiveness of the policies which have been adopted by the Fish and
Game Commission, every effort has been made to build up the high
standard which has been previously maintained. The Civil Service
Commission has conducted examinations to establish eligible lists, and
during the six months' probationary period of new employees we have
endeavored to make certain that all men finally selected for permanent
employment would be a credit to our service. All too few people

(9)



10 FISH AND OAME COMMISSION

rcnlizf tlie arduous nnluro of iho work required of our deputies, fish

hateliory nssistauls, cannery inspectors, and pame farm cniployees.

Iliph prade men are essential if our Avork is properly done, and we are

justly proud of the men who make up our orpanization. It is believed
that the salary scales established for certain of our activities should be
raised to attract the type of men needed.

Notable accomplishments durinp the biennium include the purchase
and develojiment of a 3()00-acre refuge for mipratory waterfowl in the

San Joaquin Valley, near Los Banos; the completion of the Jihiefin, a
new seagoing patrol boat for the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,

specially equipped for scientific research; the completion of the Los
Serranos Game Farm, near Chino, San Bernardino County; the com-

pletion of the Navarro River jetty; the construction of the Yuba River

Fig. 1. New patrol boat, Bluefin. Photography by D. H. Fry, Jr., August 27, 1930.

Hatchery, and two series of rearing ponds in the southern part of the

state
;
and the planting of striped bass in the Salton Sea.

The division has continued to contribute to, and work with, the

Hooper Foundation for jMedical Research of the University of Cali-

fornia, in the study of problems relating to the fish canning industry,
and the control of diseases of game birds, animals and fishes. Financial

assistance and cooperation has been given to the State Board of Health
in the work of stream pollution studies and prevention, and other

cooperative work has been carried on with Stanford University in the

study of marine problems.
Where other state or federal agencies have facilities and trained

personnel to carry on higlily specialized investigations, it has been the

policy to arrange for use of these facilities rather than to set up a

duplicate and less effective organization to attempt to accomplish the

same result.
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Special attention has been given to the investigation of damage being
done to orchards and other growing crops by deer and game birds.

Some effective and inexpensive control methods have been developed,
and it is hoped that continued study will further solve this perplexing
problem.

All moneys used in the operation of this division come from the fish

and game preservation fund, to which fund is credited all money
received from the sale of licenses, deer tags, and the tonnage tax

imposed upon the commercial fisheries industry, and from fines

imposed for the violation of the fish and game laws. The division is

self-supporting, operating entirely within its income, no money being
received from the general fund of the state.

It may be of interest to note the main sources of income, and the

following chart shows this for the past twenty years :
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THIRTY-FIKST BIENNIAL REPORT 13

Following is a brief summary of the work of the division by bureaus :

LICENSE SALES

Licenses have continued to be distributed throup'h the county clerks

of those counties where the work can be effectively handled by this

method. In other counties, licenses are distributed directly to the

dealers from the offices of the division. It is believed that a uniform

system of license distribution should be worked out which will apply
throujjhout the state. It is probable that some chancres in existing

legislation will be necessary to work this out satisfactorily.

During the calendar year ending December 31, 1928, 228,696 hunt-

ing licenses were sold, yielding a revenue of $466,145, and during the

calendar year ending December 31, 1929, 241.447 hunting licenses were

sold, yielding a revenue of $488,114. During this same two years the

number of angling licen.ses sold were 216,738 and 229,374, yielding a

revenue of $443,660 and $469,442, respectively.

The deer tags sold in 1928 and 1929 totaled 105.638 and 115,472,

yielding a revenue of an equal number of dollars.

The other principal sources of income were the sale of market fisher-

men 's licenses, amounting to $31,320 and $30,970, for the fiscal years

ending in 1929 and 1930; the fish packer's tax of 50 cents per ton,

amounting to $175,805 during the same period, and court fines for fi.sh

and game law violations, amounting to $171,652.68.

The total income from all sources for the eightieth fiscal year
amounted to $1,402,317.38, with total expenditures of $1,052,938.37;
and (luring the eightv-first fiscal vear the total revenue amounted to

$1,431,733.21, with total expenditures of $1,299,906.87.

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

There was a nota])le increase in tlie amount of fish and shellfish

caught and landed in the state during the past two years. This increase

amounted to 62 per cent over the receipts during the previous two-year
period. The sardine fishery continued to be the largest and most

important in the state, over 1,072,000,000 pounds being landed in the

past two years, which represented an increase of 70.4 per cent over the

preceding period.
The increase in the importance of mackerel as a canned fish has been

very marked. In 1928 mackerel jumped from tenth place in impor-
tance among our fisheries to second place. A total catch of less than

5,000,000 pounds in 1927 was increased to 35,000,000 in 1929.

The product of the fish packing plants, together with the value of

the fresh fish disposed of, amounts to between thirty and forty miUion
dollars annuallj".
While the increased catch has been notable, the increase has not been

in proportion to the increase in effort and the improvement of fishing

gear. The decreasing ratio between the tonnage of fish received and
the effort expended to secure it, sounds a note of warning which must
be considered carefully in plans to perpetuate our important commer-
cial fishing industry.

In accordance with a resolution adopted during the last session of

the legislature, and in accordance with a long standing practice of this

division, contacts have been maintained with fishery officials of Oregon,
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Wushin^loii, and witli llif federal fjfovcniiiicnt, in an endeavor to

secure a workable plan of uniform restriction for oontrollinp salmon

trolliniT. Seasons have already been establislied in this slate, and
nieelin<rs liave been hold with a eoinmillee of Ore^'on leprislators, mem-
bers (A' the Calirornia Fish ami (!ame Study ('ominiltee, and this

division. Future moetinprs have been arranpred, and the outlook is quite

hojieful for the a(]o])tion of a closed season in tlie state waters to the

north.

The Fish and Game linestif;atin<; Committee a])|K)iiited by the last

legislature, consisting of Assemblyman AVm. P. Jost, as chairman, and

Assemblymen Harry F. ^Morrison and Henry I\Ic(iuinness, has been
most hel]iful in assisting this division in gathering information, and in

studying the more serious |)i-ol)]ems of fish and game conservation.

Fig. .3. A network of barren lakes and streams were stocked with golden trout in

the granite basins below Cartridge Pass, Fresno County, California. Photo
by F. A. Bullard, July, 1929.

The Fisheries Laboratory at Terminal Island has continued the col-

lection of statistics, its study of fishing areas and the sux)ply of impor-
tant species, and its analysis of the data which have been gathered. The
results of the.se investigations which have been completed have been

published in sixteen bulletins, which had been issued, or were on press
at the close of the period covered by this report.

BUREAU OF PATROL

The Bureau of Patrol continued to be one of the most important

phases of our work. This law enforcement body at present consists of

102 deputies, 16 captains, 2 supervising captains, and a chief of patrol.

In part, the effectiveness of this group is indicated by the number of

arrests made and the amount of tines secured, which total 5388 arrests,

and $171,652.68 fines during the two-year period. However, the efifi-
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ciency of this group is not judged entirely by their records of arrests

and convictions, and special stress is given to the prevention of viola-

tions by work in and throimh various civic organizations.

The members of this bureau are also hold responsible, with the

Bureau of Fish Culture, for the successful planting of the fish hatched

and reared in our hatcheries. This fish planting has constantly

improved as the men involved have become more familiar with the

work.

Our patrol force has worked closely with members of the U. S. Forest

Service, and with the State Forest Service, in the prevention and sup-

pression of forest fires.

VOLUNTEER DEPUTIES

The work of the volunteer deputies has continued under the leader-

ship of Captain Walter R. Welch, of the Bureau of Patrol, and a great
deal of assistance has been received from these volunteers, who are

mainly sponsored by sportsmen's organizations. In addition to those

so sponsored some three hundred appointments have been made among
the federal employees who are working in this state as representatives
of other conservation bodies, chiefly the U. S. Forest Service.

Great care has been taken in the selection and instruction of the

volunteer deputies, and much good has been accomplished by their

work in securing the observance of our state fish ami game laws.

The volunteer deputies have also sponsored a movement to create

quail sanctuaries throughout the state, and to assist in the control of

l)r('datory birds and animals on these sanctuaries.

The interest of this group in the work is attested by their record of

over 1,000,000 miles of patrol of field, streams and coast lines; by the

checking of over 80,000 licenses, and by their assisting in arresting
586 game law violators, which cases have resulted in fines amounting
to over $20,000.

Further evidence of their serious interest in the work is indicated

by the attendance of a large number of volunteer deputies at annual
conventions which have been held in San Francisco during April of
each year. Representatives were present from nearly every county of
the state, and the entire expenses of the conventions have been borne
by the deputies and those who contributed to the support of their work.

FISH PLANTING

As mentioned above, the responsibility for the successful planting of
fish from our hatcheries has been placed with the Bureau of Patrol,,
assisted by the Bureau of Fish Culture. During the past two years,
to insure close cooperation of these bureaus, a properly qualified assist-

ant has been assigned to the work from the Bureau of Fish Culture,
and the work has progressed with marked smoothness and effectiveness.

Sportsmen's organization, the Federal Forest Service, the National
Park Service, and a number of county governments have continued to

assist the division in the fish planting program; in fact, without the

gratuitous assistance given it would be impossible to adequately plant
the large number of fish which are now being raised, during the short

periods of time which are available for this work.
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\Vf wish to taki' lliis npiiortimily to express our api)r('ciation of this

assistance, and to the Southern Paeific. the Wpstorn I'aeific, the Santa

Fe, Xortliwestorn Pacific, the Sacramento Xortliern, and other trans-

portation companies which liave so ircncrously transpftrtcd, without

cost, iisli cars, fish cans, and the Iiatchery jxTsonncl necessary for the

distribution of tlu> product of our hatcheries. This very material

assistance makes possible otlier work which could not otherwise be

undertaken.

Fig. 4. Extending the range of golden trout to the
headwaters of Goddard Creek, Fresno County,
California. Photo by F. A. Bullard, July, 1929.

FISH CULTURE

During the past two years the Yuba River Hatchery and the Snow
Creek Hatchery have been completed, and rearing ponds have been

constructed on the San Gabriel River and on Snow Creek. The rear-

ing ponds are of particular interest, as they are being used as a basis

of study to determine the cost and the effectiveness of rearing fish to

a catchable size before planting.
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This bureau has successfully operated 28 hatcheries and 15 egg-
collecting stations during the biennium, producing over 62,000,000
trout, varying from 1^ to 4 inches in length, and 10,000,000 salmon.
At the close of the period covered by this report 35,000,000 trout were
on hand for the 1930 distribution.

The success of the work of this bureau is indicated by the insistent

demand for additional hatcheries, but it is felt that rather a definite

limit has been reached in the expenditure of funds for fish cultural
work from the revenues which are now being received.

The problem of securing eggs is becoming exceedingly difficult with
the continued periods of low precipitation. Added to this is the feeling
which exists in several sections that all eggs taken from any stream
system should be returned to the same system. Inasmuch as it is well
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law water conditions or liy abnormally hijrh water temperature. The
lish so rescued have been partly rclnrned to adjacent waters, and

]>arfly distributed 1o oilier sections of the state where the frreatest pood
could be accomplished. During the ]iast two years nearly 7,()()(),"()0 fish

liave been rescued and distributed.

In order to have available a firoup of ti'ained men, with proper efjuip-

mont, all seinintr pcj'mits to commercial fishermen for the remf)val of

ndiiL'.'ime fish are issued with llie provision Ibal the permittee will make

Fig. 6. Conveying striped bass to planting: grounds. Salton Sea. The boat is

equipped with airplane motor, propeller and aerial rudder so as to speed over
the shallow flats. Photo courtesy of Robert Hays, October, 1929.

available both his equipment and employees at any time when rescue

work is necessary.
To this bureau, and the Bureau of Fish Culture, goes the credit for

the successful gathering and transplanting of two carloads of striped

bass from the great valleys to the Salton sea. Recalling the remarkable

development and spread of these fi.shes from the two small plantings

originally made in the San Francisco Bay region, and with the knowl-

edge that the water and food conditions of Salton sea are favorable to

these fish, it is hoped that this trial will result in the development of an

important supply of game and food fish in the Salton sea.

GAME REFUGES

In order to more effectively handle the large areas w^hieh have been

set aside in the state for game refuges, and to administer those refuges
which are purchased from funds set aside by legislative act from the

sale of hunting licenses, a Bureau of Game Refuges was created. To this

bureau has also been assigned the work of predatory animal control.

Over two and one-half million acres have been set aside by legislative

act, one 3000-acre refuge in the San Joaquin Valley for migratory
waterfowl has been, purchased, and other similar areas are being con-

sidered in order that there may ultimately be a chain of refuges extend-

ing from the northern to the southern part of the state, for those birds

which are so obviously in need of assistance during this time of an

increasing number of hunters, and decreasing breeding and feeding

grounds.
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During this biennium bounties were paid on 622 lions, and studies

have been made and are being continued to determine the most effec-

tive methods of controlling the other predators. The assistance given
by other federal, state and county agencies is outlined in detail in the

report submitted for this bureau.
It is gratifying to the hunter to know that the supply of deer in the

state, under existing laws, seems to be assured, and there are very
definite indications of an incf'ease in these animals in a number of

sections. It is probable that there are between four and five hundred
thousand deer in the state.

The herd of tule elk which has ranged in the Buttonwillow section

of Kern County has been increasingly troublesome to the property
owners since this area has been subdivided and sold in small lots, and
developed for cotton and other valua])le crops. All efforts for a coop-
erative project to provide a refuge for the.se animals have so far failed.

Something definite must be done within the next two years if this herd
of elk is to be preserved. The whole burden of such refuge should not
be borne by the sportsmen who furni.sh the funds for this division, as

the elk are to be preserved for sentimental reasons rathrr than to

furnish game for our hunters. Another herd of these elk have been

causing considerable trouble in Yolo County, and the herd of Roosevelt
elk in Humboldt and Del Norte counties have been the source of con-
siderable complaint from ranchers near Orick.

Fig. 7. Hundreds of ducks alighting on Big Buttonwillow Lake, on state waterfowl
game refuge near Los Banos. Photo by E. S. Cheney, December, 1929.

GAME FARMS
The Los Serranos Game Farm was completed and appropriately

dedicated in December, 1929, with an attendance of over 7000 visitors

and a program arranged jointly by the Izaak Walton League of Amer-
ica, the Associated Sportsmen, and representatives of this division.

The farm is of particular interest because of its all-steel construc-
tion. The land occupied by this farm was donated to the state by the
Los Serranos Country Club.

Great progress has been made on our farms in the use of electric

brooders and incubators, and this work has received nation-wide atten-
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tioii. It lias beoii found tliat pr<»i)rrly dt'sitriKMl electric (Mjuipiiicnt will

hatch and lirootl our jjamc birds with fewer losses, with less expense,
and with greater opjiortunities to eompletely control diseases than is

the case where donu^stic jioidtry is used, (iame birds arc very suscep-
tible to domestic jioultry diseases, and rejjular tests and inspections are

made to make certain that our stock is kept in a healthy condition, and
tliat diseases are not transmitted throug:hout the state by our stocking

proirram.
The choice of, and the planting of introduced species is carefully

checked to prevent the crowding out of any of our desirable native

birds. In addition to this, arrangements are now being matured for the

use of our game farm faeilities in building up the supply of native

quail.

.J '^•. . i /•

Fig. 8. Buildings for help and the incubator house, all of Spanish architecture
at the new Serranos Game Farm, at Chino.

The superintendent of our game farms is held responsible for the

success of all plantings, and all distribution is made after a careful

investigation on the part of those familiar with the requirements of

the birds to be planted. During the biennial period over 15,000 ring-

necked pheasants, 1500 Hungarian partridges, and 858 wild turkeys

have been distributed and planted in various parts of the state. In

addition to the above, over 6000 pheasant eggs have been distributed

to clubs and private individuals who are equipped to properly hatch

and rear them, and who will later plant them in appropriate areas.

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

This bureau has continued its program of "Conservation through
education" by the production and distribution of motion pictures

depicting our wild life; by giving lectures before 125,000 people; by

displays and exhibits at state, county, and other fairs; through the
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assembling of material and the editing of onr quarterly publication,
California Fish and Game; the preparation of a monthly employees'
bulletin; the release to the press of publicity covering the division's

activities, and the maintenance of an excellent library of books, peri-

odicals, and other publications dealing -with fisli and game and related

subjects.

Our research activities have continued, with the aid of the Hooper
Foundation for Medical Research, in diseases of fish and game. Notable
advances have been made in the study of duck diseases, deer parasites,

quail diseases, and the prevention of deer and game bird damage.

HYDRAULICS

While progress has been made in the installation of fish screens and
ladders, there is still a large group of organizations and individuals

who resist the efforts of the Commission to prevent the loss of fish to

the waters of the state by the installation of screens in canals, and to

insure the passage of migratory fish to spawning areas by the installa-

tion of fish ladders. While existing legislation properly provides that

those who receive the benefit of the diverted water must protect the

state from the loss of fish life, there is .still a strong feeling that this

protection (screens and ladders) should be paid for by the sportsmen
who are being deprived of fishing areas by the water diversions.

The Bureau of Hydraulics has continued its effective Avork in the

prevention of oil pollution, and splendid cooperation has been received

from many of the oil operators. It is estimated that the oil industry
has expended in the neighborliood of $4,000,000 during the past three

years in the prevention of oil pollution.

LEGAL BUREAU

The legal work of the division has continued to be greatly varied in

character, and includes the prosecution of civil actions in the superior
courts in matters relating to water pollution, fish screens and ladders,
and the preservation of fish and game; the defense of all actions insti-

tuted in federal, superior and other courts against the division, the

Commission, or its employees acting in their official capacities ; assisting
the deputies of the division in the prosecution of criminal cases in

justice and police courts for fish and game law violations; rendering
opinions to employees of the division, and to other individuals and

organizations who desire an interpretation of the fish and game laws;
and the preparation of leases, agreements, and other instruments

required for the work of the division.

The reports of the bureau heads are reproduced on the following

pages, as submitted by them, even though in some cases their recom-
mendations have not yet been approved by the Commission. It is

believed that the interests of the state are best served by such a record
of the conclusions which have been reached by these trained observers.

Respectfully submitted.
John L, Farley,

Executive Officer.
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REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF FINANCE AND ACCOUNTS

By H. R. Dunbar, In charge

The Division of Fish and Game is a self-supporting commission,

deriving its revenue from certain kinds of licenses that come under its

control, fish packers' tax, fines imposed in the justice courts for viola-

tions of fish and game laws, and from various miscellaneous sources.

The work of this bureau is principally to supervise the printing
and distribution of licenses throughout the entire state, to see that

remittances are made on the sale of same and at the expiration of

each kind of license, to obtain settlements from all county clerks and

agents so that a full and final accounting can be made with the State

Controller. At the present time there are about 2000 agencies selling
licenses in the state.

The county clerks make remittances direct to the State Treasurer,

accounting for same to the State Controller, the Controller then

notifying this office of each remittance so that the particular account
of each county clerk can receive credit. All other remittances for

license sales are made direct to this office and this office is required,
at the end of each month, to make a remittance of all moneys received

during the month, to the State Controller. Fines imposed in the

justice courts are remitted direct by the justices to the State Treasurer.

The fish packers' tax, which is paid by the fish packers and canners, is

remitted to this office through the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries at

San Francisco, which office attends to the collecting of same.

In May of 1929, an unfortunate circumstance arose when it was
found that the county clerk of Mendocino County was unable to make
a final accounting on his 1928 hunting and angling license accounts
and on the early sales on these two accounts for 1929. Shortly after

this the grand jury of that county convened and indicted him on four

counts. Later he was tried before the superior court and as a result

was found guilty on two of the counts. This is the first instance that

a county clerk failed to make an accounting in full in over eighteen

years.
The value of licenses distributed throughout the state each year

amounts to approximately one million dollars. "When the hunting
license law was first enacted in 1907, license distribution was made
solely through the county clerks, but after a nujuber of years it was
found that in some counties proper distribution was not being made
and as a result the law Mas amended, permitting the Fish and Game
Commission to distribute licenses direct wherever the occasion required.
This condition also applied to the angling licenses in later years. As
time went on, certain county clerks were handicapped in the distribu-

tion of licenses for the reason that they were required to remit into the

county treasury all fees received by them in accordance with certain

county charters and county governmental legislation. In 1927, when
the citizen hunting and angling licenses were increased from $1 to $2
each and the deer tag law was enacted, the commission allowed on the
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sale of the same was decreased from 10 per cent to 5 per cent, resulting

in several county clerks requesting that they be relieved of the dis-

tribution in their county. Other county clerks would not distribute

licenses unless the agents paid cash in advance and in other counties

the county clerks would not give any of their agents a part of the com-

mission received by them for the sale of licenses. Altogether, the

Division of Fish and Game is distributing at least half of the hunting,

angling and deer tag licenses direct to agents in the state and many
complaints have been registered with the division by agents handling
licenses from the county clerks, expressing themselves as being dissatis-

fied with the present arrangements. This office realizes that under

present conditions the system of license distribution that we are now
working under is not giving entire satisfaction throughout the state.

We are giving consideration to various suggestions relative to improving
our system that would enable the division to distribute licenses through-
out the state to the satisfaction of all of the agents as well as the

sportsmen and at the same time guarantee the return of all moneys
received from the sale of licenses for remittance to the State Treasurer.

When one realizes the large value of licenses to be distributed, it is

apparent that considerable study must be given in the formulation of

new plans. It is our hope to be able to have the law amended at the

next session of the state legislature.

There are eleven separate kinds of licenses that come under the con-

trol of the Division of Fish and Game, which are as follows : Hunting,
angling, deer tag, commercial fishing, trapping, fish breeders', fish

importers', game breeders', fish packers' and wholesale shell fish deal-

ers', kelp, commercial hunting club, and commercial hunting club

operators' licenses. The hunting, angling and deer tag licenses are the

three most important and represent the bulk of the total license reve-

nue. In the past, these licenses have been given Avide distribution

with agents in practically every town in the state, so that it has been

possible for the sportsmen to readily obtain them. The commercial

fishing and trapping licenses are distributed to only a few centrally
located agents, and the bulk of these license sales are made in the

offices of the division.

The following is a brief summary of each kind of license, also of

oth.er sources of income received by this division •

HUNTING LICENSES

Prior to 1907, the Fish and Game Commission received an appropria-
tion from the state legislature for the purpose of carrying on its patrol
and fish culture work. In that year certain persons who were interested

in the wild life of the state realized that the fish and game were being
depleted and that additional funds were needed to carry on this work.
It was supposed that persons engaged in hunting should bear the
burden of this expense so in that year the hunting license act was
passed by the state legislature and became effective immediately.

This license was divided into three classes, namely: Citizen-resident

at $1, nonresident at $10 and aliens at $25. A few years later the law
was amended permitting aliens, who had taken out their first papers
for citizenship, to take out a license for $10. The first year that this

license was effective, there were 113,975 licenses sold for a value of
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$11S.4'J7. Kacli ycnr 1h(>rc.'iftf'r llio slijrlit VMrinlions in lli(> s.ilc sliowod
a deeiik'd increase It Avill hv iiolii-ed from the iipjx'ndeil eliart tliat in

the year 1919-20. uliicli was immediately after the elose of the worhl
war. the sale showed an increase of $42,496 over the year ])revious.
DuriniT the ]ia.st twenty years the niimher of iiersons who have prone
into the tield. either liuntin<r or fisliinfr, have more than doubled. Also

many new roads have been eonstrneted and the federal government has
built g:ood trails in the mountains, making it possible for sports-
men to enjoy exeelh-nt huntinjr and fishiufr within a few houi-s flrive.

Durinjr this po-iod the liateheries were taxed to the utmost in raisinpr
fish to be planted in streams and lakes, and the patrol force needed
enlarginir in order to properly patrol the state. In order tliat this work
eould be aecom]ilished it was neeessary to increase the eitizen-resident
license fee on both the hunting: and an<>-Iinpr licenses from $1 to $2 eaf^h.

At the 1927 session of the state legislature a new hunting and angling
license law wa.s passed, increasing the citizen hunting licenses from $1
to $2 each and creating a neAv license for citizens under eighteen years
of age. This license costs $1. At the same time the license year was
changed from a fiscal year to a calendar year basis; 1928 was the first

year that this law was effective and the sale of licenses that year
showed a deci-oase of 29.042 in number from the year preceeding, which
year Avas the largest in point of revenue and nu.mber of licenses sold of
the $1 series. The sale in 1929 showed an increase of 12,751 in number
of licenses over 1928, and lacking 16,291 of equaling the largest number
sold in any year.

HUNTING LICENSE SALES
Number of

Year Total sales licenses
1907-08 ?118,427 00 113,975
1908-09 114,950 00 111,911
1909-10 128,450 00 124,421
1910-11 143,265 00 138,669
1911-12 146,181 00 141,777
1912-13 165,984 00 159,762
1913-14 164,111 00 159,164
1914-15 166,307 00 161,402
1915-16 159,991 00 155,522
1916-17 170,806 00 166,372
1917-18 177,065 00 No record
1918-19 178,937 00 No record
1919-20 221,433 00 No record
1920-21 240,353 00 225,454
1921-22 236,891 00 222,791
1922-23 239,149 00 226,381
1923-24 260,846 00 246,299
1924-25 245,591 00 226,421
1925-26 252,017 00 231,305
1926-27 279,701 00 253,532
1927-28 285,362 00 257,738
•1928 464,145 00 228,696
•1929 488,114 32 241,447

•Years 1928 and 1929, citizen licenses increased from $1 to $2 each.

ANGLING LICENSES

As previously mentioned in this report, the hunting license law was
passed in 1907, but persons were allowed to fish in this state without
the requirement of an angling license until 1914, when the angling
license law became effective. This license was also in three classes,

namely: Citizen-resident licenses for $1, nonresident at $3 and alien

at $3. Persons under the age of eighteen years were not required to

have a license. This license was on a calendar year basis. During the
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period of fourteen years the sale of these licenses more than tripled.

The greatest number of licenses sold was in the year 1927, the number

being 262,886 for a value of $273,202. These figures do not include

persons who were under the age of eighteen years of age who are

allowed to fish without the requirement of a license. Incidentally, this

was the last year of the $1 license.

On the appended chart, it will be noted that the year following,
which was the first year of the $2 citizen licenses, there was a decrease

in the number sold of 46,150. This decrease, which occurred also in

the hunting licenses, was due more or less to many persons not being
in sympathy of increasing the license fee, deciding neither to hunt or

fish. Sooner or later tliis class of people will realize the beneficial

results that are being obtained from the money derived from the sale

of the same and will eventually buy their licenses.

ANGLING LICENSE SALES
Number of

Year Total sales licenses

1914 $ 84,417 00 81.965
1915 89,620 00 87,262
1916 115,518 00 111,994
1917 125,572 00 No record
1918 123,080 00 No record
1919 146,724 00 No record
1920 163,183 00 No record
1921 i 183,319 00 176,873
1922 189,738 00 183,116
1923 232,995 00 225,171
1924 210,988 00 202,690
1925 232,501 00 222,983
1926 256,629 00 246,167
1927 273,202 00 262,886

•1928 443,660 00 216,736
•1929 469,442 20 229,374

•Years 1928 and 1929, citizen licenses increased from $1 to ?2 each.

Civil War Veterans. Both the hunting and angling license acts

provide that veterans of the civil war may be is.sued licenses free of

charge. The number of licenses that are is.sued each year has been

steadily falling off as there are not many of the veterans surviving.
In 1917, there were 206 hunting and 252 angling licenses issued, while
in 1929 there were 34 hunting and 64 angling. These figures are for

the entire state.

TRAPPING LICENSES

In 1917 a law was enacted requiring all persons over the age of

eighteen years, who trapped for fur-bearing mammals for profit, to

have a trapping license. The fee of this license was qiute small, being
$1 for citizens and $2 for aliens. An open and closed season was placed
on fur-bearing mammals, the open season being during the winter
months when the furs were prime and would receive the best prices.

Every person who takes out a trapping license is also required, at the

end of each year, to file a report to the Division of Fish and Game,
listing their catch and the price obtained for the same. By this infor-

mation the division has been enabled to enact other legislation regulat-

ing the taking of fur-bearing mammals.

DEER TAG LICENSES

For a number of years the division had in mind the enactment of

legislation by which it would be possible to obtain information as to the
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nnmhor f>f deer lpL^^lly killed each year and also in a material way to

curtail the illegal killing of deer, consequently, in 1927, the deer tag
license act was passed, which act requires every person who hunts deer

to have, in addition to his rogular hunting license, a deer tag license,

the cost of which is $1. As the law allows each hunter to take two

deer each season, the tag was made in duplicate and must be carried

by the hunter at all times when hunting deer. Immediately upon kill-

ing a deer the hunter must attach one-half of the original tag to the

horns of the deer and the other half must be mailed to the office of the

Division of Fish and Game, giving information as to the number of

horns and the time and place wdiere killed. From the information that

has been received from the cards returned by the hunters, it has been

shown that the deer population of the state is practically holding its

o^vn. Through this source of information it can readily be deter-

mined whether the population of deer is increasing or decreasing. A
comparative statement of the number of licenses sold and deer killed in

the three-year period follows :

Percentage of
Hunters killing hunters who

Year Licenses sold Deer killed one or more deer killed deer

1927 110,760 19,507 17,284 6.41%
192S 105,638 21,515 19,136 5.52%
1929 I 115,472 21,222 18,929 6.04%

COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN'S LICENSES

Since 1912 tlie revenue derived from the sale of commercial fisher-

men's licenses, which are also known as market fishermen's licenses,

has increased from $23,860 to $60,140 in 1929-30. This license requires

that all persons who fish for the purpose of selling their catch must be

licensed, the cost of such license being $10 for all persons. The bulk

of the sales are made around San Francisco Bay, Monterey, San Diego
and San Pedro. A few licenses are also sold along the Sacramento

River, Shelter Cove, Humboldt Bay and Requa.

FISH PACKERS' AND WHOLESALE SHELL FISH DEALERS' LICENSES

The law requires that any person or corporation in this state who

cans, cures or preserves any fresh fish taken in the waters of this state

or brought in from the outside or who manufactures any fish meal, fish

oil or fertilizer from fish or who deals in shellfish by wholesale, must

take out w^hat is known as the Fish Packers
' and "Wholesale Shell Fish

Dealers' license. The fee for this license is $5 for citizens and $20 for

aliens. Since 1912-13, the returns from the sale of this license have

made only slight changes, some years showing a slight decrease while

in other years a slight increase.

GAME BREEDERS' LICENSES

In 1913 a law was enacted permitting persons to engage in the raising

and selling of domesticated game birds and mammals. Before a license

is issued to the applicant, however, their property is inspected by a

representative of the Division of Fish and Game and a report sub-

mitted stating the species of birds or mammals that they intend raising

and from whom the same were obtained. The division encourages

people to engage in this business. In 1914, there w^ere 14 licenses sold,

while in 1929, 329 licenses were sold. Pheasants seem to be the prin-

cipal birds raised.
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FISH BREEDERS' LICENSES

Similar to the game breeders' licenses, persons are permitted by law
to engage in the culture and propagating of trout and other game
fishes. Their operations are under the strict supervision of the Divi-

sion of Fish and Game, principally to see that their ponds are con-

structed as provided by law and that no natural stream is obstructed.

Most of the fish breeders' licenses are sold in southern California.

FISH IMPORTERS' LICENSES

Under the provisions of this act, trout and other domesticated fish

raised in regularly licensed hatcheries under the laws of any other

state, may be imported for sale. This act further provides that fish

must be tagged. Prior to 1929 practically no licenses were sold, but in

that year there were eleven licenses sold for a total of $55.

KELP LICENSES

During the late world war there was a great demand for potash and
other chemicals which were used principally in the manufacture of

gun powder. As this supply had previously been obtained from
foreign countries it was necessary for this country to resort to other
means of obtaining a supply. It had been known that potash could be

extracted from kelp, and as there were vast kelp beds off the coast of

southern California, many large companies iramediateh' started harvest-

ing the kelp for the purpose of extracting the potash and other chemi-
cals. It was deemed necessary to regulate the operation of these com-
panies, so a license was enacted in 1917. For several years there was a

good sale of these licenses, but immediately after the war ended prac-
tically all operations ceased, as the cost of operating was quite high and
potash could be obtained cheaper from Germany and other countries.
Since then, however, several companies have been operating principally
for the purpose of experimentation.

HUNTING CLUB AND HUNTING CLUB OPERATORS' LICENSES

During the last few years practically all duck hunting has been
confined to clubs, private and commercial. Commercial clubs were
springing up everywhere, charging fees of from $5 to $10 per shoot, but

many of the clubs were so located that there were few ducks on them,
and the hunters were getting very poor shooting. Many complaints
came to the offices of the division regarding this, so in 1927 the com-
mercial hunting club license and commercial hunting club operators'
license was enacted. Every person operating a commercial gun club
must take out a license which is known as the commercial hunting club

license, and every person employed on such a club also must be licensed
;

this license is known as the commercial hunting club operators'. For
the season of 1929-30 there were 103 commercial hunting club licenses

issued and 159 commercial hunting club operators' licenses issued.

In addition to the revenue received from the sale of the above men-
tioned licenses, considerable money is received each year from the fol-

lowing: Fines, fish packers' tax, kelp tax, fish tags, game tags, and
interest.
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FINES

All finos Hint arc inijinsod in the (-((iirls for violations of the fish and

panio laws must bo rcniittfMl to tho State Troasnror and placed to the

credit of the fish and praiiie jireservation fund. Sine*; 1 HOT-OS the

amount of fines imjiosed and remitted has increased approximately
five and one-half times. For the fiscal year of 1907-08 the amount was

$15,565.41. and in the vear 1020-21, $30,651.50 was eollected, while for

the year 1929-30, $84,872.40 was received.

FISH PACKERS' TAX

The law provides that every person operatinjr a cannery or reduction

plant must pay a privilofre tax of 2^ cents for every 100 pounds canned,
cured, preserved or made into fish oil, fertilizer or other by-products.
The revenue received from this tax has increased from $24,934.60 in

1917-18 to $202,396.07 for the year 1929-30.

KELP TAX

Every person or corporation operating under a kelp license in the

harvesting of kelp must paj- a tax, but as there are only a few licenses

sold each year this tax amount to very little.

FISH AND GAME TAG SALES

Persons operating either under a fish breeders' or game breeders'

license are required to tag all fish or game that are sold for consump-
tion. Also fish imported from other states must be tagged. Separate
fish and game tags are provided by the Division of Fish and Game and
are sold to the dealers as required; fish tags selling for 1 cent each and
game tags for 3 cents each.

INTEREST

For the past six jear^ the Division of Fish and Game has been receiv-

ing interest on the moneys held in the banks, principally on the trust

accounts. For several years this amounted to arjproximately $2,000 a

year, but since the hunting and angling license fees have been increased

the amounts that are held in these accounts have likewise increased,
and the interest now received is approximately $5,000 each year.
On July 1, 1929, the revolving fund of the division was increased

from $16,000 to $25,000. "With the latter amount available it was pos-
sible for this office to immediately make reimbursement to all employ-
ees of the division for expenses incurred by them during the previous

month, the revolving fund being reimbursed after the claims had been
audited and passed by the State Controller's office. Also all expense
bills, upon which a discount was allowed, were paid out of the revolving
fund.

In January, 1930, the Bureau of Fish Culture did considerable con-

struction work in southern California. This work continued for a

period of about five months and as the employees there were temporary
help, this office arranged with the branch cashier at Los Angeles to

pay them immediately without the necessity of waiting until the pay
rolls were passed.
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In the appendix may be found the statement showing the income of

the Division of Fish and Game for the eightieth and eighty-first fiscal

years, and the amounts received from each series of licenses and also

sales made through the offices of the division or remitted direct to the

State Treasurer by the county clerks and justices of the peace .
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BUREAU OF PATROL

E. Jj. Macaulat, Chief

The writer took charge of the Patrol Department January 1, 1929,
the acting chief of patrol at that time becoming assistant chief in the

San Francisco ofifice. The personnel of the Patrol Department consists

at the present time of a chief at San Francisco. t\vo assistant chiefs,

one at San Francisco and one at Los Angeles; sixteen captains (one in

charge of volunteer deputies with headquarters at San Francisco), 103

deputies and two stenographers.

Fig. 9. A fish and game deputy (W. H. Armstrong)
in 19 uO in a costume often worn in those days.

The division of the state into patrol districts, each ander the charge
of a captain of patrol, mentioned in the twenty-ninth biennial report,
has been continued with very satisfactory results. A recapitulation of

the arrests and convictions and fines imposed will be found in the

appendix on page 154.

During the spring of 1929, civil service examinations were held.

Fifty of the deputies at that time were not on the civil service eligible
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list. Two hundred thirty-nine, including men already employed under

temporary authorization, took the preliminary examination, and 122

qualified for the final part of the test. In the final test 72 were success-

ful in attaining a passing mark and were placed on the eligible list.

During the six months probationary period fifteen failed to demon-
strate sufficient ability to warrant their retention in the service, and
were dropped. It is thought that a six-months' probationary period is

too short to satisfactorily determine whether or not a new man will

make an efficient deputy, and it is suggested that this probationary
period be lengthened to one year.

During the bienniura seven deputies resigned, two of them doing so

rather than to face civil service charges, the others leaving to go into

other lines of work. One deputy was discharged as the result of civil

service trial
;
another for absence without leave.

Death has taken a very heavy toll during the past two years. Depu-
ties E. D. Ricketts, Wm. Armstrong and G. 0. Laws dying from natural
causes and Deputy Allan Curry having been killed in line of duty on

April 30, 1930, during tbe arrest of a commercial fisherman in San
Francisco Bay. Former Deputy John Burke of San Mateo County
also lost his life during this arrest.

Conventions were held during February or March of both 1929 and

1930, the last day in each case being devoted to a barbecue and a pistol

competition on state property near the Yountville Game Farm. It is

felt that these meetings are very much worth while as the men have a

chance to get together and compare notes regarding various methods
of enforcing fish and game laws, etc.

During July, 1929, nine Ford coaches were purchased for the use of

deputies in the field. These automobiles are located at the following

points : Yuba City, Stonyford, Truckee, Mt. Shasta, Eureka, Rocklin,

Fresno, Sebastopol, and Alturas.

One of these vehicles was destroyed by fire and one needed an
unusual overhauling, due to poor care on the operator's part, but the

balance have rendered satisfactory service on the whole.

In July, 1930, eleven additional Fords and three Chevrolets were

purchased, so that at the present time 20 per cent of the patrol force

operate state-owned cars. Three Ford closed-cab pick-ups with delivery
bodies were purchased for use in both patrol and fish planting work.
One is assigned to Owens Valley and the other two in the San Joaquin
Valley. The Reo fish planting truck, originally purchased during 1928,
and fitted with an air-compressor outfit for aerating fish cans, has now
been in service for three years and will shortly have to be replaced.
Owens Valley at the present time has roads high up on the western

slope, many of them reaching elevations as high as approximately
10,000 feet, necessitating much heavy duty work in low gear to deliver

fish to the animal pack trains at the end of the road.

A new tunnel propeller shallow-draft speedboat was purchased for

use on the Klamath River. This boat has high speed and can navigate

very shallow water, and we believe will prove efficient in the important
work of protecting the splendid run of fish in this body of water. An
outboard motor boat has been procured for use on the Napa River, and
is very helpful in checking the immense number of striped bass fisher-

men who frequent these waters.
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A sixteen-foot speedboat was presented to the division liy the volun-

teer deputies of San Francisco, and is availal)le for liay patrol work
when necessary. It is portable cnouirh to be transported l)y moans of

a two-wheel pneumatic tire trailer which can be attat-hcd to the rear

of an automobile and sjicedily moved wherever passable roads can be

found.
The boat Quhuiat, used in the San Francisco Bay jiairol, should be

replaced as it is becoming: increa.sinp:ly difficult to keep in p:ood running
order, and it is no longer economical to attempt to do so as repairs are

are becoming very frequent.
The volunteer deputies have rendered valuable assistance, both in

their direct individual assistance, and in cooperating indirectly in

many and varied ways with our regular deputies' force. A separate

report on their activities will be submitted by the captain in charge of

volunteers.

Fig. 10. A uniformed and motorized patrol force is

the present day contribution to law enforcement.
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REPORT OF VOLUNTEER DEPUTIES

By Walter R. Welch, Captain of Patrol, in charge

Under the provisions of section 642 of the Political Code, which
section defines the duties of the Fish and Game Commissioners, the

Commissioners may from time to time employ such deputies, with or

without pay, as they may deem necessary to strictly enforce the laws
enacted for the protection and preservation of fish and game.

This section of the Political Code also provides that each deputy
appointed by the Fish and Game Commissioners to serve without pay,

except employes of the federal government, shall furnish the state with
a surety bond in the sum of $2,500 for the faithful })erformance of his

duties, the premium on the bond to be paid by the state out of the fish

and game preservation fund.

In order that the Division of Fish and Game may receive the benefit

of those who are willing to volunteer their services to the cause of fish,

game and wild life protection and for the enforcement of the laws

enacted for that purpose, and in order to establish and maintain proper
morale within the ranks of the deputies appointed to serve without pay,
the commissioners have established a sj'stem and set of rules governing
their appointment and supervising their activities as volunteer depu-
ties and has attached these deputies to the department of the regular

patrol.
As the status and authority of the volunteer deputies for the enforce-

ment of the fish and game laws within the state is the same as that of

the regular deputies, the system and set of rules that govern their

activities are similar to those that apply to the regular deputies and
are as rigorously enforced.

Under the system and set of rules governing the appointment and

supervising the activities of volunteer deputies of the Division of Fish
and Game as established by the Fish and Game Commissioners, a man
must be recommended and his appointment sponsored by a regular
organized and bona fide fish and game protective association or club.

The recommendation must be signed by the president and secretary
of the association or club recommending and sponsoring the appoint-
ment, endorsed by the captain of the regular patrol of the county in

which the applicant resides, and be approved by the captain in charge
of the volunteer deputies.
The activities of the volunteer deputies of the Division of Fish and

Game, except those who are in the employ of the federal government,
are under the system and rules established for their control, under the

direction and supervision of the captain of patrol in charge of volun-
teer deputies, and are required to render a report monthly, giving an
account of their activities in the field in the discharge of their duties

as game wardens
;
such as the number of hunting and angling licenses

and deer tags checked
;
the number of miles of field, streams, coast line

and bay shore patrolled; the number of arrests or assists in arrests

made for violations of the fish and game law; the amount of fines

3—81166
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imposed and the fish and game conditions observed by the deputy while
in the field.

The estalilishniont by the Division of Fish and Game of a system and
rules povernin<» the appr)iii1niont nnd supervising: the activities of

volunteer deputies in Calirornia is the fir.st of the kind ever to have
been attempted in any state, has been more or less pioneerinj]^ in nature,
and in some respects is incomplete, due to lack of time to work out
some of the problems.

Under the provisions of the law and the established system and rules

the commissioners have appointed 850 volunteer deputies. The appoint-
ments of 550 of these deputies are sponsored by bona fide fish and
game protective associations and clubs located in various sections of

the state and the appointments of 300 are sponsored by the United
States Forest Service.

Fig. 11. New patrol boat Walter Welch purchased and used by volunteer wardens,
on San Francisco Bay. Photo by E. L. Macaulay, April, 1930.

The volunteer deputies of the Division of Fish and Game in 28 coun-
ties within the state have been organized and instructed in the dis-

charge of their duties as game wardens, and are now working under
the direction of captains and in cooperation and coordination with the

deputies of the regular patrol and are performing an exceedingly bene-

ficial and satisfactory service.

A brief and incomplete summary of the reported activities of the

volunteer deputies during the past two years indicates that these depu-
ties have patrolled 1,038,038 milas of fields, streams, coast line and bay
shores; that they checked 41,570 hunting licenses; 38,863 angling
licenses and 8761 deer tags. That they arrested and assisted in arrest-

ing 586 violators of fish and game laws in which cases fines in the

amount of $20,947 w^ere imposed.
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On April 27, 1929, and on April 26 and 27, 1930, state-wide conven-
tions of the volunteer deputies of the Division of Fish and Game were
held at San Francisco.

These conventions proved to be a great success and were attended by
a large number of volunteer deputies representing nearlj'- every county
within the state, who, at their own expense and without cost to the

state, attended the convention.

During the past year the volunteer deputies throughout the state in

an endeavor to cooperate with the Fish and Game Commissioners in

their efforts to reestablish a supply of valley and mountain quail
within the state have been active in urging farmers and landowners to

voluntarily set aside part of their land as an inviolate quail sanctuary

upon which the shooting of quail will be prohibited for a period of

three years.
This move on the part of the volunteer deputies has been met by the

spontaneous and almost unanimous support of the farmers and land-

owners, with the result that upwards of five hundred such quail sanctu-

aries located in various sections of the state have been established.

In order to further cooperate and assist in the efforts being made
by the commissioners to reestablish the supply of quail the volunteer

deputies will conduct, under the direction of the commissioners, a cam-

paign of predatory bird and animal control on lands that have been
set aside as quail sanctuaries.

The appointment and organization by the Fish and Game Commis-
sion of fishermen, hunters and out-door lovers who arc willing to con-

tribute their services as deputies of the Division of Fish and Game to

the restoration of sports afield and astream with gun and rod in Cali-

fornia, without commercial, political, or personal ties or hope of reward,
is undoubtedly the most comprehensive move and program ever under-
taken for the protection and conservation of wild life in the United
States.

This movement represents a patriotic and unselfish endeavor to save
for our children and for future generations that priceless heritage of
nature—the fish, game and wild life of the state, in order that they
may enjoy the health, recreation and happiness that only the great
out-of-doors can give them.
The volunteer deputies of the Division of Fish and Game of Cali-

fornia have been drafted from and represent the highest rank of citizen-

ship within the state—many of them being not only locally, but nation-

ally known—which insures the integrity and high standing of the

organization.

Although less than four years have passed since the Fish and Game
Commission of California established a system for the appointment and
supervision of men who are willing to volunteer their services without

compensation as deputies of the Division of Fish and Game for the

protection and conservation of fish, game and wild life, and the enforce-

ment of the laws enacted for that purpose, the services that have been
rendered by these deputies have been exceedingly satisfactory and
have resulted in awakening thousands of sportsmen and people who
are lovers of the great out-of-doors to a realization of the perils that are

threatening the supply of fish, game and wild life of the state and the
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necessity of coopcrafivo action on tlio part of the sportsmen and the

people in general in the work Ix-iii}; carried on for the protection and
conservation of fish, ijraine and wild life and the strict enforcement of

the fish and <iaine laws, as wrll as the clTorts beintr made for the

restoekintr of the {zanie fields and public waters by the Division of Fish
and Game.

Tiie action of men wlio have, without eoynpensation or hope of reward
of any kind, volunteered their services to the Division of Fish and

Game, and entered the fields for the protection and preservation of

fish, game and wild life and the strict enforcement of the laws that

have been enacted for tliat purpose, is certainly worthy of the highest
commendation and surely deserves the liearty and united support and

cooi)eratiou of all sportsmen and law abiding citizens witliin the state.

While it is pleasing to be able to report the .success of the volunteer

deputies, and the system and rules supervising and governinir their

activities, it is very apparent that in order that the funds expended to

maintain these deputies may result beneficially to the cause of fish,

game and wild life protection, and that the volunteer deputies continue

to merit and receive the confidence, respect and support of the sports-
men and people, is absolutely dependent upon continued and constant

personal supervision and the never ceasing stimulus afforded by
directed effort that will tend to prevent the lessening of interest in the

protection of fish, game and wild life and the strict enforcement of the

laws enacted for that purpose.
It is believed that the present bond required of volunteer deputies,

viz, $2,500, is unnecessarily high, and that a bond in the sum of $500
would be ample.
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REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF FISH RESCUE AND
RECLAMATION

By George Neale^ in charge

The Bureau of Fish Rescue Avas created August 1, 1928. The pur-
pose of the bureau is indicated in the title, tlie rescue and reclamation
of fish from areas where they have become stranded by reason of

streams and lakes overflowing their banks, irrigation ditches, canals

and like bodies of water that become dry and where many millions of

valuable food and game fish formerly perished.

Fig. 12. Too late. About 200,000 crappie, bluegill and black bass,

courtesy Frederick Burkett.
Photo

PROPER SELECTION OF SPECIES

The bureau is an adjunct of the Division of Fish and Game, Depart-
ment of Natural Resources—very closely allied to the Bureau of Fish

Culture and Distribution—necessarily so, for the reason that the pro-
miscuous introduction of certain species, some of which are highly

predatory, into waters entirely unsuited to them and which can not

but have a harmful effect upon the inhabitants of those waters and
which we know from experience can never be corrected. Unfortu-

nately, several species of fish have been planted in waters by enthu-

siastic anglers whose knowledge of biology is that all a fish needs is

just water. As far as is possible no fish are placed in waters until it

is determined what species are most adaptable to those waters.
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NATURAL PROPAGATION

A very lar^'c percent ac;c of the rescued fish are of the spiny rayed
tribe of fresh water pame and food fishes, black and striped bass, crap-

pies, calico bass, sunfish and several kinds of perch, catfish, etc., none
of whicli can be or arc propagated nrlificially as are trout and salmon.

Consequently, in order to maintain the growing demand made upon
them by the angling fraternity, all replacements for overfished and
barren -waters must be made by rescue methods. None of the above
named fishes are native to California. They were introduced from the

eastern and middle western states and have taken a firm hold in their

adopted state. It is the habit, when possible, for these species, with

the exception of the striped bass, to leave the parent stream at the

spawning period and enter the shallow sloughs, canals, ditches, lakes

and pastures, where the spa\vning takes place. This usually occurs

during the period of high water. "When the waters recede they, W'ith

their young, become prey to the numerous predatory birds and ani-

mals, if not removed.

FUTURE SUPPLY ASSURED

The rescue bureau goes a step further than just netting and rescuing
fish and returning them to the waters from whence they came. Every
advantage is taken to maintain a permanent supply and to distribute

them to other adaptable Avaters. all over the state. In the seining opera-
tions the parent fish, which are generally found with their young, are

returned to the main bodies of water with about 50 per cent of the

young fry. The surplus are used to fill the many applications for them
which are made to the fish cultural department. In this way a future

supply is maintained and assured.

These natural outdoor hatcheries are so situated by nature that they
could not be duplicated by artificial efi'ort except at an immense cost.

The propagating areas are formed generally in the lowest lands at the

confluence of two streams, such as the Sacramento and American
rivers or the IMokelumne and Cosumnes. These four streams alone,

with their tributaries, furnish 80 per cent of all the spiny rayed fish

rescued and distributed to all parts of the state. An estimate of the

area of these outdoor natural hatcheries in a normal winter of rainfall

is about seventy thousand acres of surface water, composed of small

ponds and lakes and overflowed areas, of from one to four hundred
acres each. Nearly all of this area is connected at flood w^ater with

some important river or lake, where these fish abound.

The most essential elements in all waters containing fish are food,

spawning grounds and an abundance of subaqueous plant life, which

furnishes both food and shelter for the young fish, and without which

there can be little or no natural propagation. These natural hatcheries

contain all these elements, their propagation costs nothing, they require
no feeding as do artificially hatched fish, no buildings or attendants.

These is no element of disease, no watchful eye of the fish culturist—
nature does it all without cost, but when nature has completed her

wonderful work, then conserv^ation begins. The young and adult fish

must be removed to permanent waters, overfished waters must be

stocked, barren waters must be supplied to furnish sport and food.
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IMPORTANCE IN OTHER STATES

The states of Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska,
Wisconsin, South Dakota, Louisiana, Missouri, Michigan, Connecticut,

Ohio, Oklahoma, and a number of other states not so favored by trout

waters as is California, derive a large portion of their license revenue
from these spiny rayed fresh water game fishes. They specialize

entirely upon the propagation of this tribe of fishes at a cost of from
$25 to $40 per thousand.

With the single exception of the yellow perch, the spiny rayed fishes

can not be propagated artificially as are trout and salmon. They can
not be stripped of their eggs as are trout, hence the necessity of these

states creating seminatural or artificial outdoor propagating ponds in

order to maintain the demand by the anglers of these states. j\Iany of

these states expend a large amount of their income in the propagation

Fig. 13. Pot hole in irrigation ditch near Tracy from wliich striped bass were
rescued for transplanting in the Salton Sea. Photo by E. S. Cheney, October,
1929.

of these fish. Arkansas claims to maintain the largest acreage of propa-

gating ponds in America—a series of ponds just completed, at a cost

of $175,000. The state of Illinois operates eleven seminatural ponds
for spinous fish. They also operate four rescue stations with crews.

This would indicate the value of these game fishes to these states.

Such expenditures will not be necessary in this state as long as the

fish are rescued from the immense natural propagating areas in the

Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys. The growing demand for both

large- and small-mouth black bass can be met by setting aside certain

natural ponds or lakes w^hich may be acquired by rental and maintained

as bass propagating waters. There are many such ponds and reser-
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voirs in 11h' lower altitudes, in fact the chiefs of the Bureau of Fish
Culture and Fish Rescue are now working; on such a project.

Total Number of Fish Rescued from August 1, 1928, to June 30, 1929, by Species

Green sunfish 374,705
Bluegill sunfish , G5,407
Grapple 1 29,231
Striped bass 122,408
Catfish 154,117
Black bass 218,419
Rainbow trout 3,435
Salmon 350
Yellow perch 1

Sacramento perch 100
968,173

Hanford rescue crew, all species ir,7.tt05

Newman rescue crew, all species 155,626
1,281,704

Total Number of Fish Rescued from July 1, 1929, to June 30, 1930

Green sunfish 2,249,623
Bluegill sunfish 367,071
Crappie, calico bass 927,453
Catfish 252,765
Striped bass 10,004
Black bass 1,700,088
Rainbow trout 40,140
Salmon 150
Sacramento perch 8

5,547,308
Aided by volunteers of Sacramento County 141,313

5,688,621

Grand total rescued to June 30, 1930 6,970,325

Fig. 14. Seining striped bass near Tracy, California, December, 1929, for experi-
mental planting in Salton Sea. This is typical of the work of the Bureau of

Fish Rescue and Reclamation. Photo by George Neale.

Approximately 75 per cent of the rescued fish are what we have

classed as number ' '

ones,
' ' two inches or less in length. Twenty-two per

cent are yearlings, and 3 per cent are adults of all sizes. We have

devised a system by w^hich we are able to count small fish by small dip

net measurement, which is approximately 98 per cent correct. All

figures are very conservative.
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One of the outstanding accomplishments of the Bureau of Fish Cul-

ture and Rescue is the successful transportation and planting of two
carloads of striped bass—five thousand fish of from four to six inches

in length—to the Salton sea in Riverside and Imperial counties. This

body of water is of a saline nature and is forty-five miles in length and
fifteen in width. It is one of the most important experiments in fish

introduction into water of like character anywhere.
The following distribution of rescued fish to barren waters has been

made possible by the fine cooperation given by the Bureau of Fish

Culture and the Bureau of Patrol:

Season of 1928, August 7th to December

Diez Lake, Inyo County Crappie, catfish, sunfish 1,200
Liig Ut-ar Liake, San iiernardiiio County Caiiish, sunlish 300
ronds at Atherton, San Mateo County Black bass 12

Steinhart Aquarium, San Francisco Black bass 24
Feather Hill Ranch, Santa Barbara County- Catfish, crappie G50
Altadena ponds, Los Angeles County Sunfish 50
St. Marv's College, Contra C::osta County Sunfish, crappie 300
Searsville Lake, Santa Clara County Uluegill. sunfish, crappie 100

J^aguna Lake, Orange County Catfish 150
Fairmont Lake ;ind Evans Lake, Riverside Sunfish. crappie, bluegill,

County black bass 1,515

Eagle L;ike, Lassen County Crappie, black bass, sunfish 1,322

Guadalupe Lake, Santa Barbara County Catfish 300
Santa Anita Dam, Los Angeles County Catfish, sunfish ?

Foss I>ake, .San Diego County Catfish, sunfish, crappie 540
Henshaw Lak(». San Diego County Sunfish. catfish, crappie 695

Hughes Lake, San Diego County Catfish 1,000
River-side Lake, Riverside County Black bass, crappie, sunfish 1,605
("orners Station, Kern County Black bass, crappie, sunfi.sh 664
Bakersfield Athletic Club, Kern County Sunfish, black bass, crappie 700
Stanislaus River Black bass, cmppie, sunfish 1,822

Kings River, Kings County Catfish 15.000
Cross Creek, Kern County Catfish 40,000
Kaweah River. Tulare County Catfish 40,000
Kern River, Kern County Rainbow trout 137

Season of 1929

Lake at Redding, Shasta County Sunfish. crappie 2 cans
I^ake at Watsonville Black bass 4 cans
Los Gatos Back bass, crappie, sunfish. 3 cans
I.,os Angeles Black bass S cans
Vallejo Black bass, crappie, sunfish_ 12 cans
San Diego Black bass 126 cans
Susanvil e Crai-pie 126 cans
Lincoln, Placer Countv Black bass 2 cans
Redwood Citv Catfish, crappie 2 cans
Lone Pino Chamber of Commerce Catfish, crappie 1,000 fish

Dan Payne, Ashland. Oregon Catfish 60 fish

Oregon Chamber of Commerce, Portland Catfish ?

Golden Trout Club. Lone Pine Crappie 36 cans
Yuba Fi.'ih and Game Association Black bass, crappie 30 fish

El Centro Chamber of Commerce Striped bass 126 cans
El Centro Chamber of Commerce Striped bass 140 cans
Turlock Reservoir Catfish 60,000 fish

A can carries from four to eight large adult fish, according to the size of the can
and the fish. A can's quota of small fish is from forty to one hundred.

The rescue and distribution of the game and food fishes is one of, if

not the most forward con.servation measures accomplished by the

Department of Natural Resources. The value of the food supply, the

pleasure afforded to men, women and children in their pursuit, can not

be estimated in dollars. All of the spinous fishes are the equal, if not

more delicious as a pan fish than trout. They are available to those

who are unable to go to the mountain streams for trout.

In addition to rescue w^ork an analysis is being made of the stomach

contents of the spiny rayed fishes in an effort to learn which of the

species are more predatory. Also particular attention is given to the
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ranpre of the spawninf? soason. This will cnal)le us to deterrainc the

right season to take them. A record of overflowed lands, fed from
waters that contain edible fish, is kept. Also a record of all fish from
each body of water, where and when tnken. tlieir disposition, ;ind the

name of the owner or lessee of suih lauds.

In addition to the rescue work, 1556 small-mouth black bass frj' and

eight adult bass were secured from the Salt Spring Reservoir, Cala-

veras County, and planted in the Citrus Grove pond near Oroville, as

a propagating pond for that species of bass.

Tlie one rescue of most importance to the sportsman angler was the

rescue from Concow Creek, Butte County, below the dam, of 500 adult

rainbow trout of four pounds each, 100 of three pounds, 1400 of two

pounds and 435 yearlings, making a total of 2435 trout, weighing
approximately 5208 pounds. This was accomplished with the assist-

FiG. 15. Rescue work below the Soncow Dam. Some of the 4| tons of rainbow
trout. February 27-March 2, 1929.

ance of the local deputy, A. J. Stanley, fourteen volunteers from Oro-

ville and Chico, and the rescue force from Sacramento. The bureau

was aided by several market fishermen, who gave valuable assistance by
the use of their large nets, boats and crews and in return were permit-
ted to keep the rough fish, pike and hardheads, as there is very little or

no demand for them except by the Chinese. These men, together with

volunteer sportsmen, were the means of saving 141,313 game fishes,

nearly all of which were adults or breeders.

I trust that it is in order to thank all those farmers who allowed us

the freedom of their lands, and those who notified us of the necessity
of saving many fish. Also, thanks are due the head of the Bureau of

Fish Culture for making it possible for such wide distribution and

prompt delivery by our distributing car and the skillful handling of

the fish. Also to the many deputies who have given fine cooperation,
both in assistance and by correspondence.
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REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF FISH CULTURE

By W. H. ShebleTj in charge

In compliance with the regulations and for the information of the
Division of Fish and Game of the Department of Natural Resources,
the Bureau of Fish Culture herewith submits a report on the operations
of the hatcheries, distribution cars, egg-collecting stations, biological

work, feeding experiments, and recommendations to improve the con-

ditions of the trout and salmon distribution works, as well as other

activities of the bureau.

During the biennium from July 1, 1928, to July 1, 1930, the largest
number of trout has been planted in the history of the Commission—
62,000,000—as well as 10,500,000 salmon. Owing to the long drought
that has lasted for a period of approximately sixteen years, the best

results could not be obtained in all districts. We have on hand for the
1930 distribution 35,000,000 trout.

The dry cycle or period of prolonged seasons of light snow falls and
light rains has caused a marked decrease in volume of many streams
and the lowering of the water table in the great central valleys of Cali-

fornia. Higher temperature of the water has been caused by the lessen-

ing flow each season for a period of sixteen years and by the storage
of water for power and irrigation. This condition has been a source

of anxiety to the employees of the Bureau of Fish Culture as it has
caused a complete physical change to take place in the amount of water
in many creeks as well as in the plankton and habits of the fish. This
we have tried to' meet in a practical and scientific way. We have
maintained good fishing in the majority of the lakes and streams, when
all conditions are considered.

We feel that the Division of Fish and Game has accomplished remark-
able results in the number of fish distributed. The different species of

trout have been allocated to the waters to which they are best suited,
when the amount of water, temperature, and all the changes brought
about by irrigation systems, power dams, deforestation, shortage of

water, excessive fishing, etc., are considered. We have operated twenty-
eight hatcheries and fifteen egg-collecting stations. The output of the

hatcheries, amounting to 62,000,000 trout of the different species, have
been distributed with the assistance of the deputies, anglers, and per-
sons interested in the planting of trout for recreation and business

purposes. We have been ably assisted by members of fish planting
clubs and other organizations, as well as by the railroads who have
issued us free transportation for our distributing cars and crews

engaged in fish planting work. At many of the hatcheries trucks have
been used in making the distribution and, in the regions away from
the roads, pack trains have been extensively used in the distribution

work. With considerable gratification we have found that where the

conditions of the water were favorable the fish have actually increased

despite the heavy fishing. This is notable in Lake Almanor, June Lake,
Butte Lake, and the Klamath River, as well as in several other locali-
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tics. Tlu* niii of trout in thr upper rcjiclics oC the Klainalh was lar;jr<*r

last fall durinp the salmon run than it has hern at any i\mc during
the last ton years. Tlio trout asoondod tho river in larfrer numbers
than usual, evidently not beiiifr afTccted by the condition of the river.

Last fall at our salmon racks at Klamathoji, -we removed froin our

traps and jnit ujistrcam above the racks from 150 to :^00 KaiTibow trout

per day for sixty days or longer. These were all larcre fish and there

was a horde of smaller trout that Avent throucrh the rack prratinjrs. In

spite of this, the larprest run of trout in the Klamath in ten years, the

take of egrtrs was small durinjj: the sprinrr of 1930 at all the collectinp:

stations, due to the lack of hijih water, continual cold water in thr

tributaries, and the warmer water of the Klamath River that causf^d

the trout to remain in the river and not ascend to the traps in the

tributaries. This condition is not unusual. The fishmg: in the river

up to June 30th has been below par due to many causes, but not to a

dearth of trout.
STREAM CLOSING

The closinpr of streams by the Director of Natural Resources, as

reconnnended by the Division of Fish and Game, has given good results.

This work should be continued and where necessary should be repeated
until the streams are fully restored. While we have planted fi2.000.000

trout during the bienniura just passed, and have for the 19:50 distribu-

tion :55.00(),000 fish to be i)lant('d in waters throughout the state, we

again repeat that a larger number of fish should be planted as the

ever-increasing population of the state demands, if we are to maintain

the present fishing average in our lakes and streams. There are waters

suitable for every species of trout in California. Some of our larger

rivers and streams in the lower altitudes Avill not support the native

species as they did before the changes brought about by our advancing
and ever-inereasiiig population, but exotic species that have become

resistant to higher temperatures, bacterial infestations, and a changed
natural food supply, will thrive and furnish food and sport in places

where our native trout will no longer thrive in numbers great enough
to justify the efforts to keep the lower reaches of our larger streams

stocked.

On the arrival of the pioneers, before the beds of streams and large

pools were filled with gravel from the thousands of placer, hydraulic,

and quartz mines, and before the forests were removed from the banks

of the rivers and soil washed into the streams by erosion caused by the

rains on cultivated lands, the Rainbow trout descended to the lower

reaches of the larger streams. Before the mines were worked out or

hydraulic mining stopped, and the forests removed for the lumber or

cleared aw^ay for farming purposes, the physical conditions of practi-

cally all the larger streams and rivers that had their source in the

Sierra were so changed that the Rainbow could not exist in the lower

reaches of these streams. Brown trout and Loch Leven are taking their

places, as they are more resistant to the conditions now prevailing in

these streams. The erection of high dams and the holding back of the

water for irrigation and power, also has a tendency to cause the water

to get much warmer during the summer months. The dry period or

cycle w^hich has prevailed for approximately sixteen years has had a

marked effect on the condition of the water in our streams.
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The conditions mentioned above are only a few of the many changes
that are prevailing on the terrain through which our beautiful moun-
tain streams once flowed. At the upper reaches conditions are still

good and our native fishes Avdll continue to thrive in the lakes of the

high Sierra, as well as in hundreds of tributary streams and in all of

the headwaters of our rivers.

We have operated 28 hatcheries and 15 egg-collecting stations during
the last two years. The total trout distributed of all sizes, from 1^ to

4-inch fingerlings, was over 62,000,000. We collected from the Klam-
ath River 8,219,000 salmon eggs, which were hatched and the resulting
fish planted in the Klamath River. The last two seasons were unfavor-

able for the collection of saliuon eggs owing to the dry open fall

weather, which was warmer than usual at the period when the salmon

were ascending the river, which alwaj'S causes a light run of salmon in

the upper reaches of the river. This condition has been observed for

the last twenty years, as tables of egg-collecting operations at Klam-
athon will show. We have added to this report the tables of salmon

egg collections for the last ten years to verify this statement.

SPINY RAYED FISHES

We again repeat our recommendation that ponds should be estab-

lished for the rearing of spiny rayed fishes. The Bureau of Fish

Rescue and Reclamation, organized during the last two years, has done
some very valuable work in rescuing thousands of valuable food and

game fishes that would have perislied when the receding waters in the

overflow basins and residual pools were drying up. These last two
seasons were the worst, probably, in the state's history, and the organi-
zation of the bureau has been of inestimable value in rescuing the fish

that otherwise would have been prey to the fish-eating birds or perished
when the water dried up.

BROOD PONDS FOR SPINY RAYED FISHES

In addition to this valuable work, ponds, such as we recommended
in 1918, and for lack of funds were not built, should be established to

add to the number of spiny rayed fishes to be planted each season. As
soon as funds are available, properly built ponds should be established

where the different species can be propagated with a minimum of cost

after the construction of the ponds, etc.

We have trained fish-culturists who can successfully raise these fish

for a small sum and thus add to the food and game fish supply of the

state. This work, in conjunction with the rescue and reclamation

operations, will be of vast benefit to the state.

PONDS FOR TROUT

I wish again to recommend the building of ponds for the rearing of

trout for brood stock. We can close certain lakes for this purpose and

get a great deal of benefit from such lakes, but fish in natural lakes, no

matter how well stocked, are subject to seasonal weather conditions

that do not prevail in artificial ponds where the brood stock is always
under control of the fish-culturist. These programs require money,
and if the people desire to enjoy fishing for pleasure and food a larger
license will have to be paid to provide the funds for the necessary
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expense. One or two limits of fisli will pay for the license from a

food value standpoint, not eoniitinpr the benefit to bo derived from
recreation for the one or two days' fishing, with a whole long season

to fish in if one so desired.

FISH EGGS AS BAIT

Our efforts to prevent the use of salmon eggs for fish bait failed of

passage by the legislature. As long as the use of fish eggs is allowed
in this state, so long will the small, immature fish be taken. There are

many kinds of natural bait that can be used by those who do not care

to use a fly or spoon, and are not in favor of chumming the fish or

causing them to gather in large schools where all sizes are taken regard-
less of the results. So long as those who use salmon or other fish eggs
can satisfy their desire to catch fish with little effort or skill, and to

the everlasting detriment of the game fishes in any water where they

Fig. 16. Pond system Rincon Station, North Fork San Gabriel River, Los Angeles
County. Photo by D. A. Clanton, March, 1930.

are used, hundred of thousands of small fish will be taken long before

they are large enough to catch. We should use our best efforts to stop
this kind of fishing.

Following is a brief summary of our reports on the operations of the

different hatcheries:

MT. SHASTA HATCHERY

The Mt. Shasta Hatchery, established in 1888 as a salmon propagat-

ing station, has grown in importance through the passing years until

today it is one of the largest and best equipped hatchery stations in

the United States. This station was rehabilitated during 1927 and

placed in excellent condition. There are five hatchery buildings at

this station, and 54 ponds for the rearing of brood fish stock. The

output of eggs from these ponds is one of the best investments in fish

cultural work in the state. The supply of eggs can always be depended
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upon regardless of weather or other conditions. The work of this

station during the biennium from June 30, 1928, to July 1, 1930, con-

sisted principally of fish cultural operations as the improvements and

repairs made during 1927 put the station in first class order. During
the next biennium the following improvements are necessary: new
understructure to Hatchery "A," new pipe lines, new fencing, a new
well, repairs to the power line and to the ice plant, totaling about

$3,350.

During the years of 1928 and 1929, the general work and the output
of the station was fully up to the average. Several experiments in

feeding other foods than those usually fed at this hatchery were made

during the year, but the results are chiefly valuable in determining
what not to feed rather than what to feed. Reports of the experiments
have been made by Dr. Coleman and published by the division.

Several improvements were made at the 'Mt. Shasta Hatchery. One
was the putting in of a small concrete dam in Spring Creek and run-

ning a pipe line of 16-inch pipe 975 feet to the diversion tank in the

hatchery grounds. This was a major improvement inasmuch as it did

away with the old flume and ditch, and in a great measure did away
with the moss and drift that worked into the ditch. The pipe was
buried underground and is out of the way and permanent. Another

improvement was the building of a new water tank to handle the water
from the pump for all domestic purposes within the hatchery grounds,
and for irrigating the gardens. The new tank is on a tower 36 feet

high with a base of concrete 18 by IS feet. The tank holds 4000 gallons
of water. The structure is covered with rustic and is attractive and
well built. Up to June 30, 1930, all the buildings have been painted

except the can house, lumber shed and several wood sheds. This puts
them in good repair. Also a new pipe line was laid from the water

tank to the residence and the residence refitted with new plumbing.

CAMP CREEK EGG-COLLECTING STATION

At the Camp Creek station a new cabin was built for use of the man
in charge during the spawn taking season. It is a plain, two-room

affair, but is warm and comfortable. This is the only improvement at

this station. Eggs collected during the biennium totaled 1,673,000.

FALL CREEK HATCHERY

At the Fall Creek Hatchery the results were good. During 1929,

4,005,000 Quinnat salmon eggs were received, 402,000 were lost and
3,603,000 planted. Rainbow trout eggs were received to the number
of 603,000 ; 23,000 eggs and fish were lost and 580,000 planted in the

tributaries of the Klamath River. This was almost 90 per cent effi-

cient for the salmon and a little over 96 per cent efficient for the trout.

Of course, the greater number of the trout eggs were received after

they were eyed and after all loss in hatching had been deducted.

In addition to the trout and salmon planted in the tributaries of the

Klamath River from the Fall Creek Hatchery, there was a total of

439,000 Rainbow trout planted in tributaries of the Klamath River and
Scott River, the latter stream being also a tributary of the Klamath.
These fish were planted by the different associations of Yreka, Scott

Valley, and by the force of the Klamath National Forest.
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Alterations and repairs at the Fall Creek Hatchery, which are inirae-

(liatelv necessary, total al)ont $550.

Total lish planted durin.ii seasons of ]028 and rJ2'J : trout ],17(i.()()0;

salmon 6,854,000. Number of fisli and eprgs on hand for disliiluilion

durinf? the season of 1930: trout 1,078,000; salmon 2,939,000.

SHOVEL CREEK

I)urin<x the year 1929, an e^t^-collecling station was established on
Shovel Creek. Years ago this creek was noted for the heavy run of

trout it carried, but since the building of the Copco Dam the runs
have fallen far short of the old time average. The station was built

in order to take eggs from the native Kainbow lliat were nonmigratory.
Wliile the take was small, we are looking for a larger take at the station

in 1930. There should be a cottage built for use of the crew operating
the station.

SHACKLEFORD CREEK

There should be a new cottage at this station, which may be built at

a cost of approximately $600, and a new well .should also be driven.

HORNBROOK EGG-COLLECTING STATION

Repairs were made on concrete wall and traps. The low water in

the creek during the last two springs caused a much less number of

eggs to be taken than was expected. Owing to the drought (for several

seasons past the irrigationists turn the water into their ditches, thus

reducing the flow in Cottonwood Creek, so that early in April no fish

can ascend the stream. This is one of the late spawning streams and

during seasons of normal rainfall furnishes a large number of eggs
after April 1st. The total eggs collected during the last two seasons

averages 2,343,000.

BEAVER CREEK STATION

This station was operated successfully during the last two seasons,

but owing to the severe seasonal conditions an egg take was not up to

our expectancy, as under the lease we must open the dam and allow the

fi.sh to ascend the creek on May 1st. If the station could have been

operated after May 1st, more eggs could have been collected. Total

eggs collected during the last two seasons, 2,222,000.

BOGUS CREEK EGG-COLLECTING STATION

The run of fish at this station has been all that could be expected

during the seasons of 1929 and 1930, as the weather conditions pre-

vailing throughout the Klamath region were not favorable during the

last two seasons for the trout to ascend the tributary streams. The
streams w^ere low^ and cold and the trout did not ascend in as great
numbers as usual, although there were large numbers in the river.

Total eggs collected during last two seasons, 2,479,000.

YUBA RIVER HATCHERY

This experimental station was established during 1928. The water

so far has proved suitable for hatchery purposes. The most important

improvements and repairs at the Yuba River Hatcliery have been the
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completion of the hatchery building: that was first installed under a

tent, putting in windows and placing new roof on same, repairing
flume and settling tank. A loading platform and signs posted along
the hatchery water supply would improve conditions at this station.

The roof is of a cheap grade of paper and will be replaced as soon as

funds are available with corrugated iron.

Number of fish hatched and distributed from this station during
last two seasons, 449,735.

The site for this hatchery Ls situated on Fiddle Creek, a tributary
of the North Fork of the Yuba River, about 34 miles north of Nevada

City. The site was ol)tained by a lease from the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company and from Mrs. A. F. Craig. If this site proves
suitable for hatchery purposes, it will be a great l)enefit in the distri-

bution work as it is centrally located in the Yuba River system, besides

a number of lakes can be easily reached from this station. The water

so far has been pure and no infection due to the water lias affected the

eggs or fish.

BURNEY CREEK HATCHERY

Following is a report of the major improvements accomplished at

this hatchery during the last two seasons. A rock wall was built

under the hatchery as an improvement to prevent the cold winds from

blowing up tiirough tlie floor during the winter months and a lot of

work on the road to insure against accidents where the road was too

narrow on turns and ([uite dangerous, and where some accidents had

already occurred. A ladies' rest room was built, and an aciuarium in

the hatchery.
Other improvements are neces.sary at the Burney Creek Hatchery.

A small freezing plant should be installed and there should be $500
allowed for constructing an additional cottage or cabin.

The total output of fish from this station during the last two seasons

was 2,884,000.
An experimental egg-collecting station on Toms Creek, a tributary

to Ballard's Reservoir, was opened. The c^*^ take was small and most

of the males were in poor condition, making the percentage of fertili-

zation very low, and unless the reservoir can be closed to fishing at

all times so it can be built up with fish, it will not pay to operate there.

BUTTE LAKE

The fish there are good spawners. This lake ought to produce not

less than 2,000.000 eggs and should be operated as an auxiliary station

to the Burney Creek Hatchery. Due to the heavy fishing by the tour-

ists at present, the lake will have to be closed until later in the season,

and would suggest closing it until the first of July or all the year if

possible. The main reason for having a later opening season is due to

the fact that in the month of May, when most of the fish are caught, is

when the fish are looking for an outlet to the lake and there being no
surface inlet or outlet to the lake, the fish mill around the lake on the

shore line where the water is so shallow that their backs are out of the

water and at that time anyone can catch all the fish they care to. Later

on, after the spawning is over, the fish quiet down and return to the

deeper parts of the lake where the anglers can not slaughter them as

4—81166
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tlioy (l(t wlicii tli(\v arc Irviii;.' In s|>a\vn. We rocoiiniK'nd that llio Park
iServie'r be Z'ctjut'sti'd to iln^r I'.iiitr |.;ik,. jis ;i (isli |)rcscrve.

KLAMATHON SALMON EGG-COLLECTING STATION

This station was ('stal)lislu'(l in ll'lO lor tlic ]uif|)oso of collecting
salmon i'<r<^s for (list rihiit ion in llic Klamath a?Ml Sacramento rivers.

The station is subject to seasonal conditions pi-obably more than any
other station on the coast. Durinj]: a season of early rainfall and falling

temperatures, the salmon ascend the river in larire Tiumbers; during
seasons of warm and dry weather in the fall the salmon run in the

upper reaches of the Klamath Kiver is light. As far as our observa-
tions are concerned and knowing that the run of salmon is not constant,
but in the upjicr reaches of the river is governed by seasonal conditions,
we are not ])i-(>])ared to state whether the run of fish has been reduced

by excessive fishing in the ocean areas before entering the river or not.

A comprehensive survey of the river covering a period of years \\i\\,

in our judgment, be necessary before determining whether the I'un has

materially decreased or not. The movements in the upper reaches of

the river fluctuated in the same manner some twenty years ago a.s it

has during the last ten years.

Following is a table of the numlier of eggs collected from the Chinook
salmon, which clearlx' indicates the fluctuatinu- num})ers of salmon in

the runs as they reach the traps at the Klamathon Station :

Collection of Quinnat Salmon Eggs from Klamath River from 1920 to 1930, Inclusive

Klamathon Station
Year Eggs
1919 4,974,000
1920 7,110,000
1921 19,178,000
1922 20,824,000
1923 5,762,000
1924 6,735.000
1925 18.042,000
1926 11,797,000
1927 4,621,000
1928 5,016,000
1929 3,103,000

Total 107,162,000

All the salmon eggs collected durin<x th(> last three years have been
hatched at Fail Creek station and the resulting fingerlings have been
returned to the river. Our opinion, based on over thirty j^ears' study
of the fishing conditions in the Klamath Kiver, is that when seasonal

conditions change and a period of normal rain and snowfall prevails,
the salmon will reach the Klamathon Station in numbers that will

average the same as they have for tlie last twenty years. The water
is held back in the Klamath Lake by the power company during the

dry season and has its etfect on the salmon run as is definitely proven
by the movements of the salmon.

The Klamath, like all rivers in this state, is heavily fished, but the

number of salmon taken, except in the cannery, has no effect on the

run on the upper reaches of the river. The cannery, in our judgment,
takes only a small percentage of the run as the ocean fishing no doubt
is of greater consequence than the operation of the cannery on the

salmon that ascend the river.
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PIT RIVER EGG-COLLECTING STATION

The construction of an egg-collecting station at llagen Flat on Pit

River by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company in lieu of a tishway
over their high dams in the Pit River has been decided on and a site

has been selected, survey made, and all preparations are now under

way to install this station during the coming summer and fall. We
waited several years before making a request of the power company
to build this station, as it was not certain whether enough salmon would
ascend the Pit River to justify the expense of establishing a salmon

egg-collecting station. After a number of surveys on Pit River during
the salmon spawning season, we discovered that a sufficient number of

salmon ascended the stream to justify us in our request that tlie com-

pany construct racks, traps, and an egg-collecting station on a site

selected below Power House No. 4 of the Pacific Gas and Electric Com-

pany. This station, do doubt, will enable us to collect a number of

trout eggs each spring for the Burney Creek Ilatchei-y. We hope to

see this station installed and ready for the trout run this coming
spring and in readiness for the salmon run in the fall of 1981.

FORT SEWARD HATCHERY

The following list covers the more inipoi'tant work and improve-
ments at this station during the past biennium, details following the

list:

Installation of domestic water system.
Road work.

Raising and leveling of assistant's ca])in.

Wood cutting.
Fi.sh feeding experiment.

Experiment in the use of salmon oflPal as fish food.

Ice box built during the past spring.

Recommendations :

Automobile.
Kohler Light Sj'stem.

During the months of September and October of 1929, the installa-

tion of a new water system to furnish water for the houses was finished.

Owing to the opening of the road between Powers Creek and Alder-

point and the consequent use of the Powers Creek watershed as a picnic
and outing ground, and also to the constant fouling of the creek water

by cattle and campers, it became necessary to find and develop a new
source of domestic water. A spring was opened up and developed at a

point about 1500 feet above the houses in the Fort Seward Creek water-

shed. This spring was enclosed in a concrete box from which the water

was piped to a 3000-gallon redwood tank. From the tank the pipe was
laid down the canyon to the dwellings. The pipe used is l-|-inch and
as this pipe is one-half inch larger than the pipe used in the old system
and the head is much greater, we now have a fine supply of good pure
water that can not be contaminated and which is delivered at heavy
pressure. So far the supply has been more than sufficient for all needs,

including irrigation of the grounds at the dwelling.
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Fort Si'wanI IhifclK^ry was one of those selected for tlio feeding'

exjierimejit.s last season. As the report made liy Dr. Coleinan ('f)vered

the matter fully, it is necessary only to say lliat the foods selocted

proved failures at this station. TIk- superintendent desires to stress

particularly the experiments made with s;dmf)n ofTal. It is no doultt a

valuable and a cheap food. Itut the use of it is assfK'ialcfl with condi-

tions that it will he hard to eliminate and which render the use of it

danfrerous unless properly handled. These conditions are, first, that

the material unquestionably must ho frozen solid inimediately after

removal from the salmon at the packinjr house and iield in a frozen

condition until used at the hatchery; second, some container to be used

in shipping must be provided to prevent leakage of fluids while the

material is in transportation, otherwise, the transportation companies
will refuse to accept it.

On the whole, the weather conditions liave been dry durin'.'' 1928,
1929 and 1930. We have had quite a lot of scattered rain during the

winters, but none of the normal continuous downpours as in former

years. As a result, the creeks have been below normal in flow. This

subnormal flow ha.s further been induced by the fact that forest fires

in the watersheds have removed the ground cover and the run-off after

rains is unimpeded and rapid, very little of the falling moisture sinking
into the ground.

Total number of fish distributed from this station during the bien-

nium :

260.730 Rainbow trout.

2,593.350 Steelhead trout.

100.000 Cutthroat trout.

1,261,880 Silver salmon.

PRAIRIE CREEK STATION (Experimental)

This experimental station was established in the early fall of 1928.

No major improvements have been made at tliis station other than
the building of a garaire. which was a necessity. Only work that was

absolutely necessary for the operation of the station has been done, as

we stiU consider the station in an experimental stage and unproven as

to either its continuance or as to its abandonment.

The climatic conditions prevailing durins: the past two years have

been so adverse as to preclude an opinion as to the merits of the loca-

tion as a potential egg supply. One or two bad breaks in the racks have

been repaired.
Information from residents of the district is to the effect that there

is a good run of steelhead trout in Prairie Creek about once in five

years. We have planted the creek heavily during the past two years
in the hope of ultimately building up a regular steelhead run in the

creek. If we are able to succeed in this endeavor, it will be very good

proof of the plan of planting large numbers of small fish instead of a

few large fish. A further study is to be made of the streams of the

district with a vicAv of establishing dependable sources of egg supply.
Redwood Creek has been under consideration for a number of years as

a source of supply of salmon and steelhead eggs, but lack of funds to
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establish a permanent station have prevented carryinc: ont of plans for

this purpose. The United >States Fish Commission attempted to estab-

lish an egg-collecting station on this stream over thirty years ago, but

owing to the small sum of money used in the construction ^vork and
the tremendous floods during the period the experiments were carried

on, the station was abandoned. With improved methods of trap con-

struction, new roads to available sites, when funds are available this

creek should be considered. Redwood Creek is a stream that carries
several thousand sofond-feet of water durine floorl stages and any work
inu.st be of a substantial nature tliat will .stand the high water condi-
tions.

Fig. 17. Taking spawn from a ten-pound Tahoe black-spotted trout. Taylor Creek,
El Dorado County. Photo by Joseph H. Sanders.

TAHCE HATCHERY

The operations at Tahoe station have been carried on to its full

capacity. Since the construction of the reservoir and aerating system,
the spring water has been greatly improved and the fish are making a
much better growth during the same length of time than they did when
the hatchery was first built. The improvements during the last bien-
nial period consisted of the installation of a power grinding machine
for preparing the food and the purchase of a Dodge screen-side truck
for the distribution of fish at the Tahoe and Tallac hatcheries.
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Tlic (list ribul ion for tlic last two seasons is as follows:

215,000 Kainbow.
26f).000 Loch Lovpn.
:{77.00(t Sfrclhcad.

!»78.00() Kilstrrn I'.rook.

f)f)S.5(K) r.ja.k Spotted.
24,000 Golden.

TALLAC HATCHERY

We liavc made a nuinltcr of nccrssarv )-('j)iiirs at this station, as tho

cottafje for the foreman and the dam and pipe; suj)])lyinf^ the

hatchery were verj'' much in need of re[)airs. A new dam was
placed across Taylor Creek and an 8-in('li i)ipe was laid from the dam
to the settlin<r tank. This station is op'-rated durinir the spring and

early summer. The water from Fallen Leaf Lake, that has its outlet

through Taylor Creek, gets contaminated during midsummer, and the

fish are planted early. The fish make a very rapid growth during the

spring and early summer and are large enough for planting early in

the season before the water becomes contaminated with organic matter.
The cottage was repaired and put in good condition.

The numlier of fish distributed from this station during the season
of 1928-29 is as follows:

310.000 Rainbow.

864,000 Black Spotted.

538,000 Steelhead.

660,000 Large Lake.

BLACKWOOD TANK STATION

This station was established in 1926 for the purpose of relieving the
Tahoe Hatchery during the summer and to give the fish a chance to

grow to a larger size before distribution. This station has been operated
wath varying success. One or two lots of trout fry did very well and
others did not thrive, owing to the great amount of blossoms that fell

in the creek from the aspen and balm of Gilead trees that are growing
along the creek banks. These blossoms would gather in large quan-
tities in the stream and deeompose, thus polluting the water besides

choking up the screens in the holding tanks. A filter has now been
installed and we believe that the pollution caused by the blossoms of

the trees will not give us any further trouble.

KAWEAH HATCHERY

The Kaweah Hatchery was established as a permanent hatchery dur-

ing the winter of 1927-28, after operating under a tent for nine years.
The last two season's operations have justified the expense of construct-

ing a permanent building and cottage for the help. The water supply
comes from the East Fork of the Kaweah River, after passing through
the power house of the Southern California Edison Company. It is

located on the bank of the main river, where emergency pumps are

installed to furnish a supply of water in the event that the power
house is shut dow^n for repairs or the flume should be destroyed by
fire or other causes. The water is well aerated and of an even tempera-
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ture, so that the fish make a rapid development. The fingerlings should
be planted early in this section for several reasons. First, the water
causes a rapid growth so that the fish are large enough to plant by
August, and some seasons during July; second, the aquatic and land
insects are in abundance during the summer and early fall so that there
is an abundance of natural food for the fish when planted. If the fish

are held too late in the fall it is more difficult to plant them. Third,
there are no predatory fishes in the streams that are stocked and,
furthermore, those fish that have to be carried by pack animal in the

higher ranges are in better condition to stand the trip than if held
until later in the season.

KINGS RIVER EXPERIMENTAL STATION

Experiments on Kings River were begun in the spring of 1928 to

test the water in Kings River between Trimmers and the mouth of the

North Fork. A temporary station was operated there during the
summer of 1928 witli average results. The water was normal during
midsummer, and the fish remained healthy and made a rapid growth.
As the location was too low for a permanent site, being on a flat subject
to floods during seasons of heavy rain and snowfall, it was decided to

move the station above the mouth of the North Fork on a flat bordering;

the South Fork of Kings River. A cottage and cabin for the help
were built and a dam constructed across the river; a 16-inch pipe was
laid from the dam to the hatchery that was set up under a tent frame,
to be changed into a permanent hatchery if conditions are suitable for

the erection of a permanent station. Plans are now being made to

carry out the necessary changes to make the plant into a permanent
hatchery station.

FEATHER RIVER HATCHERY

The operations at this .station during the last two seasons have been

very successful. There have not been many improvements. A number
of improvements are contemplated during the coming season. There
should be a garage and a small cabin built for the extra help used

during the summer months. The cabin and site should be covered
with rustic and papered to make it comfortable. A new settling tank
should be built, as well as a filtration tank, following out our plan of

installing filtration plants on water supplies that are taken from rivers

and creeks.

The principal improvements during the biennium were the placing
of rustic on the foreman's cottage and the purchase of a two-ton truck
and a light Chevrolet with a truck body.
One million seven hundred thirteen thousand trout have been dis-

tributed from this hatchery during the past tAvo years.

BROOKDALE HATCHERY

This station, established in 1905, has been succes.sfully operated dur-

ing all the years when there was a normal rainfall. The average out-

put has been approximately 700,000 fish per season. The hatchery has
furnished trout for Santa Cruz, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and Alameda
counties before the establishing of the Big Creek Hatchery on the west
coast of the county. Big Creek Station now furnishes fish for a large
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part of tlio district. 'I'lic luilclicry is old :in<l the floor sills. Iroujrlis,

etc.. rifod rrp.'iiriii}.'. .'iiid to nccoinnHMJntc tlu* help a small cottaj^c should

bo Ituilt on \ho trrounds.

TIh' total niiinixT of fish dislrihiitni duiiiiir the last two years is as

follows :

2K1.20() Silver saliiK.ii.

].')?.700 Stool head trout.

14:?.000 Haiidiow trout.

BIG CREEK HATCHERY

This hatohcrv. established in lH'ifi, sueerssrully operated duriiijr the

season of 19:^7. During 1928 an opidemie amonp: the trout fin*rorlinfrs

{•ausod an almost total loss. During lf(2I) the hatchery was operated,

Fig. is. a limit o^ rainbow trout taken in Lake Elinor, Yosemite National Park,
opening day, 1928. Photo by H. P. Walls.

with no signs of the epidemic of the previous season. The operations

during the spring of 1930 have been successful, although the water is

very low, owing to the continued drought in that section.

The total distribution from this station for the biennium is as

follows :

615,000 Steelhead trout.

SCOTT CREEK EGG-COLLECTING STATION

This station has been operated for the last 25 years. Stocked with

fry from the Brookdale Hatchery, the run of spawners was larger dur-

ing the last two years than it was 20 years ago. Fishing is prohibited
in the creek, so that the fish are not caught out by the anglers. The
results shown by the history of this station are conclusive evidence of
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results that can be obtained by stream closing and proper planting of

healthy fish.

There are some repairs necessary to the tanks, dams, etc., that should

be made in the near future.

Total eggs collected from this station for 1928, 1929 and 1930,

13,134,000.
MT. WHITNEY HATCHERY

The only major improvement at ]\It. Whitney Hatchery during the

last two 3-ears was the installation of the pipe line to furnish residents

below the hatchery their domestic water supply. Besides stopping all

agitation among the water users, this improvement will allow us to

install additional ponds for holding brood fish. AYe have been unable

to build up a supply of brood fish with only one pond. We recom-

mend that two or three additional ponds for such purposes l)e built.

The cost would be approximately $3,000.
Another improvement that would greatly help the conditions among

the men at the ]Mt. Whitney Hatchery is to have two cottages l)uilt on
the hatchery grounds. At present the men are sleei)ing and cooking in

different parts of the north wing of the hatchery, wherever room can

be made for them. About $4,000 will be necessary for the construction

of cottages.

During the last two years approximately one hundred barren lakes

have been stocked in Inyo, INIono and Alpine counties from Mt. Whitney
and Fern Creek hatcheries. These have all shown good results. A
goo:l many of these lakes have been stocked with golden trout.

COTTONWOCD LAKE STATION

In closing the ^Middle (Jottonwood l^ake to fishing, we greatly

improved our es;^ take at that station, and we would recommend that

several lakes be closed for our spawning operations. This will guar-
antee us a constant su])ply of eggs for our hatcheries. If other lakes

in this district wer<' closed for different species of trout, all the eggs
for this district could be collected without having them shipped in from
the outside.

GULL LAKE EGG-COLLECTING STATION

We recommend that one-third or a portion of Gull Lake, in Mono
County, be closed to fishing. We have built Gull Lake up for egg-

collecting purposes by heavy stocking, but the fishermen catch the

majority of the fish before they attain spawning age. The season

should close on October 1st, to give the Eastern Brook trout a chance
to approach the shore where they can be seined and the eggs collected.

Total eggs collected at this station during 1928 and 1929, 1,445,000.

WALKER RIVER STATION

Last spring we operated on West Walker River and found a good
run of fish—Rainbow and black spotted—ascending the stream to

spawn. The river was racked off, but owing to the high water at the

time the fish were running was unable to handle the stream. We recom-

mend that a permanent dam be built in this stream so that we can
handle the water during the run-off. To install an egg-collecting station

on this river would cost approximately $6,000.
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ALPINE COUNTY HATCHERY

A liiitchcry in Alpine ('oiinly would trrcally improve tho j)laiilinK

ponditions in this district, as it is a lorifr haul from .Mt. Whitney Hatch-

ery to that section. With a fish plant injr truck aiul an aeratintr system
the fisli reach the streams in excellent condition, hut the trip is too

lon«? and too mueh time is spent in plantini?.

FERN CREEK HATCHERY AND JUNE LAKE

Heavy i)lanlin,irs of steelhead trout from Fei-n Oeek Hatchery in

June Lake are sliowinpr up wonderfully this sprin^r. Limit after limit

of 8- and 10-incli fish arc taken daily. All the fish that were planted
in .lune Lake were put in at ahout tAvo months old, smaller than most

of our plants. We have harl better success with these small fish in this

lake than we have with lar<rer fish in some of the other lakes that we
have stocked. June Lake was first stocked in 1921 with steelhead

trout from egrgs shipped from the Snow I\Iountain egg-collectin<? sta-

tion on the South Eel River.

We strenuously recommend that the open season for fishing in June

Lake, as well as in all lake.s in the Sierra Nevada mountains, be on

June 1st. Fish taken before that date are spaAvners and not fit for

food. They are taken when near the shore at a time when they are

spawniiig, and the loss is very great not only to the egg-collecting

crews, but the fish taken are not fit for food and it sliould be a crime to

catch breeding fish. The la-ws amply protect the animals and birds

during the breeding sea.son, but it is very difficult to get laws to protect

spawning fish.

A total of 2,296,000 fish were distributed from Fern Creek Hatchery
during 1928 and 1929

;
and 1,035,000 eggs were collected from June

Lake in 1929, and l,6-'30,000 eggs were collected from June Lake in 1930.

RUSH CREEK EGG-COLLECTING STATION

The excessive fishing in Grant Lake has materially reduced the

number of spawning fish that ascend the creek to the egg-collecting
station. A later season for fishing should help maintain the run of fish

in this creek.

MORMON CREEK HATCHERY

Since the experimental liatchcry was established on Mormon Creek,

using the water from Springville ^line, there has been an injunction

against the mine owners in favor of the small farmers who claimed

that the mine had drained the springs on their farms. The mine was
ordered bulkheaded so as to close the tunnel drain and force the water
to the surface again. This action has materially affected the water

supply so that we have only a very small amount escaping from the

tunnel. The supply now comes principally from small springs in the

ravine above the hatchery and it is contaminated by water flowing into

the small stream by irrigation on lands contiguous to the creek. The
water is no longer suitable for hatchery purposes. AVe are planning
to remove the temporary hatchery from Mormon Creek to a more suit-

able site where water conditions are good. As soon as the fish in the

hatchery are planted plans for moving the hatchery will be carried

out. There are several projects that can be carried out in conjunction
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with this plan. One is to have a power company, now constructing
impassable dams in rivers near this district, construct a hatchery that

will be large enough for the entire district. The other plan is to have
certain reservoirs closed to fishin? if conditions are favorable to raise

a stock of brood fish to supply the hatchery and to have it moved to

some centrally situated location where the work can be carried on
without interference and where the fish can be distributed throughout
the entire region by truck and pack animal. A plan to move the

Mormon Creek Hatcher}- during the fall of 1930 is contemplated and

plans are being made so that the work can be finished before the season

for shipping the fall eggs for that district.

COLD CREEK HATCHERY

The operations at this station during the last .two seasons have

proven that the selection of this site was a good one. Considerable
M'ork has been done in and around the hatchery since it was completed
in the spring of 1928. The grounds around the liatchory were leveled,

a breakwater was constructed on the banks of Cold Creek to prevent
erosion during periods of high water, as the bank was being cut away
rapidly and in a few years would have caused damage to the hatchery
and grounds. The head trough or distributing tank was remodeled,
shrubbery and flowers have been planted, greatly improving the attrac-

tiveness of the grounds. An emergency pump to be operated during
the early spring when it appears necessary that the water supply for a

few weeks should be augmented by a flow that is free of algae should

be installed as the algae causes considerable trouble when it is running
in the creek before the warm weather sets in. It may be that one of the

filtration tanks that we are planning to install at many of the hatch-

eries will eliminate the trouble. A sand box and discharge gate in

main pipe line will be arranired for and built this coming fall.

The fish have made a remarkable growth and have all been free of

infection, except a shipment of Atlantic salmon that were lost this

spring. The los.s was attributed by the foreman to the algal growth in

the creek, but this has not been proven as the Atlantic salmon raised

at this station during the season of 1929 were exceptionally strong and
vigorous and were planted in Smith River without any noticeable loss

when they were from four to five inches in length. Reports from
Canada, where the Atlantic salmon are propagated on a large scale,

would indicate that they are a very difficult fish to raise, being non-

resistant to ordinary hatchery conditions and only -uith the greatest
skill can they be raised successfully.

Xext season experiments will be made at several stations, if we can

procure the eggs, to determine whether the Atlantic salmon can be

raised with ordinary hatchery methods. While we were very successful

with the first lot, reports would indicate that they are a very delicate

fish and are not resistant to certain pathogenic conditions either on the

Atlantic seaboard or in Europe.

SNOW MOUNTAIN EGG-COLLECTING STATION

This egg-collecting station, located on South Eel River, has been in

operation for the last 25 years. It has furni.shed during seasons of

normal rainfall a fine lot of steelhead trout eggs. Since the construe-
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fion of Lake I'illshnry then' liavc been s"vcral seasons wlicii llic spill-
over came too late or the lal<e did not ill! in time to allow sufficient

water to flow down the river to the Cape Horn Dam and from the

Cape Horn Dam thron<rh the tishway to the tanks at the c'rfr-collectintr
station in snflieieni (piantity to allow the sueeessfnl operation of the

station. During: the sj)riii«r of 1!>L'H the season was short owinfj to the

droufrht. and the station was not operated dnriiipr tlie sprinj; of ^U'^()

as conditions were still unfavorable. There is a tlemand from the local

anjrlcrs and others that a ]»ortion of the run be allowed to pa.ss above

Cape Horn Dam to furnish fishinfr for the anglers when the season

opens. Plans are beinpr made to allow 50 per cent of the fish that
ascend the river to pass above Cape Tlorn Dam durijipr seasons of

n(u-mal rainfall. We are arraufzinpr to oi)erate this station with this

plan in view.

The total epffrs collected from the station (IiiiIul' 1028 and 1929 are
as follows :

1928—2.] 00.000 Steelliead e<rL's.

1929—2,875,000 IStcelhcad ejjgs.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA HATCHERIES AND PONDS

The most important improvements during the bienniuiii in southern
California have been the building of the Snow Creek Hatchery and the
construction of the Kincon IV)n(l stntifm, alsf) th- moving of the Santa
Ana Hatchery.

BEAR LAKE DISTRICT

Tn the Bear f^ake district the most important factor is the plantin:^
of the fish. Last year 250.000 blaek spotted trout eggs were shipped to

this district and were held over in a pond on Metcalf Creek by the
Izaak Walton League, and the pond opened into Bear Lake this spring.
There is no Avay of telling just what the results will be of the fish

released into the lake. Thirty to thirty-five years ago, black spotted
trout were planted in Bear Lake and thrived remarkably well. A good
percentage of the fish were liberated from the pond owne:l by Bartlett

Brothers, but the outlet to the pond was situated so that the pond could
not be drained, and an estimated number of about '50.000 were left in

the pond. The number estimated as liberated and left in the pond is

an approximation only.

During the year of 1929 a total of 1,124,552 eggs were taken at Bear
Lake; 140,000 of these were transferred to the San Gabriel station.

The balance was held at the Bear Lake Hatchery and the Santa Ana
station. A total of 507,000 fish were planted from the Santa Ana
station and a total of 507,300 were planted from the Bear Lake Hatch-

ery. Most of these fish were planted in San Bernardino County, and

140,000 were planted in Los Angeles County.
The fish planted in the district were given a wide distribution and,

as much as possible, checks are being made this year on the plants

showing increases in the number of fish taken. Nearly every stream in

the district reports good catches. The trout fishing in Bear Lake has

been better this year than any time since 1924, with quite a number of

small fish taken. The policy of holding the plants for Bear Lake until

December is showing good results.
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Bear Lake did not show very favorable results in egg-collecting work
this year, due to the very poor spawning conditions. A total of 505,000
eggs were taken, but most of the eggs taken were from young fish—^very
few of the old spawners being caught. To fill up the allotments for the
whole southern district, eggs were shipped from the northern part of
the state.

ARROWHEAD LAKE EGG-COLLECTING STATION

The first of this year (lO.'^O) an agreement was made with the Arrow-
head Lake Company regarding the taking of Rainbow eggs at Arrow-
head Lake with a 50 per cent return to Arrowhead Lake for stocking.
One million two hundred ninety-six thousand eggs were taken this first

year, and under poo^ spawning conditions. ^Nluch better results can
be had in a normal spawning year. This lias opened a new egg-collect-

ing station in this district.

SANTA ANA STATION

The moving of the Santa Ana station from Forsee Creek to the new
location at the mouth of Barton Creek on the Santa Ana River is a
marked improvement in this district. There is a large supply of water
at the new location and the fi.sh placed in this station this season are

showing a very good growth. The fish planted from the Santa Ana
station the last two years have shown good results and the fishing con-

ditions in the Santa Ana watershed are much improved.

RINCON PONDS

These ponds are located on the North Fork of the San Gabriel River
and consist of four ponds 10 feet by 50 feet by 6 feet in depth, and one

pond 44 feet by 18 feet by 6 feet deep. On the completion of the ponds
the trout, to the number of 160,790, three to five inches in length, were
transferred from the San Gabriel station and placed in the ponds after

being segregated into three sizes to prevent cannibalism. These fish

were placed in the ponds in excellent condition on March 5th. On
March 20th a road construction crew fired some heavy bla.sts in close

proximity to the ponds and caused a crevice to open in the faulty

ground in the bottom of the dam that diverts the water into the supply
pipe and, despite all the efforts of the road crew and hatchery men,
they were unable to close it in time to prevent the fish from becoming
exhausted from lack of fresh water. Efforts were made to aerate the
water but after a few hours this was given up and the fish released into

the river. Several hundred were caught up after the dam was repaired
and placed in the pond, where they are making a rapid growth.

There is twice the amount of water at this station as there is at the

San Gabriel station. San Gabriel station should be moved to the new
location in the near future. Also, there is a cabin at the lower end of

the ponds and the owner is planning to build a new house west of this.

These places are on government leases and if this cabin can be pur-
chased this should be done, giving us a house for the helper at the pond
station. These are the most important improvements at the Rincon
station that are recommended at this time.
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NORTH CREEK EGG-COLLECTING STATION AND HATCHERY

(Iwiiiiip to low wjiftT ill \nrtli ('ncl< .-md '_'cnri-;il low wnlcr in Tioar

Laki' t ril)iif arios, it was imt jicccssarv to (ppcr.itc this stalidii dnfiii!,' tho
last two seasons. We liavf planm-d to have the station n-pjiircd jind

pnt in order so that when condit icms ate nioi-c t'avorahh' the station can
be oporated the same as it has heen lor the thirteen years i)rior to 1928.

SAN GABRIEL STATION

This station was estal)lished in .June of 11)28. Ten tanks were bnilt

and a nnniher of hatehinj; trouirhs erected for use at this tank station.

The rt^nlts obtained were very j^ood, 210,000 Kainbow trout beintr held
in the tanks until the sjirinp: of 11)20. when they were lil)erated in the
Xorth Fork of the San Gabriel Kiver. They were from three to five

inches in length and did not scatter ver\- well. The majority of th'"m

Fig. 19. Up and over. A steelhead trout jumping the fishway at Snow Mountain
Dam on the South Eel River. Photo by B. S. Cheney, February, 1930.

remained in the creek within a distance of approximately three miles

of the hatchery. During 1929 715,000 were held in the tanks and
some were distributed in the tributaries of the San Gabriel; 160,000
were held until March 5, 1930, when they were placed in the New
Rincon Pond system where they were held for a short time until the

water was shut off by the damage to the diverting dam caused by heavy
blasting, and all but 1900 fish were released into the river.

SNOW CREEK HATCHERY

The Snow Creek Hatchery was completed in May of this year and

400,000 Rainbow trout placed in this station are showing a very good
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growth SO far. They are growing so fast that plants will have to be

made very soon, to make room. With two ponds completed at this

time, if the Commission wishes to hold a hirgor number of fish at this

station, additional ponds will have to be constructed. This is the most

important change to be made, but some work should be done on the

dam at the head of the diversion ditch from which we take our water

supply to insure us of an unfailing water supply.

CLEAR CREEK AND DOMINGO SPRINGS HATCHERIES AND EGG-
COLLECTING STATIONS

At Clear Creek Hatchery a live pen and supply flume, size 12 inches

by 18 inches, and 'AHQ feet in length, was constructed during October of

1929. Repairs were also made to tlie sui)i)ly dam. Forty new hatching

troughs were constructed at Domingo Springs station during May of

1929, in order to handle an additional million Rainbow trout. These

ti'onghs are covered by a tent. A new rack and traji was constructed

(luring August of 1929, but replacement of this work was necessary

during December of that year due to a heavy flood. A new live pen
at lea.st 40 feet by 8 feet by 7 feet in size should be constructed at this

station. The present live pen is too small to accommodate the number
of fish caught and is in very poor condition. Construction of a new
flume 12 inches by 16 inches and 260 feet in length will be necessary
for- the live pen and hatching house supply.

BUCKS RESERVOIR EGG-COLLECTING STATION

It is recommended that a new trap be constructed in each of the

three creeks flowing into Bucks Reservoir. This reservoir will |)roduce
a million to a million and a half Loch Leven eggs per year. If plant-

ings of Ea.stei-n Brook trout (ouh! be made in this lake, we believe that

a run large enough to produce a million eggs could be developed if

this reservoir could be closed. Fish planting has been carried on suc-

cessfully during the past two years, and 575,000 eggs were collected

during the past season.

YELLOW CREEK

A great man.y small Loch Leven, measuring about 3 to 4 inches in

size, are being taken by fishermen in the headwaters of Yellow Creek
this season. These fish are no doubt the last year's Loch Leven which
were planted there, and we believe it would be advisable that the

portion of Yellow Creek lying directly opposite the Longville Hotel
and for a distance of two miles downstream be closed to fi.shing. This

part of the creek is one of the most accessible places to make the Loch
Leven plants on this stream and we believe it Avould be of considerable

benefit if it was closed to fishing to allow the young of these fish a
chance to develop.

WARNER CREEK EGG-COLLECTING STATION

This station continues to give the regular quota of eggs each season.

Considerable repairs and improvements have been made during the last

two years, particularly in the fall of 1929, when a holding tank was
built and new traps constructed, racks and flumes repaired. This
station is situated at the mouth of Warner Creek, a tributary of the
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Xortli Fork of tin- FralluT Ki\rr. Tho spawn iiipr fish ascend the river

from Lake AIniaiioi- and cnlcr Warner ('r<'('k Avlicrc a larjrc nnmber of

Haiidtow o<i<;s were collci-lcd each season Tor the hist ten years. 'Plie run

of fish in all the tril)utaries of Jjak(^ Alinanor are, except Hamilton
P>raneli, as larfjre if not larcer than they were ten years n^o, despite the

heavy fisliin<; in Lake Almanor. Tlif total number of ejrf^s collected

from Warner Creek Statioii diiiiu'.r the last two seasons was 2,965,000,

IV1UD CREEK EGG-COLLECTING STATION

Tliis is a eoiiiparatively new station. Plans were made several times

in the past to install traps in this creek, hut ilic bed of the stream near

the mouth where it empties into Lake Almanor made it a difficult

problem until the sui-faee of Lake Almanor was raised, backing the

water to a higher level where a tra]) could be installed with safety.

This AA-^s successfully done two years ap:o. The total number of eggs
taken from this creek duriiiir the last two seasons was 1,075,000.

YOSEMITE HATCHERY

Successful work has been carried on at this hatchery since it was first

operated in the spring of 1927. Owing to conditions of the water, con-

siderable skill and care must be exercised by those in charge of the

work to get a maximum of results, but during the three seasons that

this station has been operated the results have l)een equal to the average
of all fish cultural stations in this state. We have propagated all

species of trout that are handled at the California hatcheries, as well as

a successful hatch of grayling eggs that were received from ]Montana.

The grayling eggs were shipped to the Yosemite Hatchery as well as to

the Tahoe Hatchery as an experiment to determine whether this species

can be successfully introduced into the waters of the high Sierra.

Attempts were made several years ago to introduce the grayling and
after several years of planting in favorable places no results were

obtained except in the ponds at the Mt. Shasta Hatchery. There several

thousand were raised to adult size, but the fingerlings and fry planted
in a number of streams and lakes were not seen again. Thej^ were

planted in waters that were not inhabited by other species of fishes as

well as in streams and lakes in which other species were found, but the

work failed to produce any results. We are hoping that this attempt
now being made at Tahoe and Yosemite hatcheries will be more suc-

cessful.

Four rearing tanks have been added to the hatchery, grounds

improved and show ponds constructed during the past two years. A
meat and ice house will be constructed in the near future. A woodshed
and garage should be constructed at this hatchery.

Following is a list of the fish distributed from the Yosemite Hatchery
during the seasons of 1928 and 1929 :

440,700 Rainbow trout.

276,000 Loch Leven trout.

743,500 Steelhead trout.

203,200 Eastern Brook trout.

48,000 German Brown trout.

203,500 Black Spotted trout.
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WAWONA HATCHERY

This station was not operated during 1930 as the loss among the fish

for the last two seasons was above normal, owing, no doubt, to the con-

tamination of the water by the great number of campers on Big Creek
from which the hatchery received its supply. Investigations will be

made to determine whether another supply of water can be had at a

reasonable expense from springs or the South Fork of the Merced

River, above the Wawona Hotel propertj'. The prolonged drought also

has had its effect upon the water supply of Big Creek as well as many
other streams.

BASS LAKE TANK STATION

The Bass Lake Tank Station in Madera County was established

during the spring of 1930 at the request of the citizens of Madera
County. It is located on the North Fork of the San Joaquin River, a

tributary of Bass Lake, formerly known as Crane Valley Lake. The
tanks are to be used to hold the fish so that an easier and better distri-

bution can be made to the waters in the mountainous regions above the

lake. The .station consists of ten tanks, furni.shed with a good supply
of water, where the fish can be kept in good condition until the planters
can carry them to the waters to be stocked and not have to be rushed
in the distribution work. This distributing station will greatly a.ssist

the fish planters in that .section. There are some improvements contem-

plated to complete the station during the coming year.
The forest supervisor of the Sierra National Forest assisted in the

selection of the site as well as giving the employees of the bureau infor-

mation regarding climatic conditions, seasonal changes, roads, trails,

etc. The employees of the forest service and of Madera C'ounty con-
structed the road from The Falls to the site of the tank station on the
North Fork of the San Joaquin River.

SALTON SEA

At the request of the residents of Imperial County, the El Centro
Chamber of Commerce, and particularly' Assemblyman Myron Witter
of Brawley, and Robert Hayes, secretary of the El Centro Chamber of

Commerce, that some game fish be introduced into Salton sea to improve
fishing conditions, the Bureau of Fish Culture recommended as an
experiment that striped bass {Roccus lineatus) be introduced, as it

was considered possible that this species might propagate and increase

by spawning in the tributary streams that enter the south end of the
sea. Later on, Mr. George Coleman was sent down to investigate the
food supply for this species, as well as to make other biological studies.

During the fall of 1929 2-400 yearling striped bass were safely planted
in the Salton sea off the shore of Calipatria. It is hoped that suitable

spawning conditions exist in New River and Alamo River for this fish

to propagate. If this species does not thrive, other game and food
fishes will be experimented with.

EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING TROUT FRY

An important experiment was conducted by George A. Coleman,
biologist of the bureau, to determine what foods might be used which

5—81166
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would roducc the cost of materials and handlint.'. and still produce
results comparable Anth hcof liver.

Kesults of those experiments have been published in the January,
19:M). issue of Cauforxia Fish and Game, and are also availalih^ as a

bulletin, so are not reproduced liere. The couelusion reai-hed was
"That nothing has appeared in the course of experiments that even

approaches in value raw beef liver as a food for young trout."

RECOMMENDATIONS

A shorter season for fho taking of trout in the Sierra Nevada as well

as the coa.stal regions.
An earlier opening season could be had on the coastal streams, from

Humboldt County south 1o Ventura, if the streams were closed to fish-

ing in the early fall.

We renew our recommendations that ponds for the rearing of brood
fish be constructed as soon as funds are available.

We urgently ref|uest that every effort be made to have the .season

open June 1st in all districts of the Sierra mountain range. The open
season before June 1st is destructive to thousands of spawning fi.sh that

are not fit for food when caught.
The tributary streams to Lake Tahoe should ))e closed for at least six

3'ears longer to enable us to build up the supply of fish in the lake.

Several million steelhead and Rainbow trout .should be planted in

Lake Tahoe each season. Such a large body of water requires that a

great many fi-sh be planted for a period of years before lasting results

are obtained.

We recommend the closing of several lakes for the purpose of pro-

curing more eggs to furnish the hatcheries.

Ponds should be built for the raising of brood stock to furnish eggs
and have them properly located and placed in the hands of trained

fish-culturists so that best results may be obtained.

The eggs purchased from the private hatcheries are of poor quality
in the majority of eases and do not produce the best results. There are

too many untrained and impractical persons attempting to furnish the

market with eggs. It is up to the state to get as many eggs in good
condition as possible. This takes a great deal more money than the

present license fees will furnish.

We recommend an increase in the angling license fee^s. If the people
desire more fish they must furnish the money to propagate and conserve

them. It is impossible with the present angling license to operate all

the hatcheries, collect the eggs, hatch them, and rear and distribute the

fi.sh in all the lakes and streams in this great state for the small license

fee of two dollars a year. New hatcheries must be built, ponds con-

structed, biological and stream surveys made, new distribution cars,

trucks, and pack animals must be provided and trained fish-culturists

and fish planters employed, so that the many thousands of lakes and
thousands of miles of rivers and creeks can be stocked and properly
patrolled. The season for taking trout should be arranged by the

legislature so that no fishing would be allov.-ed until the spawning
season is over, regardless of the clamor of those w^ho desire to catch

spawning fish that are not fit to eat and that are easily caught during
the breeding sea.son. Our game laws are passed so that the breeding
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animals and birds are protected during the time the}'' are having and

caring for their young, but not so with the fish, particularly the trout.

We have recommended to the legislature for many years that the season

on trout be kept closed until the majority of the fish were through

spawning, but when some selfish interests protest that they must have

an earlier season, it is generally given to them to the destruction of

the breeding fish. Persons who will catch spawning fish, when they"

have to a great extent lost their instinct of self-preservation during the

time that they are in the act of propagating their species, are devoid

of the finer sensibilities of civilized human beings. They .seem to think

and act as if the trout and salmon should be destroyed at this particular

period of their existence, instead of assisting in their protection so that

their progeny could later on be u>sed for food and sport.

The use of salmon eggs and the eggs of other fishes for bait should

be prohibited, as no more destructive methods could be used than the

use of fish eggs for bait. The small, immature fish are taken and not

given a chance to develop. The use of salmon eggs as bait is increasing
and as the idea spreads among the bait fishermen, they are learning
that the eggs of inferior species of fi.shes can be successifulh' used as

bait and that they do not have to buy salmon eggs. The use of the ova

of any species of fi.shes .should be prohibited as bait.

Under the guise of sentimentalism, many advocates of the use of

salmon eggs claim that the passage of such a law would deprive women
and children of the pleasure of fishing. This is not a fact as there are

many kinds of natural bait that can be used if a per.son does not desire

to use a fly or spoon. Those advocating the use of salmon eggs are

actuated by a selfish motive to catch as many fi.sh as possible regardless
of size. These persons are backed up by those who are getting a profit

from dealing in salmon eggs for the trade. It is not the women and
chiklren that are being considered but a pecuniary interest of those

who are dealing in eggs, and the persons who will take fish regardless
of size, to the detriment of all anglers wb.o desire to catch and enjoy a

mess of fair sized fish, are not true sportsmen.

We recommend that some action be taken by the state in conjunction
with the counties to open highways, trails, or roads along all streams

not flowing through cultivated lands so that the persons who are closing

the streams by leasing or purchasing lands for the exclusive use of

themselves and their guests will be prevented from denying to the

public the right to fish in the streams and lakes of the state that are

rightfully the property of all the people regardless of who owns the

wild land through which the .streams flow. Section 4085^- should be

amended so that the state can cooperate with the counties in purchasing
the right of way for the purpose of fishing along the streams and lakes

on wild lands. There have been several instances where persons have

leased or purchased wild lands along streams and fenced them in and
cultivated a small piece of land near the bank of the .stream, thus claim-

ing that these lands were cultivated lands so that the provisions of

section 4085|- could not be applied. This should not be allowed. The
section should be amended so as to apply only to bona fide farms or to

lands cultivated for a beneficial purpose and not for the purpose of

evading the law.
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We reconimencl that in addition to tlio vahiablo work bcincr done by
the Bureau of Fish Koscue and Kcclamation, ponds be established for

the prnpajration of tlio spiny rayed fishes as -well as for eatfislies so

that several jnillioiis of these sjieeie,s may be planted eafh season in the

rivers, sloui^hs, and ponds in the warm water regions of the state; that

is, throuprhout the great central valleys where these species thrive, so

that more of them could be raised beneficially and placed in regions
where excessive fishing appears to have reduced their numbers. Before

entering on this program, a close study should be made to determine
whether this is necessary. There is a question whether these species are
in need of pond culture to ko^p up the supply or not. The large mouth
bass, in all probability, should be increased by pond culture for the

benefit of places where they are being fished very heavily. The small
mouth bass was planted extensively throughout the state between thirty
and forty years ago. They increased for a number of years, but owing
to changed climatic conditions and physical properties of the waters in

this state they have gradually disappeared and only scattering rem-
nants of these fish are to be found in a few localities, where they were
numerous a quarter of a century ago. It is doubtful whether they will

ever thrive again in the waters of this state, as conditions are not suit-

able for this species. The lai-ge mouth species finds a natural habitat

throughout the great central valleys of the state and are a valuable

asset to the food and game fishes in California. Efforts were made to

collect a shipment of the small mouth species last fall and winter from

places where they were numerous twenty-five years ago, but after

repeated and earnest efforts to collect a sufficient number of the small

mouth species only a few were taken.

During the spring of 1930, Mr. George Neale, director of the Bureau
of Reclamation and Rescue, succeeded in getting 1500 small ones of

this season's hatch and placed them in ponds near Oroville, where an

attempt will be made to procure enough young of this species when
they arrive at maturity and become breeders to again stock the lower

reaches of some of the principal rivers in the foothill regions. If more
are found this season, they will be transplanted where conditions appear
favorable, but these places are not very numerous owing to the present
conditions of our rivers and streams as well as the ponds and sloughs
that are now taken up by the large mouth bass that thrive in these

waters. However, the rapid waters of the lower stretches of our rivers

might prove favorable for small mouth bass transplantation.
The statistical report of the fish distribution for the season of 1928

and 1929 will be found in the appendix.
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REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF HYDRAULICS

By John SpenceRj in charge

The thirtieth biennial report for the years 1926-1928 gave a brief

outline of the formation and methods of operation of the bureau. The

operations for the thirty-first biennium have practically been in accord

with that procedure and in other respects no material changes have
occurred. The patrol forces furnish much of the initial data for actions

taken by the bureau and the friendly and cooperative spirit evidenced
is much appreciated and is an important factor in the progress of the

work. Some measure of return is given in that when installations of

fish screens and fish laddcn-s are effected or repaired, or pollution of

public waters obviated, favorable local sentiment is engendered to a

degree for the application of the fish and game laws without favor and

greater respect for the deputy.
When the bureau Avas first organized much opposition was apparent

when efforts were made to have screens or ladders installed. It can not

be said that at this date opposition to the program of the Division of

Fish and Game, as it pertains to this bureau, has been entirely over-

come, and it is doubtful if such a condition will ever be realized as

costs of screen and ladder installations or the prevention of pollution

are moneys expended which give no tangible return to the party

required to make the expenditure. There is seen, however, more of a

willingness to consider and discuss the matters connected with these

in.stallations. Every effort has been expended to call for installations

in their order of importance to fish conservation and the bureau has

assisted in all ways possible. The law must be applied impartially or

there can be no measure of success to a screen or ladder installation

program.
FISH SCREENS

In the last two sessions of the legislature efforts were made to amend
the present fish screen bill, section 629 of the Penal Code. Had these

amendments carried section 629 would have been of no value or the

cost would have been passed on to the Commission. Similar measures
no doubt will be introduced in the future, but with the facts at hand
such procedure should cause no concern. If section 629 can not stand

the test of examination then it should be amended.
The preceding biennial report referred to criticisms made of the

screens in use by the Commission and the results of a conference called

by the Commission of irrigationists and power companies in April,
1926. The two committees appointed at that time to study fish screens

have not as yet given the Commission the benefit of any findings. It

may be inferred that the criticisms of fish screens are not founded on

fact, but the evidence of a more definite spirit of cooperation would be

highly desirable.

Examinations of diversions have been made in the past biennium as

needed, some fish screens installed and repairs made of existing screens

so that they would be fully efficient. Probably the most valuable fish
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conscrvnlion work (lone in lliis period \v;is tliat in comioction wifli llie

effort to have a fisli soroon iiisf ailed by the (Jlenn-Colnsa Irrigation
District on its diversion from the Sacramento Uivcr north of Hamilton

City. After conferences had failed to effect the desired installation,

lefjal action was recommeiidcvl which finally resulted in a superior
court trial in ]\Iay, in.iO.

The matter was submitted on briefs. The evidence at this trial

showed that the district diverted a maximum of about 1800 cubic feet

per second of water (one-half or more of the river flow in summer)
from the Sacramento River by uieaiis of large diameter pumi)s, and

irrigating about 140,000 acres. 'I'lw estimates of cost of screen instal-

lation by the Commission were from $10,000 or less to $11,800 (the
latter figure being a contract price) and in excess of $35,000, as testi-

fied to by the district witnesses. Tn addition to saving fish the proposed
screen would keep trash and debris from going throuGrh or lodrjing in

the pumps and at times necessitating repairs. IMr. N. B. Scofield, in

charge of the Department of Commercial Fisheries of this Commission,
testified that the take of salmon eggs on the Saeramento River was now
only one-fifth of what the take was 20 years ago, and most of this great
decrease was attributed to losses due to unscreened pumps and diver-

sions, and if salmon and other commercial fi.sh were to be saved to the

people of the .state screening of diversions mu.st be done. The Cora-

mis.sion introduced, by reports and witnesses, that as a result of 120

days of netting operations below the pumps, the area netted being from
less than 1 per cent to 3 per cent of the total canal area, 5575 fish had
been caught, about 66 per cent of the salmon caught being dead or

injured; and all shad, adult and fingerling were killed or injured due
to passing through the pumps.

It is seen from the foregoing brief summary that great losses of fish

life do occur due to unscreened diversions and that costs of protection
are not unreasonable and mu.st be carried out if a valuable asset of the

people of the state is not to be destroyed. If a favorable decision is

received from the court the work of the bureau will be greatly aided,
but in any event the decision will indicate the course of fish conserva-

tion with respect to the present screen bill.

FISHWAYS
The work of checking existing fishways has been continued during

the biennium with the view of having existing structures fully effec-

tive and new surveys have been made for further installations when
the data warranted such procedure. A number of fishways for which

surveys and plans were made in the preceding biennium have been com-

pleted and are now in operation.
As a result of these installations, improvements and repairs, a larger

number of fish have been seen above the dams on which these fishways
are located than experienced for a number of years. A few obsolete

dams have been blow'n out or passageways made for fish. The recon-

struction of the fishway at the Mendota Weir bj^ Miller and Lux on the

San Joaquin River was accomplished and it is reported that more
salmon passed this point this year than for a number of years past.
Work is going forward on a fishway at the Merced Falls dam of the

San Joaquin Light and Power Corporation on the Merced River. This

will open up several more miles of stream bed to spawning fish.
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Court action is in process in a number of cases. Every effort is

made in both screen and fishway matters to have installations made
without recourse to court action, but when these efforts fail the bureau
recommends prompt legal action.

Progress is being made in bringing data on dams in the state up to

date. The first concern is to obtain a complete list of all dams so that

a determination may be made as to what, if anything, will be required
of the owners. This work will take considerable time and effort as it is

of some magnitude.
In 1926 publicity appeared in the press regarding the alleged satis-

factory operation of a fishway and mechanical lift at the Baker Dam,
on the Baker River at Concrete, Washington. This dam at that time

Fig. 20. Natural conditions utilized in the construction of a fishway.
steelhead ascending in foreground.

Note

was 200 feet in height and intercepted a large salmon migration. In

December, 1926, the International Pacific Salmon Investigation Federa-
tion passed a resolution condemning the publicity as not being war-
ranted by the facts. It is now generally admitted that the operations
at Baker Dam are a failure Avith respect to protecting the salmon run.

It is possible that means may be devised for passing fish over or around

high obstructions and the safe return of the seaward migrants, but
such means will be accomplished only when a very definite and active

cooperation exists between the biologists and engineers, the former in

the main being or representative of the conservation agencies and the
latter in general being representative of the owners of the structure.

From present information the construction of fishways is limited by
height and possible other factors and hence a study should be made to

see if present data on the subject may be accepted as final. The prob-
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lem is becoming more acute in view of the present tendency to construct

high (lams at or nenr the floor of the valley. If construction of these
dams continues and no satisfactory way of passing fisli over or around
these dams is found a very marked cfTect will he experienced on the
amount of anadromous fish in this state. It may be that fish culture
methods may solve tlie problem but the burden on the state will be great.

Fig. 21. Old type of individual oil sump with earth levees used in preventing
oil pollution

PREVENTION OF POLLUTION OF PUBLIC WATERS

The apparent general public interest in this phase of the bureau's

activities is very evident and no doubt has a material bearing in effect-

ing improvements. The conservation agencies, press, and public are

aware of the dangers if pollution of public waters were permitted to

continue. We are concerned with pollution only in so far as it may be

deleterious to fish or plant life, but when that stage of cleanness and

purity of water exists so that fish and plant life thrive many indirect

results accrue to the general public, clean beaches and shore line being

very noticeable, especially in the summer season.

The tendency'- of people, industries and cities is to pass the wastes

into creeks, rivers or ocean waters with little regard, if any, for the

consequences upon their neighbors or water-borne life. Only by con-

tinued education and reasonable application of the laws governing the

discharge of these wastes may improvement be effected.

In the past biennium we have been, fortunate in receiving the con-

tinued cooperation of the oil industry in general, to the end that oil

pollution from shore operations has been reduced to a minimum, and
when accidental breaks occur, as will happen now and then, efforts are
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made to minimize the ill effects or entirely clean up. California is one

of the three leading oil producing states, and at times the leader, yet
the public waters of the state are very free of oil. This satisfactory
condition would have been very difficult of attainment had not the oil

industry cooperated with and conformed to the wishes of the Commis-
sion. To show the change that has occurred the conditions at a couple
of points in southern California may be cited. When the work was first

started an inspection showed that tlie lots and even tlie streets of Signal
Hill and Huntington Beach were in many cases covered with oil. At
the present time no oil is seen in the streets and seldom on the lots. Had
the oil stayed on the lots and streets the Commission would not have
been concerned, but at the first rain the oil would float off and find

its way into public waters. Sometimes the quantities were such that

rain was not required. Oil Operators, Inc., was formed at Signal Hill

to take care of the waste oil, mud, sand and salt water, and subsequent
to start of operations in 11)27, has continued to function in an efficient

manner. Huntington Beach was in a somewhat similar condition, but

a cleanup was effected and now a move has been initiated to provide an

organization similar to Oil Operators, Inc., and two others, mentioned
later. In addition it is proposed that prospective operators be required
to give a satisfactory bond as to disposal of wastes before the city issues

a permit for drilling.

Pig. 22. New type of sump. Part of a cooperative reclaiming system costing about
$300,000 which is now in operation in southern California,. By such prevention
measures, the various oil companies are aiding in preventing pollution of state
waters.

To satisfactorily take care of the wastes from Orange County and
Santa Fe Springs oil fields two companies were formed, plants con-

structed and placed in operation at a cost of about $700,000. These

concerns, composed of the participating oil companies, are known as

the Waste Water Disposal Co., and the Santa Fe Springs Waste Water
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Disposal Co., rospeotivcly. If the Oil Operators, Inc., is included the

plant casts exceed $1,000,000. When these plants were jilaeed in

operation a formal openinir was held to which piilMic officials and others

were invited. A larcre fralhrrinfi: inspected the plants. Since tiie plants
have l)een in operation the discharj]jc waste waters have heen satis-

factory.

Individual companies have expended much money to prevent pollu-

tion, but detailed mention would unduly IcnfrUieu the report. It may
be conservatively stated that about $4,000,000 has been expended by
the oil industry to prevent oil pollution subsequent to January, 1927.

With few exceptions, and theise mostly of smaller operators, the

Fig. 23. Reinforced concrete construction of an oil sump, showing portion of one
compartment.

improvements have resulted from conferences. Court action is not

resorted to unless warnings have not been heeded or the pollution is

evidently wilful and in defiance of the known law.

It has been necessary to file 26 complaints for pollution (all classes)

in the past biennium. With the exception of four all may be said to

have resulted favorabl}^ to the Commission.

The drilling for oil on beaches and tidelands is a source of potential

pollution. When oil escapes from oil wells so situated remedies

can not be readily contrived and while wells have been so located and
little pollution occurred, yet when in the hands of an operator not so

considerate of the law, application of remedial measures becomes most

difficult. On May 28, 1929, Gov. C. C. Young signed an act prohibit-
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ing the issuance of any additional permits to drill for oil on state-owned
beaches or tidelands.

The lumber industry has received the attention of the Bureau with
the result that ill effects from debris in mill ponds have been minimized
and wastes have not been allowed to pass on down stream. In most of

these cases the costs of improvements were not great, though fish life

in the streams below will be greatly benefited.

Other lines of industry have been contacted and practically in all

cases remedial measures were taken by the concerns where pollution
was occurring. Gas plants, steel mills, fiber plants, laundries, mines,
packing plants, wineries, canneries, and creameries indicate the range
which this work takes. Each is a problem by itself and must be so

considered.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The continued further diversions of water in this state increase the

problem as to the preservation of fish life and it would appear that a

study of possible ways to minimize the damage accruing from the con-

tinual encroachment on fish life by those diversions would be of benefit

with the view of obtaining the greatest benefit from the diversions and
at the same time utilizing or retaining these waters for the preserva-
tion and addition of fish life.

I would recommend that a study of sections 629 and 637 of the Penal
Code be made with a view of simplifying legal action in the installation

of fish screens and fish ladders, respectively, when same is required, .so

that such installations would be expedited.
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REPORT OF BUREAU OF EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

By H. C. Bryant, In charge

PERSONNEL

Tlio stiiff of th(> Bureau of Education and Research at the end of

June, 11*30, numbered eleven. Following the resignation of Roy
Ludnum on November 20, 1928, the J3ureau of Research, which tem-

porarily had been operated separately, was reallocated to the Bureau

of Education, and from this date onward all game research work has

been supervised and the word "research" added to the name of the

bureau.

George Holmes, who had been employed as lecturer in the schools,

resigned on September 15, 1928. His place was not filled.

In the fall of 1928, it seemed advisable to change the method of

securing motion pictures, which had been on a footage basis. E. S.

Cheney, an experienced photographer, was employed on half time, and

he has furnished a continual increment of both stills and motion picture
films.

Dr. Henry Van Roekel was secured as a pathologist on June 1, 1928,

and served capably until July 31, 1929, when he resigned to take a

responsible position at the State College of Agriculture, Amherst,
Massachusetts.

Dr. E. C. O'Roke acted as parasitologist for more than a 3^ear, sever-

ing his connection on August 31, 1929, to accept a position as assistant

professor at the University of Michigan, College of Forestry and Con-

servation. Beginning in late February, 1930, Gordon H. True, Jr., w^as

employed to carry on parasitological research and in particular to

determine some means of preventing damage by deer to orchards.

Paul A. Shaw was employed beginning November 1, 1928, and was

given the important work of finding the cause of duck disease. For a

short period in the spring of 1930 he was furnished a technical assistant.

A continuing problem through the years has been that of the preda-

tory animal. E. L. Sumner, Jr., was employed on January 1, 1930, to

undertake researches on the status, depredations and interrelations of

predatory animals.

The Bureau of Public Relations was merged with this bureau on

December 10, 1929, at which time Leo K. Wilson was employed on part-

time to care for this important work. June 13, 1930, Earl Soto suc-

ceeded Mr. Wilson in handling this work on a full-time basis, and Mr.

Wilson assisted in other capacities.

Owing to the size and scattered activities within the bureau it was

found desirable to hold staff meetings. This gave opportunity for staff

members to become personally acquainted and to understand the aims

of the bureau and its interrelations.

EDUCATION

Lectures. There has been continued effort to emphasize educa-

tional work in the schools. As indicated by the table which follows, a
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large number of the high schools have been reached with lectures as

well as numerous elementary schools. In almost all instances, motion

pictures were used to illustrate the lectures. Furthermore, endeavor

was made to stir the interest of teachers in wild life conservation and
when lectures were given, teachers were asked to follow up and deter-

mine how much children had learned. Records also show that most of

the teachers' colleges of the state made use of our lecture program.
This is a particularly fruitful field in that prospective teachers receive

instruction.

Though a considerable total of lectures were given in the San Fran-

cisco Bay region, there was a determined effort to reach mountain
counties and out of the way places. Numerous lectures were purposely

planned in southern California. Bureau heads have greatly aided in

the lecture program.
Fish and game protection association meetings gave opportunity to

discuss problems with sportsmen and service clubs furnished oppor-

tunity to meet business men.

During the spring of 1930, a course on the "Aims, Methods and
Materials of Nature Study" was given a group of more than fifty

school teachers in Oakland. The demand for this course evidently came
as a result of intensive accomplishment b}^ a school lecturer of the

bureau a couple of years ago.

The director of the bureau represented the division at the American
Game Conference at New York City, December, 1928, and again in

December, 1929. At tbe same time, it was possible to attend meetings
of the Committee on Educational Problems in. National Parks.

Thousands of people were reached through broadcasts over the radio.

A special Bird and Arbor Day program was given over radio KGO in

March, 1929. During the fall of the same year, a series of broadcasts

were given over KKE, participated in by several different employees
of the division. Some presentations took the form of dialogues and
others were informal talks.

Attendance Record of Lectures, Bureau of Education and Research,
July 1, 1928, to June 30, 1930

Number of
Organization Lectures Attendance

Higrh schools 130 73,193
Grammar schools

'

53 18,325
Universities and colleges 17 2,895
Civic and public 47 6,448
Service clubs 75 4,464
Masonic and other lodges 38 4,240
Fish and Game Protective Association 55 7,499
Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls 7 702
Radio 12
Miscellaneous 66 7,447

Totals 500 125,213

Letters of inquiry are many and an effort has been made to furnish

the authors with dependable scientific information.

Summer Resort Educational Work. Participation in the educa-

tional program in Yosemite National Park was continued for the ninth

and tenth seasons. The enlarged staff made possible the extension of

the work to outlying stations and to the Yosemite Hatchery, where
there was splendid opportunity to interest visitors in fish propagation.
A new method of instruction was developed in the summer of 1929,
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when a {luido was ])1jic('(1 in cliar^'O of a oaravan of anioniobilos which

stopped at tlic more iiilercslinj; places to rccM-ivc instruction.

The daily field trijis ofTercd form an im]iortant feature of summer
edueational work for here indivirlual instruction is given and a direct

personal contact made. IIow Ix'tter can conservation l)e taus^ht than

to use a livin^; individual of a species as a basis of discussion ! The

sight of a family of Sierra grouse makes a more lasting impression than

word pictures or even pliotographic studies. A first-hand acquain-
tance witli conditions in a game refuge is more stimulating than the

reading of printed words in a book. !Many teachers make use of this

opportunity to obtain first-hand information regarding living things.

As these teachers go back to their classes, conservation ideas are spread
tlirough the schools.

The Yosemite Scliool of Field Natural History, a training school for

students of field natural history and conservation, graduated two addi-

tional classes, the last one raising the number of graduates to close to

the hundred mark. These graduates spread throughout the state

develop interest in conservation of natural resources. A number
become professional nature guides.

Educational work in California State Redwood Park continued each

summer. Mr. J. B. Newell was forced to resign on account of ill health,
and his place was filled by Harry Bauer. On the resignation of Emily
Smith, who helped to inaugurate the work and carried it on most suc-

cessfully for several years, Miss Nancy Yerkes was appointed.

Evening lectures dealing wdth fish and game conservation and daily
field trips for both children and adults were offered with this staff of

two guides. Twenty-seven thousand people made use of the service in

two months.

During the summer of 1929, a stereopticon lantern was available and
lantern slid&s were used. Furthennore, it was possible to show motion

pictures, as a projector was rented and this greatly aided in giving
visitors visual evidence of the magnitude of the state's natural

resources in fish and game and in the conservation work accomplished

by the division.

A series of field trips and lectures were given at Feather River resorts

by Rodney Ellsworth during the month of July, 1929. This new work
was received with enthusiasm and it is hoped that it can be continued.

The following is a summary of the number of lectures and field trips

and the attendance :

Nature Guide Service, Yosemite National Park

Field trips Lectures
Nutnher Attendance Number Attendance

July-August, 1928 229 5,502 238 34,161
June-August, 1929 No record No record
June, 1930 No representative of Division present

California State Redwood Park

Field trips Lectv,res
Number Attendance Number Attendance

July-August, 1928 80 2,675 19 13,625
July-Augu.st, 1929 103 3,607 50 23,455

Totals 183 6,282 69 37,080
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Boy Scout Training Camp. State conservation leaders have for

some time sought effective means of better utilizing the Boy Scouts of

America in the conservation program. Seeking a cooperative scheme,
conferences between the Bureau of Education and Commissioner C. J.

Carlson of the Boy Scouts resulted in plans for a conservation training
camp for eagle scouts. Because of educational facilities furnished by
the nature guide service at Yosemite, Yosemite Valley was chosen as

the location for the camp. The cooperative scheme as worked out pro-
vided that the Division of Fish and Game would furnish transportation
and instruction, and the Region XII Executive Committee, the camp
direction. Each boy was to be cho.sen on the basis of interest and
attainment and to stand a share of food expense. A prospectus of the

camp was issued in June. Brighton C. Cain, naturalist of the Oakland
Council, was chosen as camp director.

Twenty-nine advanced scouts, representing 18 different councils,
arrived at camp, situated in Camp 8, Yosemite, on August 5. The
oldest boys were just over 18, and the youngest, 15. They hailed from
27 different cities of the state.

Instruction began the second day. The boys were welcomed by J. S.

Hunter of the division, and the objectives of the camp were outlined

by him and ]\Ir. Cain. The morning of each day was devoted to talks

and discussion led by conservation leaders and by members of the staff

of the Yosemite Nature Guide Service. D. D. McLean led the afternoon
field trips. Park Naturalist Carl Russell gave an illustrated lecture on
mammals. H. C. Bryant discussed conservation methods and ways in

which Boy Scouts may help in game conservation. George Wright,
former assistant park naturalist, told the boys of forestry problems.
An all-da}^ field trip was taken to Little Yosemite and a day-and-one-
half trip to Glacier Point and along the Pohona Trail. First-hand

acquaintance with deer, grouse, quail, and with conditions in a game
refuge were the tangible results of these field trips. Various speakers
contributed to campfire programs. Governor C. C. Young appeared
at one of the campfires and thrilled the boys with a fine conservation
talk.

The boys who attended this first conservation camp showed a fine,

earnest spirit. Notebooks were kept busy. Discussion showed that they
absorbed the fundamentals of conservation and were anxious to resolve

them into action. It was quite evident to all those having contact with
this training camp that the plan holds great possibilities. Boy Scout
officials were pleased. Division of Fish and Game officials were more
than satisfied.

The boys went home with real first-hand experience with game and
with refuge conditions as well as with practical conservation ideas and
methods. When they got home they spoke at service club luncheons, at

fish and game protective association meetings, instituted clean-up cam-

paigns, arranged conservation exhibits at schools and in bank windows;
they became leaders in conservation matters in their troops and in their

respective communities. No more fundamental educational program
could have been inaugurated.
The boys who received the training were espeeiallj^ selected because of

their interest. They were old enough to assimilate and utilize the
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instruction fziven. They wore stinmlntcd to innufrnrato wortli while

conservation woric with tlicir own troop and with their community.
The influence for prood which they will exert can not be measured.

Conventions. It has been the policy to make tlie annual spring
convention of division employees educational in nature. As a conse-

quence, it has been the duty of this bureau to provide suitable programs.

Fig. 24. Blind from which first photographic evidence was maae oi nesting of long-
billed curlew in California, scene from ".Shorebirds" 125-A.

A slight change in emphasis was made in 1930, when, instead of formal

talks, subjects were simply presented by a chairman and were discussed

from the floor. In each instance, a display of the more recent educa-

tional motion pictures was given.

VISUAL EDUCATION

Motion Pictures. During the biennium, it has been possible for

official photographer E. S. Cheney to greatly increase the library of

films. Fine new' material allowed the making of new reels covering the

following subjects: shorebirds, antelope, cranes, game refuges, com-
mercial fisheries, Pismo clams, spiny lobster and striped ba&s fishing.

For some time, need has been felt for a feature reel showing the activi-

ties of the division. This was finally completed in the spring of 19-30.

With a simple scenario it visualizes the wide activities in the interest

of game conservation : law enforcement, fish propagation, game propa-
gation, commercial fisheries, screens and ladders, education and
research.

When an endeavor was made to furnish news reels for showing
throughout the state, it w^as discovered that talking pictures are now
in vogue and that silent pictures are not utilized on the larger circuits.

As a consequence, a news reel on ducks and other game birds has been
utilized in connection with lectures rather than released on a circuit.
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The reels show birds and animals in their native haunts and the

pictures are outstanding even though as yet they are not produced
with sound. Some of the reels have been so favorably received at the
American Game Conference, in New York City, that other reels have
been requested each year.

Early in 1930, a complete list of films was prepared, indicating that
there are now more than forty reels ready for loan. An attempt was
then made to have them widely used in the schools. A little advertising
brought splendid results and there were times when practicaly every
usable reel was being utilized in some part of the state. In several

instances, county agents have borrowed reels and have used them for a

period of several weeks at various farm bureau meetings. A growing
call comes from bureaus of visual instruction in city school depart-
ments. Here again, request is made for the use of a film for several
weeks at a time in order that it may be shown in many different schools.

Storage of the films ha.s been improved through the purchase of a

power rewind and a new portable screen has improved projection.
The end of this fiscal year fintls all negatives properly stored in

sealed cans and practically all of the positive film utilized in reels

suitable for loan.

Through the courtesy of the Du])ont de Nemours Comi)any, it was
possible to secure a 16nim copy nf tli.- thrco-roo] feature, "From ITatch-

FiG. 25. Little brown cranes wintering in the San Joaquin Valley.
Photograph by E. S. Cheney, May 24, 1929.

ery to Creel." A second set of this narrow film, owned by the Dupont
Company, was also deposited in the office for use. There has been
much call for these 16mm reels, the first the bureau has acquired. The
Bureau of Visual Instruction, of San Francisco city schools, borrowed
them in the spring of 1930 and showed them in most of the schools in

6—81166
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the city. It is oxpootod that there will be sufTieient demand in the
future to warrant other reels bein<]^ acciuired, even thou^di tlie policy
is to emphasize the use of standard width film.

Lantern Slides. The collection of lantern slides was augmented
by the purchase of about 20 slides from i\Irs. W. Leon Dawson. Addi-
tional slides used for illustratinpr lectui-cs on research problems and a
few miscellaneous slides were also added.

Fig. 26. Exhibit displaying miniature of the Mt. Shasta Hatchery.
San t rancisco, California, October, 1928.

Civic Auditorium,

New^ shipping l)oxes have greatly reduced breakage of lantern slides.

Although the call for slides has not been great, it is felt that this service

is worth while. If there were sufficient help to prepare slides for ship-

ping, the number of loans could be very readily increased by adver-

tising their availability.

Photographs. "We are glad to report that the entire collection of

photographs has been rearranged according to subject, and is in order.

This has been accomplished through the kindness of Miss Selma

Werner, who volunteered her services to bring the photograph file into

perfect order. As a consequence, it has been possible to locate any
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photograph desired, and there has been constant calls from newspapers,

magazines and authors for the loan of photographs. In each instance,

the borrower is requested to give due credit to the Division of Fish

and Game.

Official Photographer E. S. Cheney has added many splendid 5 by 7

photographs of various game species, and also of various activities.

Of particular interest is a splendid series depicting the commercial

fishery industry. Some enlargements have been made from motion

picture films which have added greatly to several subjects.

Exhibits. During the fall of 1928, two portable exhibits showing
mountain sheep and the Mt. Shasta Hatchery were routed from one
chamber of commerce to another. In the larger cities two weeks was
allotted for display. In all sixteen cities utilized these exhibits as well

as several county fairs. Favorable reports were made as to the interest

taken by the public in viewing these fxhibits. In recent montlis, both

exhibits have been on display in tiie lobby of the headquarters office in

San Francisco.

A spectacular exhibit was installed at the Pacific Southwest Exposi-
tion at Long Beach during July, 1928, in cooperation with the U. S.

Forest Service. There was displayed in front of a beautifully painted

background a pond filled with trout, and a number of pens containing

pheasants from the State Game Farm. jManj'- were the comments
received as to the effectiveness of this display.

An exhibit was made at the Auto Show in 1929, in San Francisco,
and a more pretentious one at the Pb'asure Boat Exposiiioii the same

year. In the latter instance, the fine painted background utilized at

Fig. 27. Exhibit of brood pond system at the Mt. Shasta Hatchery.
Auditorium, S'an Francisco, April 27 to JVfay 4, 1929.

Civic

the Pacific Southwest Exposition, at Long Beach, was used. A large
tank gave a display of freshwater fishes, and pens exhibited birds from
the game farm.

The study collection of birds has been widely used by employees and
others. D. D. McLean has continually added to the collection and in

time it will furnish a complete reference collection of all of the game
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species and most of the noiiframc birds. Specimens useful in the identi-

fication of bones, teeth and hair have been accumulated.

LIBRARY

During the bicnnium, approxiinatoly 200 books have boon add<Hl to

the library, topothor with numerous pamphlets. Over TOO magazines
and periodicals dealing with fish and game conservation are read by
the librarian and routed to department heads each month. The library

is suitably housed in a separate room and is arranged according to

natural history subjects. Pamphlet cases contain miscellaneous bulle-

tins and are catalogued accordingly.
It has been found that the use of the library by employees is increas-

ing steadily. A particular attempt has been made to encourage depu-
ties to secure books by mail, and this has met with partial success.

Sportsmen, school teachers and the public in general have made con-

tinuous use of the library's facilities, especially during the noon hour.

The most popular subjects have been game farming, sport fishing and
identification.

The policy is and has been to build up a good scientific and popular
reference library pertaining to fish and game and related subjects. The
need of this condensed, though creditable, natural history collection of

books and pamphlets has been proved and the use of it shows that it is

appreciated.
EDITORIAL AND PUBLICATIONS

The most potent medium of reaching the citizens of the state with

reports of current activities continues to be that of a quarterly bulletin.

In editorial policy California Fish and Game has maintained a stand

on authenticity. The hunter's and fisherman's story finds no place, in

that a dozen magazines carrying such stories are to be found on every
news stand. The main articles are usually of a scientific nature, well

illustrated with graphs and halftones, numerous editorials direct atten-

tion to the conservation of natural resources.

The fifteenth volume of California Fish and Game was completed in

October, 1929. It contained 376 pages and 113 illustrations. No special

numbers have been issued during the biennium, but the material pub-
lished has been of high grade. The policy of running a column detail-

ing various activities of the division appears to have been appreciated

by readers. The edition now numbers 10,000, and well over 9000

copies are mailed each three months. There is continual evidence that

the magazine is utilized regularly by schools and by all serious students

of wild life conservation.

To encourage teachers to teach conservation is better than to try and

cover all of the schools with a lecture program which does not have

the continuity to be found in regular classroom teaching. A series of

teachers' bulletins are issued designed to furnish proper teaching
materials and stimulate the interest of teachers. One new bulletin has

been added to the series entitled. "The Owls of California," by Donald
D. McLean.
As a result of these activities, those who read have abundant oppor-

tunity to learn of conservation activities and are able to find dependable

published information on the various fish, birds and mammals of the

state.
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Fish bulletins edited during the year number thirteen and of this

number ten were completed by the printer and distributed; three are
still in press.

A new game bulletin, the first to be published in a number of years,
entitled "Quail of California," has been prepared by D. D. McLean,
and has been sent to press.
Two leaflets have been issued, one on "The Care of Deer and Trout,"

and another one detailing Commission activities. The latter was pre-

pared especially for use at the State Fair.

PUBLICITY

Beginning December 10, 1929, the publicity bureau was merged with
the Bureau of Education and Research, and Leo K. Wilson was
employed on a part-time basis to prepare press notices. The mailing

Fig. 28. An experimental pen of ducks on the HoUj'wood Duck Pond. Hollywood
Gun Club, Kern County, California, 1928. Photograph by E. S. Cheney.

list for news items has been entirely remodeled. Two news items

weekly have been issued and emphasis has been placed on various

accomplishments and on statistical reports on fish and game. When
Mr. Wilson was succeeded by Earl Soto, who is devoting full time to

the work, the publicity releases were increased to nine a week.
A number of magazine articles have been prepared and published

and plans are being laid to furnish feature materials. Numerous mat-
ters relating to public relations have been referred to this branch of

the service.

RESEARCH

In that the attempt has been made to supply accurate information,
not hearsay, the scientist has been called upon for solution of problems
and for reports. Splendid cooperation has been secured from univer-
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.sities. Often a man has hcvu employed on a part-time basis while

working for a hitrher deproe. Thus without cost have been furnished

laboratory etpiipment and expert, direction. The tanprible results are

evidenced by a series of tcchnienl bulletins and l)y practieal accomplish-
ments.

When research work was taken over November 20, 1928, the coop-
erative plan was continued whereby Dr. I\. 1*'. .Meyer of the Hooper

Fig. 29. Banding sick ducks prior to placing them in recovery pen for observa-
tion. Hollj'wood Gun Club, Kern County, California. October, 1928. Photo-
graph by E. S. Cheney.

Foundation for Medical Research directs investigations relating to the

disease of game and fish, and furnishes laboratory facilities.

Paul A. Shaw, with an assistant, has been endeavoring to find out the

cause of duck disease. He has made numerous trips into the field,

including Klamath Lake, Hollywood Gun Club, Kern County, Salton

Sea, and Bear River marshes, Utah, gathering evidence. By means of

numerous experiments on live birds he has been able to discount theo-

ries based on the idea that the disease is a contagious one caused by
bacteria. Mud and water gathered at places where the disease occurs

regularly and from places where the disease is not know'n, when

analyzed gave information as to salts that might be concerned. The
toxic effect of numerous chemicals has been tried out and it is believed

that eventually it will be possible to produce the disease artificially in

the laboratory. Three chemical papers giving the result of these

studies have been published in the Proceedings of the Society for

Experimental Biology and Medicine, under the general heading of

"Duck Disease Studies:" 1. Blood Analyses in Diseased Birds; 2.

Feeding of Single and ]\Iixed Salts
;
3. Salt Content of Soils in Disease

and Nondisease Areas.
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With the first reports of an outbreak of duck disease, Mr. Shaw will

be in the field to check on laboratory findings. A full report on the

investigation is being prepared.
Before leaving in the fall of 1928, Dr. Henrj' Van Roekel completed

certain studies of the parasites of deer. Numerous post-mortem exam-
inations of diseased game birds, mammals and fish were made and
reports sent to those interested. Published articles have reported the
main findings. Of particular value also were a number of tests which
he conducted at the State Game Farm in order to prevent such dan-

gerous diseases as coccidiosis, tuberculosis and blackhead. As a result

of these studies he prepared a list of disease preventive measures to be

employed by game breeders. It is believed that the suggestions for
sanitation will aid in eliminating some of the troubles of the game
breeder.

During a disease outbreak in one of the hatcheries, he developed a
new method of controlling skin parasites of trout. A severe outbreak

Fig. 30. Deer lung infested with lung worms, Dictyolcaulis hadweni. Bronchioles
are filled with worms. (Katural size.)

of furunculosis, that dangerous disease of hatchery trout, was success-

fully controlled.

Dr. E. C. ORoke completed his investigations of a type of bird
malaria found in the valley quail. The quail fly, of the famih^ Hipopo-
hoscidae was shown to be a carrier of the causative agent, a blood para-
site, Haemoproteus lophortyx. In addition. Dr. O'Roke discovered a

dangerous, contagious disease in quail secured on private game farms.

Reports were received that quail were dying in numbers. When some
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of these birds wore secured and placed with healthy birds, the healthy
birds quickly took the disease. The causative agent of this dangerous
disease has not been discovered.

On the predatory animal is placed much of the blame for depletion
of game. Whether this is entirely justified is not known. It seemed
best, therefore, to try to find out more as to interrelations between the

predator and the animal preyed upon. I\Ir. E. L. Sumner, Jr., of the

L'uivcrsity of Califoniia, Avas employed beginning January, 19.30, to

assemble data on the interrelations existing and the value or nonvalue

Fig. 31. Capillaria contortum removed from the crop lining of California valley
quail. Slightly enlarged.

of such animals as the bobcat, coyote, weasel and other predators. Plans

were immediately laid to carry on control experiments on similar plots
of ground, on one of which predators are to be killed and on the other

to have full sway. Censuses should indicate which is the best method
to pursue. A book soon to be issued by the University of California

treats of the fur-bearing animals of the state, and will furnish valuable

data as to their food.

Another problem which has grown more and more serious with the

years has to do with damage by deer. Deer appear to be increasing in
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numbers and complaint became so heavy in the spring of 1930 from

apple growers and vineyardists that it became necessary to employ
someone to study the problem. Gordon True, Jr., a student at the Uni-

versity of California, has undertaken a study of damage together with

studies of means of protecting crops. He has experimented with repel-
lents of various forms, most of them employed in the form of a spray,
A full report as to the outcome of experiments will be published.

Along with these economic studies, Mr. True will investigate the

parasites of deer. A number of deer have been examined which showed
infection with lungworm. This sort of infection appears to be on the

increase and it is quite necessary that a scientific study be made of this

and other diseases of deer.

Donald McLean completed a careful study of quail in San Mateo

County. He followed certain flocks of quail throughout the year,

taking censuses and following their seasonal movements. He actually
discovered a number of baby quail dead on a cold, foggy morning. It

may be that weather conditions have a great deal to do with the suc-

cessful rearing of young birds. The findings of this study will be pub-
lished in a forthcoming bulletin.

Mr. McLean's particular problem has been that of crop damage by
birds. Three types of damage have received most study : bud cutting

by small birds in Tulare County; blackbirds and mudhens in relation

to rice; and band-tailed pigeons in relation to cherries. In addition,
he has aided in field

'

investigations relative to waterfowl refuges and
duck disease.

Investigations of the present status and damage caused by elk have
also been made. Better knowledge through other field investigations
of the present status of the burro deer and mountain sheep has been
secured.

In spite of the accomplishments revicAved the field is not adequately
covered

;
a satisfactory continuing program in the schools has not been

attained
;
the radio has possibilities not yet utilized

;
film distribution

is not continuous and stabilized
;
the research staff has too many prob-

lems and too small a personnel for greatest effectiveness. A start has
been made, a foundation laid, but the field is still undeveloped. The
work is still too new; it is still in an experimental stage; contributions

to the cause are few instead of many, for less than a dozen states sup-
port work of this kind. Trial and error methods, however, are bringing
stabilization, and the future looks bright.

''Bringing an appreciation of the importance of conservation to the

background of human consciousness is a work which can not be done

by one man or one organization in one year, or by many men and many
organizations in many years." Even though results may be incomplete
and rather intangible at the present, there is nothing which builds more

widely for the future than does an educational program. With an

enlightened public sentiment, we progress; without it, we mark time.
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REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF GAME FARMS

13y August Badk, in charge

From a certain class of thinkers there has heen opposition to any
proprram of artificial propaj-'ation of p:anie birds. This resistance has,

probalily from sentimental reasons, ])enn directod more parliciilarly

against introduced species such as ring-necked pheasants and Hunga-
rian partridges. One of the favorite arguments of the opposition was
the danger of introducing disease among the native species. But with

the importation of thousands of these exotic game birds, and no trouble

having showed up in the last twenty-five years, this argument has died

a natural death.

Likewise the argument that introduced species would drive native

game birds from their natural habitat has fallen of its own weight.
On any game farm it is a common si^rht to see California valley quail
and ring-necked pheasants sharing the same pen. It is also common
knowledge among game breeders that if there is any "bossing" it

comes from the quail. Like other members of the partridge family
these quail will stand on their own and do battle for their rights.

While all this resistance has been going on the opposition has not

suggested a program that seems likely to make the life of the sportsmen
more enjoyable. It has been more a question of talk and debate, with

considerable legislation thrown in for good measure, while the native

species have gradually faded from the picture. Sportsmen who are

paying the bills and have a right to say how their money is to be spent
are wondering what it is all about.

With the development of game farming along more or less practical

and scientific lines sportsmen are seeing a little ray of sunshine ahead.

In the past five or six years the idea has taken a firm hold and now

nearly every state of the Union has one or more farms. Not only have

the states and federal government taken a hand in the work, but indi-

viduals and organizations of men all over the country are taking a

hand and have active programs of propagation work going on. Until

something better is presented propagation Avork through the agency of

the game farm will grow and develop.
The laboratory means as much to game bird farming as it has to

other lines of industry. Scientific knowledge is being applied to feeds

and general management in a way that has caused radical changes in

the past few years. For a long time it was thought the domestic hen

was a necessary factor in propagation. There is no doubt but the hen

has played an important part but we believe she was merely a stepping
stone to better things. While she has some excellent qualities, she at

the same time presents problems that are hard to deal with both by the

amateur as well as the experienced breeder. These good features are

more than balanced by her faults.

DOMESTIC DISEASES

The domestic hen when used as a foster mother may bring any one

of many diseases common to poultry that are fatal to game birds. In a
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few cases it is possible to test hens before they are used as brood

mothers, but this is seldom done because of the expense and the neces-

sary knowledge. The tests for tuberculosis and diarrhea (B-W-D)
are quite simple when you have the equipment. But there are many
diseases like coccidiosis, extremely bad among young birds, for which
there is no known test. Such hazards as lice and any kind of body
vermin are simple to handle, but it is the invisible intestinal parasites
that cause the great damage. Because of these disease hazards many
game breeders are turning to artificial incubation and brooding.

Fig. 32. A battery of 8 electric brooders in action at the Yountville Game Farm.
Tliese brooders are 8x12 feet with a 6x12 foot run for additional exercise room
after the birds are a week old.

ARTIFICIAL INCUBATION AND BROODING

During the season of 1928 a start was made at the Yountville farm

towards an electric program of brooding. Incubators had been used

for a long time in hatching game bird eggs, but the attempts at arti-

ficial brooding had been anything but encouraging. In most cases it

had jiroven a failure. However, with improved equipment and more

knowledge of feeding, another trial was made. The equipment was
first tested out on domestic poultry and then turkeys were tried, with

excellent results. From turkeys we went to ring-necked pheasants,

using practically the same methods as we did with turkeys, and the

results were more than encouraging. With the start of the 1929

season we had built better brooding facilities and succeeded in brooding
about 1500 pheasants and more turkeys.

Encouraged by the results of the two previous years our 1930 pro-

gram included pheasants, turkeys, quail, and guinea fowl. All of these

birds respond remarkably well to electric heat and the better feeding

program. Judging from the results so far obtained artificial brooding
is here to stay and will be incorporated into all game farm programs
of the future.
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The chief claim, then, for this newer system, is tlie elimination of

the disease hazard and the hetter control of conditions under which
birds are reared. Willi advanced knowledfre of sanitation and the

value of foods, rearinir birds under this system becomes more a matter

of detail. The operator has the confidence that he controls the situation.

Brooders may be built to suit the convenience of the operator. We
think the best results are had when small units are used. Pheasants,

Fig. 33. Contra Costa sportsmen keeping plant pheasants in their locality.
Photo by Bear Photo Service, Jenuary 6, 1930.

because of their individualistic traits, may be brooded in larger lots,

while quail, belonging to the covey type of birds, seem to do better in

families of from fifteen to twenty. In handling any kind of game bird

it is well to take into consideration these individual characteristics.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Shortly after the Yountville farm was completed, and it was evident

that a few thousand birds would be available for planting, it was
decided that some systematic plan should be followed in their distribu-

tion. At that time, and the plan is still being used, it was determined

that no small plants should be made of but a few pair of birds. It

was also agreed that all areas in which birds were to be planted should

first be surveyed by a competent person and the ground posted with

signs of warning, if approved. Then from fifty to a hundred pairs
of birds w'ould be liberated in the area, the number depending on the

size of the closed area. These areas were formed by the pooling of

several ranches, and included from fifty to one hundred thousand acres.

It was further agreed that subsequent plantings should be made until

the area was sufficiently stocked.

GAME BIRD REFUGES

Our system of National Parks has demonstrated what a closed area

means to bird and animal life. Where properly organized refuges are
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maintained, so that the output of the game farm may increase accord-

ing to natural habits, the influence of artificial propagation is made

very effective. These sanctuaries not only become well populated with

bird life but the overflow soon stocks the adjoining territory. If this

system is carefully followed any state or given territory will soon

become well stocked. This in a way is only helping nature in a scien-

tific way. If bird and animal life is to be brought back it most cer-

tainly will be done in this way.

MANY SPECIES OF GAME BIRDS AVAILABLE

Judging from the interest shown by those who are familiar with the

wild turkey there is no bird offering more sport or requiring more real

skill for a successful bag. We are also advised that California has

much natural territory well adapted to these birds. For these reasons

we have made an effort to stock certain sections with the Mexican
Bronze turkey, the species best suited to this type of country. In this

effort to further the pleasure of the sportsmen we have received able

assistance from Mr. George W. O'Connor, San Francisco, who made it

possible to get the original wild stock from the state of Arizona as a

foundation breeding stock. To those who may believe that the wild

turkey is extinct we would invite their attention to the game laws and

open seasons of about seventeen states out of the forty-eight. Cali-

fornia might just as well be one of them.

Pig. 34. The three smaU brooders are transforined field coops. An electric hover
is substituted for the foster mother hen. These coops are 22x28 inches with
a 5-foot screened-in run.

PARTRIDGES

The introduction of the Hungarian or grey partridge has met with

such success in many states and Alberta that a long open season is

permitted and the birds are increasing even in the face of an open
season. Their natural reproduction, as checked in many places, is just
double that of quail and pheasants. In "Washington it was found that
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they increased at tlio rate of sixteen for each pair while llie av<'rage
for (juail and pheasants was eiprht.

Their natnral lialtitat is llie rollinji liills and ^rain fiehls that was

formerly the home of the native prairie chicken. On the winjr they
are a match for the speed and ennninp of the hoh white or California

valley qnail. Anolher feature of this bird is the fact that Ihey do not

con<;rep:ate in nnml)ers durinn; tiie winter. The family, under tlip guid-
ance of the two parents, remains as a family until the matinp: season.

Fig. 35. Hungarian partridges being received at
direct trora Europe.

the Yountville Game Farm

The Chukor is another partridge, native of India, that has proven
his worth as a game bird. They differ from the Hungarian in that they

may be produced on a game farm in numbers like quail or pheasants.

They seem to thrive under domestic conditions and yet it does not

break down any of their natural instincts as a game bird. Attempts
at breeding the Hungarian under domestic conditions have invariably
met with defeat.

The bamboo partridge, native of Asia, as its name suggests, lives in

the cane or bamboo thickets. But it has been found that willow thickets

appeal to the bird and they make themselves at home when transplanted
into this sort of cover. They are fast, but not as liberal in production
as the Hungarian or Chukor. The average nest contains about seven

eggs.
The Division of Fish and Game has inaugurated a systematic plan

of importing a certain number of partridges each year for a period of

five years. These birds will be released in suitable cover and given the

hest possible protection. It is planned to produce the Chukor on our

game farms.

CALIFORNIA VALLEY QUAIL

The natural stock of this fine game bird is still sufficient, but needs a

lot of real help. In some sections they are more than plentiful. Trap-

ping from the over-populated areas will help a lot and these birds can
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be transferred to uninhabited areas. The move to create refuges for

them is a real forward step, and oar program to increase the breeding
stock on the game farms on an even basis with pheasants, will give them
added strength. There is no finer game bird to be found any place and
he deserves all the help and protection that it is possible to give him.

THE REEVES PHEASANT

In the general scheme of nature bird life is well distributed, each

species having its own habitat. In the pheasant family you will find

the ring-neck, Mongolian, and versicolor only in the low lands. They
like the cultivated fields and marsh land. The Reeves pheasant ranges
from three to six thousand feet, and it is impossible to keep him in

the lower regions. He is one of the true pheasants, with much to offer

for the entertainment of the sportsman. As matters now stand there
is little bird life in the higher altitudes. This fellow, with his tail of
five or six feet and beautiful black and gold color, would add to the

beauty of the mountain scenery. We have sufficient stock at both
farms now so that we will be able to raise and liberate many of these
fine game birds this coming year.

ADDITIONAL FARMS

On December 8, 1929, the Los Serranos game farm was dedicated
under the joint supervision of the Division of Fish and Game, Izaak

^^-^

Fig. 36. The original stock of wild turkeys, Mexican Bronze, from the Wiiite
Mountains of Arizona. Ttiese fine birds produce 200 young turkeys the first year.

Walton League, and the Associated Sportsmen. Eight thousand sports-
men and their friends joined in the program. This farm is built

entirely of steel and marks a new departure in game farm construction.

It will serve the southern part of the state and make the work of

distribution simpler. As funds are available more farms will be built

in locations yet to be selected. The plan is to locate these farms in the
center of the area to be served. Competent authorities tell us that
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California Avill need at least four farms to care for present needs, to

say nothiiifr of the future.

FUTURE PROGRAMS

It is, and will continue to be, the policy of the Bureau of Game Farms
to seek out the particular type of game birds that will add to the

pleasure of the sportsmen and help to make the outdoors attractive to

all classes of individuals. We are not so mnr-h interested in what par-
ticular part of the world the birds come from, but what they are worth
to the sportsmen of this state. "We are willing to let time and expe-
rience settle the problem of the particular type.
And in the meantime let native game birds enjoy the protection of

game sanctuaries as numerous and extensive as can be afforded, but on
those parts of our domain where public .shooting is practiced and its

continuance is desired, the practical necessities of the situation require
the use of species of game birds that will produce the best results and
be produced in numbers by artificial propagation.
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REPORT OF BUREAU OF GAME REFUGES

By J S. Hunter, in charge

GAME REFUGES

California lias set aside by legislative act 39 game refuges. These
sanctuaries have an area of over two and one-half million acres. They
were created under the authority conferred upon the legislature by
article 4, section 25}, of the state constitution adopted by initiative in

1902. This amendment authorized the legislature to divide the state

into fish and game districts and to adopt such legislation as was deemed
appropriate. Under this authority the legislature has set aside from
time to time certain areas upon which it was deemed appropriate to

prohibit all game hunting.
The first of these areas was set aside by the legislature of 1915. At

that time refuges were created in Trinity, Santa Cruz, San Benito, Los

Angeles, San Bernardino and Orange counties, and at every session

since 1915 additional areas have been created, located in 28 different

counties. At the last session of the state legislature there were set aside :

Area in
Designation County Acres

IR Tuolumne 96,640
IS Lassen 14,720
IT Humboldt 1,920
3H Santa Barbara 17,920
General Grant Fresno 17,280
Bolinas Quail Refuge Marin 800

The first four refuges were created at the reque.st of sportsmen of the

various counties interested.

General Grant Refuge .surrounds the national park of the same name.
This park comprises an area of onh' 2536 acres. During the hunting
season, hunters in the area adjacent to the park endanger the lives of

anyone who may be in the park. It was deemed wise to keep hunters
at a considerable distance from the park boundary for the safety of

the thousands of park visitors.

The Bolinas Quail Refuge was created at the request of owners of

the land within its boundary.
In practically every instance before an area is set aside, local interests

have been given consideration and the need and advisability of a refuge
considered from every angle. The U. S. Forest Service is of great
assistance in this work.

Every year there is more and more demand for additional closed

areas, so much so that we mu.st consider the rights of the hunter.

Already there are many parts of the state where the unattached hunter
has difficulty in finding open country in which to hunt. It must be

remembered that for every area that is removed from the hunting field,

the hunters that were accustomed to hunt that area are forced to find

new grounds and as a consequence congest conditions that much more
in areas still open.

7—81166
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Tlio incrojiso in the pni)nl.'ili(iii of tlio st.'ilo each year hrinj^s added

difliculfit's. In soutlifrii California liniitinp; conditions and ro<:ulations

are beconiinjr more and moro of a probloni. Twonty years aj^o the

population of the six southern of)unti<'s was 70.").225. Tofhiy it is

2.<s(>4,444; more by 426,80;') than the entire state poi>ulation of t^venty

years a<zo. In the six southern counties sinee 1880 tlie ])opulation has

increased from one person to oil acres, to one person for every nine

acres.

i^m%^i*^**^'

4  i

it^y^y- t4a^'''^rTfi

"1

Fig. 38. Mallard with her duckling.s in a pond on the state waterfowl game
refuge near Los Banos. I'hoto by E. S. Cheney, May, 1930.

To merely close an area to hunting and not provide adequate provi-

sions for enforcement of the law is poor conservation and unfair to the

law-abiding sportsmen. All refuges have been carefully posted on

nearly 2000 miles of boundary, but the best of signs become obi it (-rated

in time and, unfortunately, sometimes are torn down by careless

hunters.

A resident guardian should be placed on each refuge. The duties

of such a guardian would be to see that the purposes for which the area

is set aside are carried out. A control of all factors that have any effect

on the increase of game is necessary. The guardian must be well

informed and capable of correctly interpreting all facts that are gath-
ered from observation carried on throughout the year.

The first area purchased under the provisions of the new hunting
license act tliat provided for the setting aside of one-third of the

amount received for hunting licenses, was taken over at the beginning
of the duck season on October 1, 1929. This refuge is located about

four miles northeast of the city of Los Banos, in Merced County, in the
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middle of the long- famous San Joaquin Valley duck center. Its 3000
acres are crossed by Mud Slough that carries a fair flow of water at all

times of the year. Outside of the water in tliis slough, there was no
water on the property when it was acquired. By the end of the season,
however, nearly 1000 acres had been covered. This was done notwith-

standing the fact that there was a great scarcity of water on the west
side of the San Joaquin Valley, and no rain until about the tirst of the

year. This area is very well located and includes within its boundaries
a series of three sinks known to hunters as the Buttonwillow lakes. In
these sinks a depth of water up to 10 feet can be secured on an area of

nearly 200 acres. Under the water rights purchased with the property,
water can be secured, except when needed for agriculture, which will

be during the hot summer months. In order to hold water on the

refuge, it is necessary to have a depth that will take care of the heavy
summer evaporation of approximately three feet.

On this area it will be possible to produce a considerable amount of

natural food. Unfortunately, the entire Los Banos area has been

heavily grazed during the past series of dry years and naturally feed
is short. It is believed, however, that by not pasturing for a period of

three or four yenrs that natural cover will come back and it will not
be necessary to plant heavily with introduced duck foods.

Fig. 39. Jay C. Bruce, state lion hunter, with a Hon kill, decorating his fully
equipped automobile. Lion Hunter Bruce, although handicapped with the
loss of one eye, is after lions again.

On this area, and on all other areas that will be purchased, it is our
intention to do everything possible to improve duck conditions. It is

believed that in so doing we will improve the duck situation and provide
a constant crop that can be harvested without unduly damaging the
natural supply. The advisory committee that was provided for by the

hunting license act, has under consideration refuge areas in various
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parts of tho stato niid will niakr' iiinnorous roroiniiioiidntioiis lo the

Commission duriufr tlif^ cnminpr year.

PREDATORY ANIMAL CONTROL

Tt lias liccii said that onr trainr i-cfiij.'i s wen- ItcpoiniTiir 1)roodin<j plaocs

for various spocios of predatory animals. ])ar1i('ularly wildcats and

coyotos. Tt has been onr prantife dnrinpr tho trapping soason to issue

pormits to properly vouchod-for trappors to trap in practically all the

rcfn<ros. Reports from snoh trappors in most instances, have not

slunvn an excessive abnndancc of predators. The heaviest catch of

coyotes was in a refuge in Lassen County, where one coyote per square
mile was taken.

Durinjr the year 1928. at the smrcrestion of a sportsmen's orpraniza-

tion. arrancfements were made with the predatory animal division of

the State Department of Agriculture, to place three of their most

experienced trappers in refuges that were said to be particularly
infested with coyotes and wildcats. Our division was to bear all

expenses of such work. These trappers were employed durincr the late

spring and summer months—a total of 287-man da.ys. The following
tabulation will show the result of their work :

Location Area Coyotes Wildcats Days
Refuge (county) sq. »»i<i. killed killed trapped

l-I Placer 140 10 38
IJ Amador 88 21 38
l-O El Dorado 118 6 45
2A Lake 60 9 I 42

3E Santa Clara 6 7 6 74
3F Contra Costa 16 13

53 7 287

It should be mentioned that the seven coyotes and six wildcats cred-

ited to the refuge in Santa Clara County were not actually taken on

the refuge but in the surrounding country as far as five miles from the

refuge. Trapping on the refuges produced no predators and very few

signs of predators were found. The total catch of 53 coyotes and 7

wildcats cost $1,565.21, or an average of $26.08 per animal. From the

information gathered in this work, it was not believed that there was
an excessive number of either species of predators on the refuges. The
results obtained were not considered commensurate with the cost.

Predatory animal control is receiving a great deal of attention in

California. Information recently secured brings out the fact that 43

of the 58 counties either pay bounty or contribute to state and federal

agencies in charge of predatory animal control. There was contributed

by counties $52,000 during the year and paid out in wildcat and coyote

bounty $45,104, and on mountain lions $6,320. In addition the Division

of Fish and Game paid approximately $15,000 in mountain lion bounty
and control. To this nearly $119,000 must be added, which is the

amount of state and federal funds used under the direction of the

Federal Bureau of Biological Survey. Then to this entire amount must
be added the hundreds of thousands of dollars received annually by
trappers for their catch of pelts taken from predatory animals.

The IT. S. Department of Agriculture Farm Bulletin No. 1618, a com-

pilation of the trapping and bounty laws of the states of the Union,

gives some very interesting information regarding payment of bounty
and protection of fur-bearers throughout the United States. There are
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bounties paid by state agencies in 22 states; 11 pay on wolves; 8 on
mountain lions

;
8 on coyotes ;

11 on wildcats
;
5 on foxes

;
2 on weasel

;

3 on bear
;
3 on hair seal, and 5 pay on certain species of hawks. There

are also bounties paid on a few additional species that are of little con-

sequence. It is interesting to note that no state pays a bounty on

raccoons, skunks or opossum. On the contrary, most states protect
these species by a closed season. Foxes are protected in about one-half
of the states.

Pennsylvania, the most frequently mentioned when the predatory
animal question arises, at the present time pays a bounty on only three

species of mammals—wildcats, gray foxes and weasels. Pennsylvania
protects by a closed season raccoons, skunks and opossum. Pennsyl-

m
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Fig. 40. Rarest of big game species. Prong-horned antelope. Photo by
E. S. Cheney, May, 1929.

vania has been paying a bounty on certain species .since 1915. The
following tabulation is made from the reports for a period of 12 years.

Wildcat Gray fox Red fox Weasel Amt. paid
Number killed 5,318 74.263 50,134 517,165 $1,053,226
Average per year 433 6,190 4,178 43,097 87,769
Killed in 1928 416 9,980 6,046 63,610 121,860

It will be noted that the 1928 kill of wildcats is almost as great as
the average annual kill for the twelve-year period, and the kill of the
other three species has increased approximately 50 per cent over the

average annual kill for the twelve years. The question naturally
arises if after the payment of bounty for twelve years the supply has

increased, how long will it be before they are controlled ?
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Tlio Pnlifornin T)ivision of Fish and CJaniP lias lioon payin;_r linniity

for tlic killiii<x of nioinitain lions since llic iiiccplion of llio lumtin^j;

lioenso act in 1007. Tj) to the end of nocombcr, l!l'29, honnty lias boon

paid on 5811 lions, or an avora«re of 2i)7 por yoar. In lI'L'li ;i i(ii;d of

801) lions woro taken. The incroasi^ is ])artially dno lo llie fact that wo
have enii)loyeil additional lion hunters who have sj)ent all their linio in

hunting, and also to the fact that extraordinary effort was made by
local autlioritios to g^et rid of lions in tlie southern part of the slate.

Fig. 41. Average sized desert mountain slieep ram, Inyo Range, Inyo County, Cali-
fornia. Enlargements from moving pictures by E. S. Cheney, October, 1929.

The present good condition of the deer situation is due to our moun-
tain lion work and also to our spike buck and generally satisfactory
deer season law. The mountain lion is the one predator}' animal that

works almost exclusively on animals that are a benefit to man. Deer
are their natural feed. Practically all other species of predators com-

pensate for the damage they may do by being of use in the destruction

of species that are in themselves harmful. Very little good can be said

of lions. For over twelve years we have paid a bount}- of $30 on
females and $20 on males. During that time we have secured data that

shows that the sexes are practically equal in numbers and it would be
well to pay the same amount of bounty on either sex.

Predatory animal control is a subject that must be kept in mind by
conservationists. Whenever predators increase to such an extent that

they do more harm than good, steps must be taken to reduce their

numbers. Before it can be certain that this condition has arisen, care-

Pul study must be made of the relationship of the various species one
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to another, otherwise a situation may be brought about that can not

be corrected.
DEER TAG LICENSE

The deer tag license law has been in effect for three seasons and has
not only brought in a considerable revenue, but has given us much
valuable information regarding deer conditions in our state. From an

analysis of the data secured it would seem that even though there is a

heavy annual toll taken by hunters each year, the deer in general are

better than holding their own.
In a recent report of the U. S. Forest Sendee an estimate of the num-

ber of deer in the national forests of the country was made. The total

for all the forests was given at 748,003. To the national forests of

California were credited 245.000. Thirty-three per cent of the deer in

the national forests of this country are in Califoi-nia, and the national

forests in California include only a1)ont one-half of the deer country.
During the past three years there ha.s been practically no change in the
size of the deer taken. The percentage of well antlered deer during the

three-year period has held the same as will be shown by the following
table :

1927 1928 1927
Two points 467o 47% 46%
Three points 29% 30% 30%
Four to nine points 24% 23% 24%

^,:CA^ft-' '^^^^^^^^^m^
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Fig. 42. Young ram, three ewes and a small ram drinking at a spring, Inyo County,
California. Enlargements from moving pictures by B. S. Cheney, October, 1929.

Approximately one-half of the deer is killed by residents of the

county where killed. The other half is taken by visiting hunters. Los

Angeles hunters killed deer in 48 counties, and San Francisco and
Oakland hunters in 49. Most Los Angeles hunters do not go north of
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Madera ro\mty. A few liunt in \ho upper enast enunties and a prrcaler

numhtr in llie mule deer soetidn in the northeastern part of the state.

Few San Franeisco and Oakland hunters find their deer to the south
of Madera County. Most of them hunt to the north. Modoc County
furnished deer to residents of 51 of the 58 California counties. Sacra-
mento and San Francisco -were tlie only counties in which no deer were
taken last year. San Francisco is the only county where no deer have
been killed during the past three years. Los Anpjeles County supplied
the surprisinirl.v larpre number of 691 deer in 102!!. This is remarkable
when it is considered that there is a yery limited huntinj:^ area and the

population of the county ls well oyer 2,000,000. Apparently deer are

even increasing in Los Angeles County.
As a trade stimulant deer in California are a wonderful success.

Los Angeles hunters killed 2199 deer and San Francisco and Oakland
hunters 2048. These were taken in nearly every county. Every deer

represents several hundred miles of travel
; probably on an average of

not less than 300 miles, and to this add the travel by unsuccessful
hunters and the grand total will be millions of miles.

In California there were issued in 1929, 115,472 deer tag licen-ses,

there were killed 21,222 deer. On the average, one hunter in a little

better than five secured a deer. There are without doubt thousands of

hunters who do not have a chance to hunt and many others that do

very little hunting, but even with the low average our kill is much better

than that in New York state, w^here 77,735 licenses were is.sued with a

kill of 6620 deer—an average of one deer to practically twelve hunters.

There is still a great deal of information that we do not have regard-

ing the range of the different species and subspecies of deer in Cali-

fornia. It is essential that this information be secured. Judging from

present conditions, our laws relating to deer are verj'' satisfactory but
with additional information it might be possible to improve them.

ELK

A solution of the elk problem in California has not yet been reached.

From a nature lover's point of view, we are fortunate in having three

species of elk. From the standpoint of the agriculturists in the sections

of the state frequented b}^ these animals, we are not so fortunate.

California elk still range in the Bnttonwnllow section of Kern County
in numbers estimated approximately 400 bead. During the past year it

was necessary to employ a ranger to keep them from damaging growing
crops. Another band of this species is the cause of some complaint in

Yolo County. This herd of not less than 75 is the result of a transfer

of animals that were first moved to Monterey County from Kern
County and later taken to the Swanston property in Yolo County. A
change in the ownership of the land upon which they ranged has made
it necessary that some action be taken regarding their future.

The herd of Roosevelt elk in Humboldt and Del Norte counties

numbering approximately 150 head, have caused considerable complaint
from ranchers near Orick. This herd ranges for the greater part of the

year in that section between the Redwood highway and the coast and
between Redwood Creek and the north line of Humboldt County.
The Jackson Hole elk so far have caused no complaint. These ani-

mals range in the mountains of eastern Shasta County. This herd of a
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few hundred head is the result of a shipment of elk secured by the Hon.
C. C. McCray of Redding from, the government when the surplus of

Jackson Hole elk were being relocated.

It is unthinkable that the herds of California elk should not be per-

petuated, but it is also unthinkable that they should be allowed to cause

great damage to small ranchers. The time has come when some definite

action must be taken by the state to provide refuges where these elk can
be placed under fences and properly taken care of.
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REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

By N, B. ScOFiEi.D, In charBO

California's commercial fisheries have pontinued their remarkahle

growth (luring the past biennial period. Tlic data of the commercial
fisheries are segregated and published by this bureau by calendar years,
as that method best fits the fishing seasons. The data, therefore, given
in this report are given in calendar years, except where otherwise
stated.

In the year 1928, the catch of all varieties of fish in state wafers an<l

off the coast of the state was 517,746,166 pounds. The catch of shellfish

in these waters for the same year was 10,734.878 pounds, making a

total of 528,481,044 pounds. In addition to this, California fishermen

caught off the coast of ^Mexico, in both territorial and extraterritorial

waters, 49.044,875 pounds of fish
;
and from the same waters there were

brought in 726,408 pounds of shellfish, caught jointly by California and
Mexican fishermen. The total amount of fresh fish and shellfish cauarht

in the state and brought into the state during the year was 578,252,327

pounds.
For the year 1929, the fish caught in the state and off our coast was

770,518,114 pounds, while the shellfish from the same waters was 14,-

221.272 pounds, making a total of 784,739,386 pounds. The fresh

fish and shellfish brought into the state from south of the international

boundary add 65,015,497 pounds to the above figure, making a total

of 849,754,883 pounds.
The fish and shellfish caught and landed in the state from the above

sources represent an increase over the previous two-year period of

62 per cent.

We have not included in the total catch figures the shipments of

albacore from Japan and Hawaii, salmon from Oregon and Washing-
ton, "totuava," or sea bass, from the Gulf of California or the catch

of whales by companies operating out of California ports. There is

also a considerable tonnage of seaweed and kelp taken in California

waters which is not included.

The sardine fishery is by far the largest and most important in

California. The total amount of these fish landed in the two years of

1928 and 1929 was 1,072,041,569 pounds, which is an increase of 70.4

per cent over the two preceding years.

California's fisheries are not only remarkable for their size but for

their diversity. There are more than sixty different categories of fish

and shellfish landed in California, and a number of the categories are

made up of several species. The list is continually being added to, as

the fisheries are being extended farther and farther south of the inter-

national line.

The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries publishes quarterly the amount
of each kind of fish landed in the state. Beginning with the year 1926

we have been issuing yearly circulars entitled "Statistical Report on

Fresh and Canned Fishery Products."
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"We are also publishing yearly fish catch bulletins which give the

catch of each species in each locality by montbs, as vrell as special
articles giving the important developments of the different fisheries as

compared with past years. These are shown graphically and in con-

densed form wherever that can be done, to bring out the important
features.

Statistical Circular No. 3, for the year 1928, shows the amount of

each different kind of fish landed during that year at the different

fishing centers. It shows also that the number of fish packing and

canning plants in the state, exclusive of the fresh fish plants, was 68,

valued at $9,427,886, and employed 6709 persons; 4,431,498 eases of

canned fish were packed ; 27,865 tons of fish meal and 3,749,302 gallons
of fish oil were produced. The value of these products was $24,578,856.
This last figure does not include the value of the fish handled by the

fresh fish markets.

Statistical Circular No. 4, for the year 1929, shows there were 77

fish par-king plants, valued at $9,677,107, and employed 7688 persons,
which operated with an output of 6,022,568 cases of canned fish, 42,821
tons of fish meal, 6,548,126 gallons of fish oil and other products, valued

at $30,401,499. If we add to this the value of the fresh fish products,
we have a figure near $35,000,000.

In 1928, the number of coinmeiTial fishermen licensed was 5340. In

the year 1929, the number of licenses sold was 6014. The increase in

the number of fishermen is not so great as the increase in the amount
of fish caught. This does not necessarily mean that fish are becoming
more abundant in California. Larger and more efficient boats are

being employed in the fisheries and, for that reason, the catches are

larger. Most of the increase was in the catch of sardines. This increase

was caused mainly by .sardine canners placing higher limits on the

fishing boats, which was the result of the change in the law permitting
the canner to put a larger per cent of the sardines in reduction plants.

The mo.st important developments in the fisheries of California

during the past two years have been: The great increase in the sardine

fishery; the sudden development of a very large mackerel canning

industry; and the extension of fishing to distant and foreign waters

to supply the increased demand which can not be supplied by our local

waters.
SARDINES

The sardine fishery is by far the largest and most important fishing

industry in the state. The great increase in the total amount of fi.sh

caught in the state is almost entirely due to the increase in the catch

of sardines. This is clearly shown in Fig. 50, which gives the catch

by calendar years. The sardine season, however, begins in the fall and
ends the following spring, and it is customary for the industry to speak
of the sardine pack and catch hy seasons.

The amount of sardines caught and the amount of sardine products

packed by seasons can be found in detail in the fisheries statistical

circulars issued by this bureau, which are reproduced in the appendix
hereto. To give some idea of the great size of the sardine industry, it

is sufficient to state that in the season 1928-29 the sardine catch was

252,433 tons; there were produced from this great catch: 2.673,063

cases of 1-lb. oval cans and 313,044 cases of other size cans ; 28,724 tons
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of flsli iiK'al and 5.lL'r).'jr)l trallons of snrdiiio oil. In tlio season ]n20-:]0,

ihore ^vcrc oauLrht ;}2ll, ()()() tons of sardines, from whieli wore produced
3.514.210 eases of 1-lb. oval ean.s and 642,211 ca.ses of other size cans;
35,402 tons of fish meal and 6,359,777 pallons of oil.

Althoufrh the amount of sardines eauirht has been inenasiup^ eaeh

season, the eateh has not increased in i)roportion to the fishiiif^ effort

expended, and there is every indieation that the waters adjacent to the

fishinpr ports have reached their limit of production and are already
enterinc: the first stapros of dei»lc1ion. The increase in the amount of

.sardines caus^ht is the result of fi.shin<:? farther from port with larger
boats and improved fishinj; pear. This overtaxing of the supply of

sardines is all the more regrettable when it is realized that the canners

Fig. 43. Unloading sardines at the California Packing Plant, Terminal Island.
Photo by D. H. Fry, Jr., March 11, 1929.

are not reaping the benefit. There has been an overproduction of

canned sardines, as well as of sardine oil, and the old evil of selling

canned sardines at less than the cost of production has continued, with

the expectation of making up the loss with the profits from the sale of

so-called byproducts—oil and meal. With this year's slump in the oil

and meal market, this hope has not been realized, and it is now being

proposed to reduce the price paid to fishermen from $11 to $8 per ton,

in order that the canneries may continue to operate the coming season.

The canners are also seeking, through organization, to limit the sardine

pack and thus prevent overproduction.
The Fish and Game Conmiission has consistently endeavored, through

legislation and through cooperation with the canners, to restrict the

amount of sardines which canners are permitted to use in their reduc-
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tion plants, with the belief that the canning of sardines is the highest
use to which they can be put and that the excessive use of these fish

in reduction plants would, in time, result in depletion of the source of

supply. The majority of the canners, on the other hand, have sought
to get the quick returns from sardine reduction and have made them-

selves believe there was no danger of depletion.

The following is a good statement of the situation in the California

sardine industry, by Harry R. Beard, chief technologist of the United
States Bureau of Fisheries, in Bureau of Fisheries Document No. 1020 :

Canning practically has been secondary in importance to the manufacture
of fish oil and fish meal from wliole fish and cannery offal. The state law
never has required the oanners to pack all the fish they have taken. The
liberal excess that has been allowed has been taken advantage of for the

manufacture of these products. Inasmuch as there is more profit in the

manufacture of fish meal and oil than in sardine canning, every effort has
been made to expand this branch of the industry. To do this it has been

necessary, in order to comply with the state law, to can more fish. To get rid

of this canned fish, the price has been lowered—low enought, in fact, to

stimulate a large foreign demand, especially in the Orient, for pound-oval
sardines. In some places this product has supplanted the cheaper grades of

canned salmon ; in fact, in 1925, for the first time, exports of canned sardines

exceeded canned salmon exports.

Whatever advantages or disadvantages the policy discussed above may have

in the long run, it has brought about large scale production and a wide distri-

bution of California pound-oval sardines. Adjustments are bound to come in

the future, which will have their effect on the industry.

In time, pound-oval sardines must sell at a price that is based on their own
cost of production. Production of fish oil and fish meal can not continue to

dominate canning.

Mr. Beard's prophecy has not yet been fulfilled but there is every
indication that it is about to be fulfilled. ]\Iost of the canners now
believe our sardine supply is being overtaxed and that the amount
used in reduction plants should be reduced to the unavoidable minimum
in connection with canning operations. Nearly all of the canners are

in favor of limiting the pack by longer closed seasons or by any other

practical means, and, at the same time, of improving the quality of the

pack. In other words, they are for making the canning of sardines the

profitable end of their business rather than rely on sardine reduction

for their profits. It is easy to see how greater profits may be made
from canning rather than reduction, provided a fair price may be

obtained for the canned product. They now propose to get this fair

price by improving the quality and at the same time avoiding over-

production.
LEGISLATION

In our last report we told of the uncertainty and ambiguity of the

sardine conservation act of 1925, especially that part of the act which

permitted canners to use an amount of sardines in reduction plants

up to 25 per cent of the cannery's capacity, and of how we failed to

reach an agreement with the industry and the bill designed to make
the law more definite was withdrawn.

The 1927-28 season passed without any serious differences between
the industry and the Fish and Game Commission, although, economi-

cally, the situation was becoming rather desperate for the canners, dae
to overproduction of canned goods.
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One of th*' lirst acts of Ihe iirwly formed Sardinia Cannors Associa-
tion was to r(H|uost the Fisii and (lanio Coniniission to order a closod

season on sardines, so as to prev«'n1 tlic openin*; of the 1928-29 season
before A)iirust (itli. While this was done as a eonscrvation measure,
the main oi)ject of the recpiest was to enable eanners to dispose of their

carry-over stock before tlie opening of the new season.

After the beginning <»f llie 1028-29 season, the eanners sought, in a

further effort to euiMail the canned pack, to induce the Commission to

Fig. 44. Unloading sardines at tlie Cali-
fornia Pack Plant, Terminal Island.
Photo by D. H. Fry, Jr., March 11,
1929.

reduce the requirement of 15 cases from each ton of sardines received,

to a requirement of only 12 cases. They argued that by so doing the

eanners would receive less fish and would pack a reduced amount of

sardines, for which they would get a better price. They pointed out

the fact that the law was indefinite as to what ' '

capacity
' '

is, and that

the Commission could consistently make the requirements 12 cases per
ton just as well as 15 cases. It was urged as a conservation measure.

It was called to the Commission's attention that eanners were permit-

ted, under the law% to use fish offal in their reduction plants and, as

the term "offal" was not defined in the law, the dictionary meaning
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of the term would hold and that, under that definition, a canner could

use any fish in his reduction plant, in excess of the 25 per cent, which
were of a size or condition which the canner considered undesirable
for canning. The Commission decided not to comply with this request.
The Monterey season had been under way about a month when the

canners agreed among themselves that they would all pack 12 cases

per ton—no more or no less. Not all of the canners held to this agree-
ment when it was seen that the Commission intended to take legal
action to close the plants under the abatement provision. Others agreed
to make up the amount of pack they were short, if given time. When
some of the canners failed to make up their pack at Monterey, abate-

ment proceedings were started in the superior court of Monterey
county but, at the request of Judge Jorgensen, the case was heard
before Judge J. R. Welch, superior judge of Santa Clara County.
The result of this case was a victory for the Commission.

Before the cases against the jNIonterey canners were finished, the

sardine season had started at San Pedro and, as some of the canners at

that port failed to pack as much as 15 cases per ton, abatement action

was started in the Los Angeles County superior court before Judge
Clair Tappaan. This case resulted in a decided victory for the canners.

Under Judge Tappaan 's decision as to the meaning of the term "fish

offal" and as to what is 25 per cent of the capacity of a cannery, there

rv
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Fig. 45. Tender deUvering Mexican yellowfln tuna at San Pedro. Photo by
G. R. Chute, June 15, 1927.

was no way in which the Commission could require any definite per-
centage of the fish to be packed.
As a result of these two decisions, both the canners and the Com-

mission were placed in a position which was far from satisfactory, so

it was decided to carry the contest to the state legislature. All were
agreed that the law should be definite and without ambiguity and
should have "teeth" in it, in order that it might be rigidly enforced
and thus allow no canner or group of canners to use a greater per cent
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of sardinos for reduction ])urposos than any other canncr. Tlic com-

petition between individual canners and between the localities of Mon-

terey and San Pedro was too keen to permit anyone to {?et an advantage
by nsinpr more than the specified amount in the reduction plant.

In view of past experience in tryiup to aprrce with canufrs aiid those

who would take sardijie.s for the manufacture of an edible oil, the

Commission did not try to afrree on a bill with the canners, but had
introduced a bill allowinjj practically no ovcrajre. The canners, on

their part, had a bill intro(lufcd which would permit 40 per cent of

the catch to be used for reduction. After a strenuous battle and when
it bepan to look as thouprh no bill would be passed, a compromise was
reached which permit ted 32§ per coit of the catch to be used for

reduction. The ambipruilies of the old law were cleared up as far as

possible, and more "teeth" put in the law. To gret the bill throutrh

the Assembly, it was necessary to provide a measure in the bill whereby
the Commission could issue a revocable permit to companies to take

sardines and, by a reduction process, manufacture edible oil or edible

fish flour products. It was understood that this was only done in order

to protect the investment of the three companies already operating
under a similar provision of the old law, and that no additional per-

mits were to be granted.

A provision providins: closed seasons for sardines, which had been a

part of the canners' bill, was adopted. These seasons, w^hich are dif-

ferent for northern and southern California, were advanced by the

canners as a conservation measure and they claimed it would result in

a reduction of the catch. To arrive at these seasons, the ten-year record

of the catch, by months, in the two districts, as compiled and pub-
lished by this bureau, was used, and it is significant that the seasons

were so arranged that it was to be expected the two districts would

have about the same catch of sardines. In southern California the

season runs until the first of April, which is well into the spaw-ning

season, while at Monterey the season closes on February 15th. These

seasons did not make the catch in the two districts equal, as expected.
At Monterey the months of November and December, which are usually

months of poor catches, were made into good months in the 1929-30

season by the introduction of large purse and ring net boats which

went far up the coast for their fish. The result was a considerably

larger catch at Monterey than in southern California, and there is

already talk of a readjustment of the season so as to make the two

districts equal.

After the signing of the bill by the Governor, the canners met with

the officers of the Division of Fish and Game and the director of the

Department of Natural Resources, and pledged themselves not only to

abide by the new law but to assist the division with its enforcement.

They appointed a committee of three to work with the division to

bring about a friendly spirit of cooperation. One of the first sugges-
tions of the canners was that the division place additional inspectors
in the canneries, so there W'Ould be at least one inspector for each plant
to check on the amount of sardines received. The amount of the pack
of each was to be checked through the daily pack reports and through
the number of cans delievered to each plant. It was necessary to do

this, they said, to remove the temptation for any canner to cheat and
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thus get an advantage over the others. This was done and, in addition,
an auditor was employed continuously to check the books and records
of the plants. This plan worked very satisfactorily, but the expense is

excessive. It is estimated that the policing of the sardine canneries costs

$30,000 yearly, without taking into consideration the expense of regular
employees engaged in the work.
The season of 1929-30 again shoAved a great increase in the sardine

catch, as well as in the production of canned fish, oil and meal products,
in spite of the closed seasons which it was claimed would reduce the
catch 20 per cent. There was again an overproduction and there will

be a considerable carry-over into the next season. The price of all

sardine products has declined and it is now evident that relief does not
lie in the larger percentage which may be used in reduction plants.
The only right solution to the sardine problem is to do away with

what is termed "overage" and require that no sardines be received by
the canneries in excess of what is to be canned. We believe the majority
of the canners agree with this.

CHANGES IN FISHING METHODS

One of the features in the sardine fishery has been the changes in

fishing methods. The lampara had come into general use for catching
sardines both in southern California and at Monterey. The difficulty
of supplying from local fishing grounds the increased demand of the

canneries for sardines in southern California led to the use of purse
seining at San Pedro. In the season of 1925-1926 there were 33 purse
seine boats fishing sardines. They were more successful than the lam-

para boats, mainly for the reason that their larger size enabled them
to extend the fishing grounds to the Santa Barbara Channel Islands,
80 to 100 miles distant, and thus overcome the growing scarcity of
sardines in the local waters.

Some of the lampara men purchased purse seine boats. The rest

improved their nets by enlarging them and by equipping them with

rings so that they could be pursed in much the same manner as the

regular purse net. By the end of the year 1928 the lampara net had
been abandoned by the sardine cannery fishermen and the modified

lampara or ring net had taken its place.
The ring net is even more successful than the purse net and during

the past two years it has been in process of eliminating sardine purse
seining.
The conversion of the many large purse seine boats located in

southern California into sardine fishing boats, together with the

improvement of the lampara boats by adopting the larger and more
efficient ring nets, added not only to the number of boats but greatly
increased their efficiency.

It is significant that this greatly increased fishing effort has not been
able to increase the sardine catch in local waters. The increased catch
of sardines has been the result of extending the fishing area to include
the Santa Barbara Islands, an unmistakable indication of depletion.
At Monterey the fishermen have been slower to change their methods.

A strong lampara fishermen's organization was able in large measure

8—81166
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to prevent rnclieal chanpes. Another cause of this delay was the iliffi-

enlty of unloading larjre l»oats by the inelined eable method there used.

Two purse seine lioat.s had operated for several seasons for the K.

Ilovdi-n plant at Monterey. These boats were enabled to unload their

eatch by the utilization of a suetion tube ruiniinfr out to a crib anchored

beyond the rocks and into wiiieh the boats could unload their catch

without danrfcr.

The prowiuLT scarcity of sardines in the local waters, especially

durinfr certain months, led canners to break away from the domination

Fig 46. Purse seine boats moored at Fish Harbor, San Pedro. Photo by
G. R. Chute, February 1, 1927.

of the lampara fishermen and to bring in purse seine boats. With the

1929-30 season 22 large purse seine boats were added to the ^Monterey

fleet, and proved very efficient. During the times when sardines were

scarce these larger boats were able to extend the fishing area to the

north 80 to 100 miles, where they found the fish much more abundant.

The lampara fishermen, in self defense, adopted the ring net, while

some of them bought purse seiners.

The fishing effort has been growing at Monterey. More efficient

methods, more boats, larger lighters and larger limits. Increased effort

here, as in southern California, has not increased the catch in local

waters. The increase has been brought about by the fishermen going
farther for their fish. Along with this has been the lengthening of the

periods when they could get no sardines in local w^aters. AU of which

indicates depletion.
MACKEREL

In 1928 the mackerel jumped from tenth place in importance among
our fisheries to a place second only to sardines. Prior to 1928 very few

mackerel were canned in the state, the catch going almost entirely to

the fresh fish markets. In 1927 the total catch for the state was less

than 5,000,000 pounds. In 1928 the catch jumped to over 35,000,000

pounds. In 1929 the catch was increased to almost 58,000,000 pounds.
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The reason for this sudden development was a demand for canned

mackerel and, in response, mackerel canning developed on a large

scale. In 1928 a little over 388.000 cases were canned. In 1929 this

amount was increased to over 600,000 cases. By far the most of these

mackerel were canned at San Pedro, while San Diego was second in

importance, with Monterey third. A full handling of this development
can be found in Fish Bulletin No. 20, "The Commercial Fish Catch of

California for the Year 1928."

EXTENSION OF FISHING TO DISTANT WATERS

The great increa.se in the landings of fish in California has been due

to the species used for canning. In 1928 there was actually a decrease

in the amount of fish delivered to the fresh fish markets. The indica-

tions are that our local fishing banks are not able to supply the increas-

ing demands. Some of our species, like the salmon, white sea bass,

southern halibut and albacore show unmistakable evidences ot! depletion.
To supply the fresh fish markets we are more and more depending on

fish from off the coast of ]\Iexico and on shipments from Oregon and

Wasliington.
Tliere has been a decline in the catch of tuna in our local waiters

and, to supply the demand of the canners, tuna fishing has been

Fig. 47. Purse seine boat with a deck load of local bluefin tuna delivered at San
Pedro. Photo by G. R. Chute, July 12, 1928.

extended for great distances south of the United States' boundary line

and tuna are even being imported from Japan for canning purposes.
As the tuna fishing has been pushed to the south along the peninsula
of Lower California, larger and better boats have been built. A large
fleet of the.se boats known as "high seas boats" are now employed,
some of them 150 feet in length, powered with Diesel engines and

refrigerator plants with storage space for keeping the fish. These boats

have fished as far south as the equator and for many miles off shore.

It has been a most remarkable development and it now seems certain
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that the' future tuna supply for the canneries of this state will he

hroufflit mostly from distances hcyond oni' thonsfind mil(>s. See articles

hy W. L. Scofield and rioraldino ( "oinicr in h'i^li I'lillrtin No. 20.

SALMON

The problem of savinj; tlie last remnant of the Sacramento salmon
run is still with us. In our last report we prave in detail the efforts

the division had made over a period of ton or twelve years to fret ade-

quate lenrislation to prevent the commercial extinction of this once most
valuable of the state fishery resources and how they had failed. Practi-

cally all commercial salmon fishermen and commercial fishery interests

aprree that the salmon which enter the Sacramento-San Joaquin rivers

for the purpose of spawninjr are near to commercial extinction, and

they aprree that somethinfr radical needs to be done. They do not aprree,

however, on what the radical measure should be. The commercial
fishermen who troll for salmon in the sea think that the river fishing:

should be stopped. The river fishermen think that sea trollinpr should
be stopped and. while these conflicting interests have battled each other,

sportsmen have succeeded in pretting our streams opened up again
to salmon spearing. At the 1927 session of the legislature, the division

attempted to have a bill passed which would have eliminated sea trolling.
This measure was defeated, mainly by the argument that the states of

Oregon and "Washington permit sea trolling and fishermen of those

states would continue to catch our salmon, which go into their

waters, and would even fish off our coast beyond the three-mile limit,
while our fishermen would not be able to fish, or if they should fish

beyond the three-mile limit, they would have to deliver their catch in

Oregon. While this was not a very good argument, it was sufficient to

defeat the measure. A lack of support on the part of river fishermen
and the general public was a large factor.

At the 1929 session of the legislature the division sponsored a bill

which would have closed the Sacramento River to fishing except during
the winter and spring. It would have eliminated the river fishing for

the main fall run. The bill also provided a closed season for sea trolling
which was uniform for the entire coast of the state. This last measure
was to do away with certain legal difficulties connected with the

enforcement of the closed trolling seasons. This proposed change
would give added protection to the salmon against trollers from Men-
docino County to Monterey Bay. The measure establishing the uniform

trolling season was adopted, but the proposal to close the river during
the time of the fall run was defeated, mainly by the argument that it

was the sea trolling which should be stopped rather than river fishing,
and that its adoption would be to the advantage of the San Francisco
wholesale fish dealers. This last argument was unfair, for the San
Francisco dealers, who supported the bill, were moved by a genuine
desire to save the salmon of the Sacramento. They knew that it did

not pay them to maintain salmon receiving stations on both the river

and the coast for the dwindling number of fish which are caught.

They also realized the difficulties of entirely eliminating sea trolling in

this state while trolling is permitted in Oregon. They stated they
would be in favor of stopping the trolling if all trolling could be

stopped.
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The fact remains that our salmon are still without adequate protec-
tion. The salmon supply in the state has been reduced to a point where
there is little profit for fishermen to fish for them, or for dealers to

maintain stations to receive them. Must we wait until there is no profit

for anyone and the opposition vanishes before anything is done? If

our salmon runs are permitted to fade away to that stage, it is doubtful

if they can ever be built up again.

INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC SALMON FEDERATION

In 1925 the fisheries officials of the United States and Canadian gov-

ernments, together with the fisheries officials of the three Pacific coast

states, British Columbia and Alaska, met at Seattle and formed an

organization known as the International Pacific Salmon Federation.

California, the TInited States and Canada had been working independ-

ently on salmon investigations, and it was for the purpose of coordi-

nating these activities and to provide a means of mutual discussion of

salmon problems of interest to all that the organization was formed.

Meetings wore to be held yearly. At the first two meetings, the subject

of salmon trolling was discussed at length. All but the Canadian

officials agreed that trolling should be stopped. The officials of Canada
contended that, in trolling off the British Columbia coast, their fisher-

men catch very few immature salmon, and they believed that the salmon

they were catching were from British Columbia .streams.

To determine this point, extensive tagging of troll-caught fish was

planned and carried out by British Columbia and the three western

states. British Columbia was much more successful in its tagging

operations than the three states, and is still carrying on this work.

The three states were so unsuccessful that they have abandoned the

work, preferring to mark young salmon at the hatcheries and trust to

recovering them later from the troUers. The tagging experiment dis-

closed the fact that many of the salmon caught by trolling otf Van-
couver Island are from the Columbia River. In spite of this finding,

the Canadian officials do not favor any great restriction on their trolling
and they do not care to enter into discussions of controlling trolling

through international treaty. We can but agree with their point of

view, for they have been trying for nearly twenty years to enter into a

treaty with the United States to protect the depleted salmon runs in

Puget Sound and the Fraser River. In the Fraser River controversy,
the United States has been getting most of the fish, while British

Columbia has all the expense of artificial propagation on the Fraser
River. The Canadians express a willingne.ss to discuss the restriction

of trolling after the Fraser River salmon treaty is entered into.

The program for salmon investigations as adopted bj^ the federation,
in brief outline, is as follows : Collection of adequate and uniform sta-

tistics
; tagging experiments ;

scale analyses of the adult salmon
; study

of the adult returns from known escapements to the spawning grounds ;

stream surveys of the spawning grounds; study of the production of

seaward migrants from known escapements of parent fish
; efficiency

of various methods of artificial propagation as compared with natural

propagation ;
effect of transplantation ; improvement of spawning

areas and overcoming of obstacles, natural and artificial, to the ascent

of spawning salmon and to the descent of the seaward migrants ;
the life
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history in frrsh wator. with ])arf ii-nhir a1t<'ntion to \]\o factors afToctiiip

survival durinj; this period of thf salmon 's life; life history in the

ocean; study of the ofTect of son fishinfr. This proprani is boinfj fol-

lowed as closely as funds and facilities permit. So far most of the

work lias lieen carried on by the United States. Canada and California,
each of wliich is puhlishiii}; its results independently.
The la.st meotinfr of the federation was held at Stanford University

on March 2S and 20, lOiiO. All of the parties behmtrin^ to the f<'<lera-

tion were represented, with the exception of Alaska and the state of

Washiiifiton. It may he said tliat Wjtshin^'ton was unoflieially re])re-

sented by Stedman (Jray. editor of Pacific Fishrrmnv, who aete(l as

secretary. At this meet in? a resolution was presented l)y the fisheries

commissioners of Orejron and unanimously adopted, recommendinfj
that Wasliinf;ton and Orefron adopt the same closed trollinj^ season as

that now in effect in California, which is from September 15th to

June 1st. It was also agrreed that representatives from California,

Orejcron and "Washin^rton pret together at some place in Washington
before the next sessions of the le?:islaturcs to definitely decide on the

wording of the bill to be presented to the separate legislatures.

LEGISLATIVE SALIVION RESOLUTIONS AND INTERIM COMMITTEES

At our la.st session of tlie legislature, when the important salmon con-

servation measure sponsored by the division was being held up by the

arguments on whether sea trolling or river fishing for salmon was the

more objectionable method, a resolution was adopted requesting the

Division of Fish and Game to take up with the officials of Oregon and

"Washington and of the federal government the question of salmon

trolling, with the object of restricting trolling by legislation or inter-

national treaty. This is being done. In fact, as wdll be seen under the

heading, "International Pacific Salmon Federation," just such a dis-

cussion was taken up five years ago and every effort is being made to

secure such a restriction of trolling. We have pointed out that an
international treaty at this time is out of the question, but Oregon and

Washington are alive to the necessity of a closed trolling season.

During the legislative sessions in Oregon and Washington early in

1929, a joint salmon committee was appointed by the two legislatures
with the object of agreeing on legislation for the protection of salmon
on the Columbia River as well as in the sea off the coast of the two
states. The Columbia River problem so overshadowed that of sea

trolling that the latter was not reached.

The Oregon legislature at the same session appointed an interim

conimittee of nine members, four of w^hom are committeemen at large,
to make a study and report on what fisheries legislation is needed. A
similar committee was appointed by the California legislature which is

termed the Fish and Game Legislative Investigating Committee. This

California committee, made up of three assemblymen, with Wm. P.

Jost, chairman, has held numerous meetings throughout the state and
has gone very carefully into the question of conserving our salmon.
This committee expects to meet wdth the Oregon committee for the

purpose of discussing the question of salmon trolling.

At the request of the Oregon committee, the Division of Fish and
Game was represented at their meeting at Marshfield on May 31, 1930,
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by N. B. Scofield, who discussed at the meeting the question of salmon

trolling. Several others who appeared before the committee spoke in

favor of either eliminating or curtailing salmon trolling. When the

committee learned that California has a similar committee, the secre-

tary was instructed to invite them to attend the Oregon meetings. A
meeting to discuss salmon questions is to be held at Astoria in the early
fall at which time the California committee will probably attend. Out
of all this activity and the desire on the part of Oregon to curb sea

trolling for salmon, it would seem that the closed season to trolling
now in effect in California will be adopted by the two states to the

north. California, however, needs a longer closed season than she

now has but, due to difficulties in the way of enforcement, is unable to

get it while the waters of Oregon are open. "We have now reached the

stage where we should not rely on cutting down sea trolling alone,

especially if we have to wait for the states to the north of us, but we
should severely cut down the intensity of fishing on the Sacramento
River.

SALMON INVESTIGATIONS

In 1927 an investigation of the past and present status of the Sacra-

mento-San Joaquin salmon was .started by G. H. Clark, a member of the

staff of this bureau, under the guidance of Dr. J. 0. Snyder of Stanford

University. The results of this investigation were published last year
as "Fish^Bulletin No. 17." The bulletin is in three parts. Part I is

a historical and statistical review containing a history of the fishery,
salmon investigations, artificial propagation and legislation. There is

a statistical review of the salmon catch since the year 3874, and, in

conclusion, a section on the causes of depletion in which he says:

"Overfishing, one of the principal causes, should be curbed and more

stringent laws passed to control it, especially outside trolling." Part
II of the bulletin is a survey of the spawning grounds, in which is

given in detail the conditions on the main streams and tributaries of

the Sacramento-San Joaquin river systems, w^ith their obstructions,
fish ladders and screens, the time of the salmon runs and the abundance
of salmon in each. lie estimates that there are now 510 linear miles of

spawning beds suitable and available for spawning and that previous
to any obstructions in the streams there were at least 6000 linear miles

of stream bed suitable for spawning. At least 80 per cent of the

spawning grounds have been cut off by obstructions. Part III of the

bulletin deals with the life historv of the salmon. See also "Shad,
Striped Bass and Salmon," by G. H. Clark, Fi.sh Bulletin No. 20.

For a number of years Dr. J. 0. Snyder of Stanford University has
been carrying on salmon investigations for this bureau. Some of the

outstanding results of his investigations have appeared frequently as

special articles in California Fish and Game. The following is a brief

summary of results and work in progress as submitted by Dr. Snyder :

The usual statistical and observational work has been carried on. The
marking experiments with king salmon, which were begun some time ago,
have come to a close and details are novs' ready for publication. Evidences of

depletion are everywhere present, and in some eases the situation appears
serious.

The outstanding features of the marking experiments may be summarized
as follows :

Hatchery produced, pond reared fish, after liberation, migrate to sea, grow,
mature, and retui-n to breed as do native fish.
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Aflor pntoriiiK the ncn, tlioy mny wniidor long dislnnoofi from tlio ni<intli of

tlifir native stronin. Klaiiinlh Itivor fish, for <'xnin|ilr, luiKratp southward to

Montcn\v Hay, and Sarranicnto Kivcr fish move n considerahlc distance north-
ward as well as southward.

Individual fish at times remain closely associated for n year or more while
at sea, |>(>ssilily in the same school.

Adult fisli return U|)on their n\ii)tial niiirration in the stream from which
they enter the ocean, regardless of where the epi^s wore taken.
When yearlingrs are introduce<l into, and given a siifiicient exposure to the

waters of a particular trihutary, they tend on their return migration to seek
out and enter that trihuf.iry, while iinder less favornlde conditions they may
scatter to a cousidirahle extent. This Ih wh.-it niij^lit he expected in nature,
the homing instinct preserving the exact geographic distrihution of the species.
while the tendency of individtials to straggle provides a means for the spread
of the species as ojiportunity presents.

Studies relating to the life histoi-y of the silver salmon were* heguii by the

introduction of consideralilc ninnhers of marked and unmarked fish in

P.oulder Creek and the main channel of San lyorenzo Kiver. Eggs were
brought from Reflwood Creek, in the northern part of the state, placed in the
hatchery- at IJoulder Creek where, under the care of .Tohn Marshall, foreman
of the hatchery, they were kept under observation until the ensuing fish were
lil)erated. Silver salmon reared from the eggs of native fish, by C Iv. Frame,
foreman of Big Creek hatcherj-, were marked and introduced into Scott and
Waddell creeks, and the Pajaro River.

It is expected that the returning adult fish will furnish us with a verifica-

tion of age determinations which have been arrived at from an examination
of the scales of adult fish. Also, some notion may be gained as to whether it

is fe.asilde to artificially propagate the species in these streams, and what is

the best time and place for liberating the young.
Since the inauguration of an efficient statistical system by the division, the

rapid depletion of the salmon fishery has been made apparent. In addition
to the ordinary and easily observable phenomena, such as the progressive
annual reduction of the catch, the constantly increasing effort expended in

making it, the discovery and development of new fishing grounds, the increase
of the price paid for the fish, etc., another aspect of depletion, which is less

familiar, has appeared. This is an enormous increase in the relative number of

two- and three-year fish in the catch, over what may l)e regarded as the
normal of pi-eceding years.

During the season of 1928 it became evident that a considerably larger

proportion of small fish were being brought to the markets from sea trolling
than ever before. As usual, the fishermen attempted to account for this in

various ways, but a small sampling of the Monterey catch seemed to indicate
that a large proportion of immature fish was being taken. Of 383 represen-
tative samples, 56 per cent were in the second year of growth, and 31 per cent
were in the third year. In 1929, a careful survey of the situation was made.
At Monterey samples of the catch to the number of 2800 were examined from
April 23d to July 29th. Of these, about 17 per cent were in the second year
of growth, and G2 per cent in the third year. Approximately SO per cent of

the catch consisted of two- and three-year fish.

Now w'e fortunately have at hand an age determination of large and repre-
sentative samples of the Monterey catch for the years 1919, 3920, and 1921,
when the relative number of two- and three-year fish did not go over 40 per
cent. Unless an unsound inference is being made, it would seem that the

supply of old fish is greatly reduced, and that the Monterey Bay catch is

considerably reducing the population of young fish which should be left to

mature in the near future.

It is intended now to make an investigation of the seaward migrations of the

young fish in Klamath River, to make an examination of the spawning beds
in a restricted area of the basin to attempt an estimate of the relative produc-
tion of natural propagation in a restricted area, to get some definite idea of

damage done by irrigation, etc. As a part of this program, a trap has been
installed at the mouth of Shasta River, w'here an observer may make a couut
of the .spawning fish which enter the river. No artificially reared fish will

be placed in the river, therefore in the course of time a fairly accurate estimate
of the results of natural propagation may be made, and some of the difficulties

which attend it may be observed.
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OYSTERS

One of the earliest fisheries activities in California was the cultiva-

tion of oysters. Numerous attempts were made to establish and culti-

vate the eastern oyster in San Francisco Bay and other bays of the

state. To encourage the growing of oysters a law was passed in 1873,
under which persons could stake out tide land areas and record the

claim in the county recorder's office. Oysters planted on these claims

were the property of the person, and it was unlawful for anj^one to

trespass thereon.

It was found, however, that our waters are too cold for the successful

spawning of the eastern oyster, but that it was very profitable to

purchase the young oyster spat on the Atlantic coast, ship them out in

car load lots and plant them on the prepared beds in San Francisco and
Tomales bays. Althought the 03'^ster could not be depended upon to

reproduce and thus make the business self-sustaining, the conditions

were favorable for the rapid growth of the spat.

The business grew rapidly and the many small oyster companies were
later merged into two or three companies. The largest of these was at

one time doing an $800,000 a year business. Then this business began
to fail. The spat ceased to grow rapidly and the grown oysters were
inclined to be thin and watery. It was necessary to cease bringing out

the spat and, instead, they brought out the half-grown oysters. Even
this method was later abandoned and only the grown oysters were

brought out and the oyster beds have been used only for holding the

grown oysters until they can be disposed of as tlie market demands.
The once large oyster business shrank to almost insignificant propor-
tions and, except for recent signs of reawakening, has remained in that

condition.

It was characteristic of the old oyster industry that experts or scien-

tific investigators were not employed, and then when the industry

began to fail it was not possible to determine just what were the

changed conditions which made San Francisco Bay unfavorable for the

eastern oyster. Records of temperatures, salinity or quantity of food

in the water had not been kept, so the real cause is only a matter of

conjecture.

In the last few years the methods of science have been employed in

the oyster industry on the Atlantic coast and in Puget Sound region.
The IJ. S. Bureau of Fisheries has taken the lead in this work. Notable
work has also been done by the states of New Jersey and "Washington.
The knowledge which has been gained in this M'ork has revived the hope
that there is still a chance to build up an oyster industry of large pro-

portions in this state. While it is not probable that the eastern oyster
will ever be a success in California, there is now the best of evidence

that the little native oyster of the Pacific coast and the Japanese oyster
can be profitably cultivated. A recent survey, as well as experiments
in California waters by experts of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, tells

us that we have within the state 5000 acres of tide land, exclusive of

San Francisco Bay, which are suitable for growing both the "native

Pacific oyster and the Japanese species. On Puget Sound, where for

years the native Pacific oyster has been profitably cultivated, improved
oyster beds are valued at $2,000 per acre. As it costs on an average
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of $1.(K)0 nn aero to ('.staltlisli tlio bods, it can ho sfcn that suitable

oyster lands are in demand and that tlifv are relnrninfj a good profit.

Experiments of tlie 1'. S. I'mvan liave shown that we can expect
larjre profits frnni thf eultnrc of the little native oyster, for they prow
mueh more rajjidly here than in rujret Sound. The Japanese oy.stcr

also shows the same rapid growth.
There is an excellent and growing market for oysters on the west

coast, and they can be profitably shi[»pi'd for long distances.

One oyster company is now experimenting on a rather large scale in

the Monterey Hay region with different forms of collectors and with

different methods of preparing the beds, under the direction of the

U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, and the results are iiiost encr)ura'_Mng. Claims

are being staked out in a number of places in the state, under the old

oyster claim law, and a revived interest in oyster culture is apparent.

OYSTER INSPECTION

In the experiments whicli are being cari-ied on l)y oyster men, oysters
are shipped here from Japan and, as there is the greatest danger that

pests will be unintentionally introduced along with them, we have been

inspecting all such shipments. One shipment of oyster spat was confis-

cated and destroyed because it contained many of the eg:g capsules of

the Japanese oyster drill. These were at the hatching .stage and to

permit their introduction along with the oysters would result later in

great loss to the oyster companies. In this work we have had the fullest

cooperation of the oyster com]ianies, for they realize the great damage
which can be done by this, the most destructive of all the species of

oyster drills.

As a result of our inspection the oysters shipped from Japan will be

from clean stock and will be carefully inspected before they are

shipped. Shipments will not be made at the season of the year when
there is danger of bringing in the eggs of the drill or of other pests
less destructive in their habits.

It is believed, however, that even with the greatest vigilance, the

Japanese oyster drill will gain admission if we continue to receive

oysters from Japan. It is proposed that certain waters be set aside

for the growing of the Japanese oysters where there will be little

chance of the drill spreading to waters reserved for the cultivation of

the native oysters.

NEED OF REGULATORY AUTHORITY

There is need of a comprehensive state law which will give the Divi-

sion of Fish and Game authority to regulate not onh^ the culture of

oysters but the culture of other shellfish, such as clams and mussels.

State and privateh" claimed tide lands suitable for shellfish culture

should be made available to those who would engage in the cultivation

of these shellfish through allotment or lease, and they should be under
the regulation and control of the state. It will be necessary to protect
natural oyster reefs and to have reservations established for the protec-
tion ot breeding stock and thus avoid overfishing, as has occurred almost

every place where oysters are grown. It will be necessary to carry on
extensive experiments under experts to determine the proper methods
of preparing oyster bottoms and the best forms of collectors for the
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conditions existing in this state. The industry should contribute to

the expense of carrying on this necessary work. Oystermen with whom
we have talked see the necessity of state control and guidance and
desire that such a measure be adopted.

SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS

Most of the commercial fisheries investigations of the Division of

Fish and Game are being carried on by the staff of the State Fisheries

Laboratory, at Terminal Island. These activities are the subject of a

special report by the acting director of the laboratory, which is made
a part of this report.
The bureau has been carrying on a number of other special investi-

gations which are only indirectly connected with the laboratory, and has
been assisting others financially. Among these investigations is that

of the salmon, by Dr. J. 0. Snyder and others working under his direc-

tion. A report on this work has been included under the special sub-

ject "Salmon Investigations."
The more important of these investigations are as follows :

RESEARCH IN FISH CANNING

As stated in our last report, the Division of Fish and Game, at the

request of the fish canners, agreed to turn over $15,000 a year for a

period of three years, to the Hooper Foundation of the University of

California, for the purpose of carrying on research in connection with

fish canning problems. This agreement was carried out and, at its

termination at the end of the fiscal year 1928-29, it was agreed to

continue the arrangement for another two years. The work has been
under the supervision of Dr. Karl F. ]\Ieyer, of the University of Cali-

fornia, and 0. W. Lang has been directly in charge.
Much valuable work has been done on sardine canning, during a

period of rapid change in methods, to insure proper packing of the

cans and sterilizing of the pack. This work has been carried on in

cooperation with the State Board of Public Health, which conducts an

inspection of all canning operations, the inspection being financed by
the industry. This inspection covers also tuna and mackerel canning
operations. During the year 1928 mackerel canning was suddenly
developed on a large scale in the state, and the fish canning research

laboratory of the Hooper Foundation devoted its attention to the many
technical canning problems arising in that industry. A preliminary
report and bulletin on mackerel canning was issued in 1929.

HYDROBIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF MONTEREY BAY

Realizing the practical significance of a knowledge of oceanographic
conditions in their relation to the problem of conserving the sea fish-

eries, the Division of Fish and Game has for a number of years encour-

aged marine biological institutions in the state to carry on oceano-

graphic investigations in the region of our greater sea fisheries.

Such investigations it was realized should explain in large part the

movements of the schools of fish, as well as give reasons for the natural
fluctuations in abundance of fishes due to the comparative success or

failure of the annual crop of young. We were therefore greatly

pleased wnen Dr. Henry B. Bigelow, of Harvard University, a leading
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ooonnnprnplior. wns on?)ijr»'(l to Iccturo on ocoaiioiirapliy at the H()i)kins

^^lariiif Station of Stanford rnivcrsity on Monterey Bay, during the

summer of 1028.

Dr. Bipelow wislied. ns part of his projrram, to make a sliort but

intensive survey of the hydrobiolopieal conditions in ^Tonterey Bay.
Before coming to the eoast, lie asked if tlie division wouUl cooperate in

this proposed survey by putting the patrol boat Alba^.ore and crew at

his disposal. This we gladly did and, in additif)n, assigned E. C. Seo-

field to assist him. The smaller patrol boat Htcdhcnd was also used in

the work. The work was carried out jointly by members of the Hop-
kins Marine Station of Stanford University, the Museum of Compara-
tive ZoolocTA' of Harvard University, the Scripps Institution of Ocean-

ography of the T'niversity of California and the Division of Fish and

Game. The results of this survey have been published as a bulletin of

the JIuseum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College under the

title, "Reconnaissance of the Waters and Plankton of Monterey Bay,

July. 1928," by Henry B. Bigelow and I\Iaurine Leslie.

While engaged on this preliminary survey of ]\Ionterey Bay, Doctor

Bigelow encouraged the Hopkins Marine Station and the Divi.sion of

Fish and Game to continue the work. Cooperative arrangement was

therefore entered into between the two whereby the division was to

equip the patrol boat Steclhcad with the necessary winch and cable,

and to give the services of the boat and crew to the survey. E. C. Sco-

field was assigned to take charge of the part of the program which

most direetly had to do with the problems of the fisheries, more particu-

larly a study of sardine spawning and early life history, including dis-

tribution and drift of the eggs and larvae. The two institutions also

agreed to each furnish $1,500 a year to cover the general expenses of

the survey. The survey is under the immediate supervision of Dr.

Tage Skogsberg, of the staff of the Hopkins Marine Station
;
and other

employees of the station are engaged in the analysis of water samples
and in handling the materials and data collected.

The work was organized and well under way during the early part

of January, 1929, and regular biweekly trips have been made since

that time. A full description of this survey, with the objects to be

attained, is to be found in an article by Doctor Skogsberg in the Janu-

ary number of California Fish and Game for the year 1930. Already

important results closely related to fisheries conservation have been

obtained. The time and place at which sardines spawn are now fairly

well known. A preliminary report on this phase of the investigation

was published in the April number of California Fish and Game for

1930. It is expected that this hydrobiological work will lead to an

understanding of the basic fishery problems which confront us.

After completion of the new patrol vessel Bluefin, the Alhacore was

completely overhauled and has been transferred to Monterey, where it

will aid in the survey. The winch is being transferred from the Steel-

head to the Alhacore, and a new and heavier 1200-meter cable is being

added.
STRIPED BASS

A striped bass investigation was begun by IJ. C. Scofield in the faU

of 1925, and field work was carried on until late in 1928. Since that

time, the data gathered has been worked up and presented in a report
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which is now in final form for the printer. This report will be a
valuable contribution to our knowledge of the striped bass, as our

knowledge of much of this fish 's life history and the exact effect of the

present conservation measures has been rather hazy. The report will

no doubt be in demand by sportsmen and commercial fishermen alike

and by all who are interested in striped bass on the Atlantic coast,
which is the original home of this fish. The report is in three parts.
In the first, the life history is dealt with, which includes age and rate

of growth, spawning, age and size at maturity, migration, and food.

The second part treats of the relation of these facts in the life history
to the problems of conservation. A few of the subjects treated are :

The commercial catch of striped bass; explanation of the term **
sea-

son"; methods of sampling; length frequencies of the monthly com-
mercial catch; age groups in the commercial catch; selectivity of the
commercial nets; spawning period; summary; and under "Conclu-
sions" are given: Effect of the regulation of nets; twelve-inch limit;

ten-pound limit; closed seasons and closed districts; recommendations.
We know of no report which so thoroughly and in such a practical
manner works out the complicated and baffling problems connected with
the conservation of a fishery. The third part is given over to a discus-

sion of the methods of fishing. This includes a description of all types
of gear and their use

;
the boats and the handling of their catch. There

is also included a list of literature cited.

SEA LIONS

Paul Bonnot for a number of years has carried on an investigation
of the seals and sea lions of California. The results of this work are

contained in occasional articles in California Fish and Game and in

Fish Bulletin No. 14, published in 1928. A census of the sea lions,
taken at yearly intervals, discloses the fact that there are less than
8000 of these animals in the state and that the number is yearly becom-

ing less. ]Mr. Bonnot recommends that the size of some of the rookeries
be reduced by humane and scientific methods. The rookeries should
not be destroyed, he believes, but some of them should be reduced and
kept at a comparatively low level by killing a certain percentage of the
new-born pups. To do this work properly, it will be necessary for the

state and the federal Department of Commerce, through the Bureau of

Fisheries, to cooperate, as the largest rookeries are on federal lighthouse
reservations under the jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce.
It will also be necessary to amend our state law so that the killing or

capture of sea lions will be under state authority, by prohibiting killing
or capture except by state permission.

Mr. Bonnot has also carried on a number of investigations of minor
fisheries, some of which are little known. Among these investigations
are the whitebait fishery, abalones, sea weed and kelp industry, shrimp
fishery and the oj'ster industry. His reports have appeared from time
to time in California Fish and Game.

SEA FISHERIES PATROL

The great advance in recent years in the fisheries of southern Cali-

fornia, especially the building of large "high seas" Diesel-driven fish-

ing boats which operate great distances from port, has made it neces-
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sary In roplaco Iho ]);ifro| boat Alhncorr with a larircr and bettor vessel.

Therefore early in IICU) the eontraet wa.s let for such a vessel to the

San Dietro Mariiif Construction Company of San Dii^ro ;ni(l the lioat

was launeh«'(l on M;iy 'J4th. The m-w boat, christened liluefm, i.s of

heavy construction with frraccful lines and fine finish. She is 8G feet

in leiitrth over-all and SO feet on the water line. Tin; Ix'am is 18 feet 6

inches and the draft almut 7 feet f> inches. She is a single screw vessel,

powered with a 200-horsepower Diesel, Athis Imperial enfrine, and has
a speed of 12 knots. Her tanks liold enouL'h fuel for a cruise of over
4000 miles. The engine is entirely controlled from the pilot house.
The winches are electrically driven. She is manned by a crew of five

men, and Walter En<relke. formerly in charfje of the old Albncorc, has

8
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investigators to trace the spawning area of the sardine to a point 200
miles off shore in southern California and a point 85 miles off shore near

Monterey Bay.
The patrol boat Albacore, which has been in use for twelve years and

is in fairly good condition, will be given a new deck and bulwarks and
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Fig. 50. Total landings of fish (exclusive of mollusks and crustaceans) in
California. Importations from Japan and Hawaii have been omitted.
Catches south of the International Boundary have been included. "Other
Fish" consist of the combined species of fish except sardines. The top of
the black bar represents the total of our so-called "local" catch.

after a thorough overhauling will be sent to ]\Ionterey Bay, where she
will be engaged in patrol work. She will also be used in hydrobiologi-
cal survey being carried on under a cooperative arrangement between
the Division of Fish and Game and the Hopkins Marine Station. After
she reaches Monterey, about August 1st, the winch now being used on
the small Steelhead will be transferred to the Albacore, and it is
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j)lanno<l to o(jiiij) the wiiicli witli a lonfTfr and ln-avior cable. The
Alhacorc will hr kept pretty busy, with ]w\h tho biolnrrioal and patrol
work of the repioii.

Provision has also been made tf) replace the patrol boat Quinunf, now
in use on San Franeiseo l»ay under the supervision of tlic liureau of

Patrol, with a moderate priced boat which will be suitable for patrol
outside the heads. The Quinnai is not suitable for outside work except
in very fair weather.

With these three boats, the Jilucjin, Alhacorc and the new Quuinat,
the outside patrol can be well taken care of.
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REPORT OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE FISHERIES
LABORATORY

By W. L. ScoFiELD, Acting Director

As stated more fully in the twenty-ninth and thirtieth biennial

reports, the research program of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

concerns itself with determining tlie present state of the supply of our
more important commercial fisheries, the determining of the presence or

absence of over-utilization and the examination of such questions as

bear directly upon the effectiveness of present or proposed legislation
for the protection of the state 's fisheries resources.

The biennium 1929-1930 has been a period of accomplishment and
the present report may well confine itself to summarizing the progress
already made.

Fig. 48. California State Fishieries Laboratory, Terminal Island, California.
Photo by D. PI. Fry, Jr.

ANALYSIS OF BOAT CATCHES

The outstanding accomplishment of the last two years has been the

perfecting and application of methods for analyzing the catches of

individual fishing boats. The dailv catch of a boat utilizing a certain

type of fishing gear is being used as a unit of fishing effort. Average
daily or monthly catches for a representative group of boats over a

period of years are compiled and analyzed so as to discount price

changes, altered fishing methods and such other economic factors as

affect the catch. As a result we have a fair picture of the changes
occurring in the actual abundance of our commercially important
fishes.

9—81166
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This work is dopoiKlt-nl on \hc cictailcd iiifornintion ro('ordo(l on the

fish huyprs' rccoipf hook tickots. The p<'rfeetinp of our slatislieal

system and tlie urilirly filinj; of the rceeipt tii-kcts were neeessary

preliminaries wliieh have now heen aceomplished to sneh an extent

that we are able tf> fro forward with the studies for determiniuir deple-
tion by means of boat eateh analysis. JSuch dftcrminations have

recently been made in four imjiortant California fislKTies and similar

studies will be made in (tthcr fisheries as rapidly as possible. The
catches of striped bass, white sea bass, bluefin tuna and California hali-

but have been analyzed, and in two of the four fislieries the supply was

found to l)e diminisiiin? with alarming rapidity. Jn the ease of bluefin

tuna the available supply seems in no inunediate danfrer. The .striped

bass fishery of the San Francisco Bay and Sacramento River rej^ion

was found to be in a healthy condition due chiefly to increasingly

stringent protective legislalion during past years.

SARDINES

The major problem of our research program is to gain an understand-

ing of the available sardine supply and to learn the effects of our

present utilization of this most important species. We early found
that the study of the sardine supply off the California coast offered

unforeseen difficulties in that the success of spawning was extremely
variable from year to year, resulting in dominant and comparatively

lacking age classes. We found extreme seasonal variation in the sizes

appearing in the commercial catch and discovered baffling spawning or

feeding movements in and out of the fishing areas. The determination

of age, rate of growth and size at maturity were found to be unexpect-

edly difficult because of the complex nature of this fi.sherj'.

During the last bienniura we have made gratifying progress toward
the solution of the more important problems connected with this diffi-

cult study. Our work at San Diego has furnished an understanding
of the rate of growth and age of the small sardines taken at that port.

Through cooperation with Stanford University in the hydrographic
survey of Monterey Bay, we have learned much of the spawning
localities, eggs, and larval stages of the sardine. Our sampling of the

commercial catch at San Pedro and JMonterey has given us a better

understanding of the rate of growth of the larger fish, the appearance
and recurrence of dominant size classes in the catch and has suggested
criteria that may be used in determining the presence or absence of

over-fishing. Studies of egg samples are giving us the determination

of the spawning season, the size of fish at sexual maturity, the propor-
tion of the fish population maturing at any given size and the normal
number of spawnings to be expected from individuals.

Detailed examination of the variations in the yield from various

fishing localities has given us significant though not conclusive evidence

of the strain upon the fish population suffered under present utiliza-

tion of our supply. Close watch has been kept upon changes in the

amount and character of the fishing effort expended and the results

have been published. Field work has been extended to include obser-

vations at monthly intervals of the sizes of fish and state of sexual

maturity of sardines at Pittsburg.
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MACKEREL

In past years the mackerel fishery of California was conducted on a

small scale but during the summer of 1928 this choice fish was canned

at several of the packing plants, and as a result the total catch figures

suddenly jumped from insignificance to a position of prominence
among the leading fisheries of the state. As this fishery gives every

promise of continued importance, it was at once given a place on our

research program and two investigators were assigned to this spectacu-

lar fishery. The character of the commercial catch and sampling of fish

sizes at regular intervals has been conducted through one fishing

season. Studies have been initiated to determine the spawning, age,

rate of growth, size at maturity and abundance of supply of this

species.

BARRACUDA

Life history studies of the barracuda have yielded clear-cut results

directly ap]ilicable to determining the offer-tiveness of the present pro-
tective legislation and the possible need for further protection. Publi-

cation of the final results is awaiting the completion of a study of the

abundance of the supply by means of analyzing the boat catches.

PISMO CLAM

A census of the supply of Pismo clams is made during a three-day

period each fall. The results prove conclusively that this superior clam
has been depleted to such an extent that the yield is now but a very
small fraction of what it was but a few years ago. This is one of

several examples of a source of food supply that has been almost obliter-

ated through unwise use. It is hoped that tlie section of Pismo Beach
now closed to digging will serve as a spaM'ning refuge and prevent the

extermination of this valuable species.

DRAG NETS

An examination of the paranzella or drag net fishery of the state has

been completed and the report will soon be published. This includes

a full history of this pioneer fishery, a description of the gear used at

various ports of the state, an account of fishing methods, and the part
that this fishery played in the development of ocean fishing in Cali-

fornia.

MISCELLANEOUS RESEARCH

In addition to the more formal projects mentioned above, the research

staff is constantly called upon for minor emergency studies needed in

the solution of legislative and administrative questions. In many eases

the results are intended merely for the use of the Bureau of Commer-
cial Fisheries in supervising our fishery resources. Frequently, how-

ever, the results are of sufficient interest to warrant their publication
in the quarterly magazine, California Fish and Game. In the pursu-
ance of such studies the staff members do much of their work in the

fish sheds and supplement their field observations by frequent trips on

the fishing vessels to learn actual conditions at first-hand.
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LIBRARY

An essential of ofTective research is a fairly complete reference

library, and we are fortunate in having selected reference works with
such care that we now havo a very usablo and rompletc lil)rary of

comiiaratively sniall bulk. Tlio library now contains some 'W)Q vol-

umes and pamphlets.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

The preparation and publication of a biblioprraphy by a trained

research worker familiar with the problems and the literature is of

preat use to all our present and future rescnrfh staff. In addition, the

distribution of a carefully prepared list of references is greatly ar)pre-

ciated by everyone direetly connected with fisheries investijrations or

interested in the findinprs of such work. Durinpr the last biennium we
have published a bibliotrraphy of the tunas which has met with most

flattering praise from institutions and libraries throughout America
and Europe. Similar bibliographies are now in course of preparation
for sardines and mackerel.

STATISTICAL DATA

Exact and dependable knowledge rather than assumption is an essen-

tial in effectively administering our resources. The Bureau of Com-
mercial Fisheries collects an unusually large amount of direct records

of the conduct and developments in the fisliiiifr iuflnstry. ^lost of these

data are summarized and printed in the biennial reports, California
Fish and Game, fish bulletins, or as separate pamphlets of the Division

of Fish and Game. The greatest bulk of such fisheries data is contained

in the records of fish landings at the ports throughout the state. Tn

the twenty-ninth biennial report there was mention of a plan to repre-
sent statistical information to the people of the state in a more readable

form and to make the salient features more readily grasped hy using
charts and diagrams. In 1928 this plan was carried out and Fish Bul-

letin Xo. 15 was issued. In the following year Fish Bulletin Xo. 20

carried on the idea, and the third bulletin of this series is now being

prepared for the printer. These bulletins present the landings of all

species of fish in the various districts, show changes from year to year,
and picture seasonal runs by means of graphs of the monthly catches.

The third bulletin is presenting additional data covering the number
and sizes of boats engaged in the industry, and we hope to enlarge
future bulletins to include additional data such as number of fishermen

engaged in each fishery, amounts and kinds of gear, investments in

equipment and developments in this great industry.

COMMON NAMES OF FISHES

In past years much confusion has resulted from the lack of uniform-

ity in the use of common names for our fishes. As provided by law
we have adopted an official common name for each of our commercially

important fishes. In order that fishermen, dealers, cannery men and
other interested citizens might identify the fishes and know to which

species the adopted name properly applies, we have prepared for publi-
cation a list of the common names, one name to a page, accompanied by
a photograph of the fish in question, a brief description in popular
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language and notes on the distribution, importance and usefulness of
the species. This handbook of our fishes contains a readily usable key
to the fishes in nontechnical language and a glossary of fishery terms
in common usage.

PUBLICATIONS

During the interval 1929-1930, many fishery studies were concluded
and reported in the series of fish bulletins. In fact more reports
were published during this two-year period than were produced during
the preceding years .since the laboratory was established. Sixteen bulle-

tins (numbers 14 to 29, inclusive) have been i.ssued or are now in press.
In addition six other reports are nearly ready for the printer and will

doubtless be is.sued before the close of 1930.

Fish Bulletin Xo. H, by Paul Bonnot, is a census of the seals and
sea lions along the California coast. No. 15 presents the figures of fish

catch for the years 1926 and 1927, with explanatory text and many
graphs. No. 16, by Frances N. Clark, reports the life history of the

jack smelt. No. 17, by G. IT. Clark, deals with the salmon fishery of
the Sacramento-San Joaquin river basin. No. 18, by William C. Her-

rington, summarizes the recent findings from the Pismo clam annual
census. No. 19, by W. L. Scofield, records the gear and fishing methods

employed in the sardine fishery of ^Monterey during past years. No. 20

presents the 1928 catch figures with text and graphs. No. 21, by S. S.

Whitehead, is an analysis of the boat catches of white sea bass. No.

22, by Genevieve Corwin (Wheeler), is a biblography of the tunas.
No. 23, by J. B. Phillips, contrasts the fishing success of the purse seine

and ring net boats in the ^Monterey .sardine fishery. No. 24, by J. A.

Craig, is an analysis of the boat catches of .striped bass in the San
Francisco Bay and Sacramento River region. No. 25, by three mem-
bers of the laboratory staff, is a presentation of the catch locality
records for the sardine fishery of the state. No. 26, by Frances N.

Clark, deals with the average sizes of sardines in the commercial catch
at the chief fishing ports of the state. No. 27, by D. 11. Fry, Jr.,
describes the construction, operation and history of the ring net gear
as used in California. No. 28, by Lionel A. Walford, is a handbook of

commercial and sport fishes of California, with photographs and
descriptions of each species. No. 29, by Eugene C. Scofield, deals with
the life history and industry of the striped bass.
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REPORT OF THE LEGAL BUREAU

By EuonxK D. Bennett. In charge

Tli(^ work of Iho Icjr.-il i1o|i;ir1inriit of tho Division of Fish nnd CJfimo

probably has morc^ rainifK-alioiis than that of any other division in our
state povcrnmont. Dnrinpr tho past bionniinn this work has boon car-

ried on by Mr. Eucrene D. F.cnnett, -with the assistance of Mr. Ralph
"W. Scott, at the office of the division at San Francisco.

The legal activities of tln' divivinn may be summarized as follows:

I

Prosecution of civil actions in the superior courts to enjoin public
nuisances such as pollution of public waters, the maintenance of dams
without fish ladders, diversion of waters without fish screens and other

actions involving the preservation of fish and game. These actions are

instituted in conjunction with the office of the Attorney General and in

the name of the people of the State of California. The attorneys for

the division appear as attorneys of record in those cases and handle all

matters appertaining thereto.

II

Defense of all actions instituted in the federal and superior courts

or in any of the higher or inferior courts against the division, the Com-
mission, or any employees thereof in their official capacities.

Ill

Prosecution of criminal cases in the justice or police courts involving
violations of fish and game laws, when requested to do so by the various

district attorneys. Usually the deputy fish and game commissioners

prosecute their own cases. But where a jury has been demanded or

where the facts surrounding a case present some unusual features,

technical question, or local angle, the attorneys for the division appear.
Eleven of these cases were prosecuted by the division during the bien-

nium.

IV

Rendition of opinions, formal and informal, for sportsmen through-
out the state and those identified commercially with fish and game,
such as fish packers, game farmers, propagators of domestic trout and
the like. The attorneys for the division are constantly called upon to

interpret the various fish and game laws for the public generally and
for the employees of the division, particularly the men in the field.

V
The drafting and preparation of leases and agreements for the leas-

ing or acquisition of game refuges, bird sanctuaries, hatcheries, egg-
taking stations and the like.
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The following is a resume of the major cases handled by the legal

department during this biennium.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

Van Camp Sea Food, Inc., et al. vs. Department of Natural Resources.

This action was commenced in the U. S. District Court at Los Angeles
to restrain the department and its officers from executing the state

statute limiting and restricting the use of sardines in reduction plants
within California. Inasmuch as the proceeding attacked the constitu-

tionality of the fish reduction act (Stats. 1925, chapter 525), the matter
was heard before a court of three judges, of whom one was a judge of

the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeal. Decision was rendered in favor of

the Department of Natural Resources and the complaint of Van Camp
Sea Food Co. et al. was dismissed.

SUPERIOR COURT

People vs. Associated Oil Company. This is an action commenced in

Los Angeles County to enjoin seventy oil operators at Huntington
Beach from polluting the waters of the Pat-ific Ocean with petroleum.
The case went to trial before Judge Leon Yankwieh at Los Angeles. It

was tlismissed as to several of the defendants prior to the trial and

during the trial in view of the fact that they had altered the method
of operation so that future pollution would be impossible. "With these

exceptions, however, judcrment was made and entered on August 29,

1928, against all defendants except two. Sub.sequently some of the

defendants made motions for new trials which were denied.

People vs. Submarine Oil Company et al . This is an action to

restrain four oil producers from polluting the waters of the Pacific

Ocean at Summerland with petroleum. In this action the Commission
was successful and injunction was entered on April 19, 3929.

People vs. Gibson et al. This is an action commenced in the superior
court of Trinity County to enjoin the defendants from maintaining a

dam until such time as they install a fish ladder as required by law.
This action was set for trial but was subsequently dismissed when the

defendants installed the fish ladder required.

People vs. Enos et al. This is a suit instituted in Trinity County
similar to the previous case. This case terminated in the same manner
as the previous ease, when the defendants installed their fish ladder.

People vs. Central Mendocino Power Co. This is an action instituted

by the division in Mendocino County to enjoin the defendant power
company from maintaining a dam in James Creek until such time as
it installs a fish ladder therein in accordance with an order of the divi-

sion. Judgment rendered in favor of the defendant on March 5, 1928.
No further action has been taken due to the findings of the trial court
that the stream course had become so altered that fish no longer ascend
to the location of the dam.

People vs. Glenn-Colusa Irrigation District. This is an action insti-

tuted by the division in the superior court of Glenn County to enjoin
the defendant district from diverting water from the Sacramento River
into its irrigating ditches until such time as it installs a fish screen at
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the intake tlier^of in aeeonlance with the order of the division. Tliis

ease was tried before Judjrc II. S. Gans of Red lUufT at Willows on ^lay
10. ^9'^0. it was then submitted to the eourt on briefs.

Vtoph vs. KHflf'.Iorrisani Cnmunrj Compnnjf, Inc. This is an action

conuneneed in the county of Sacramento to rci-ovcr dolincjuent taxes

for the privilege of taking fish as provided by chapter 687, Statutes

]ni7. Judgment was entered in favor of the People on October 16,

1928.

PfopJc vs. Low ifa GfifinUnc Co. ct oJ. This is an action to restrain six

oil companies from polluting the waters of the Pacific Ocean at Long
Beach with petroleum. This case was tried July 17, 1028, and judg-
ment was entered on August 6, 1928, against four of the defendants,
the action having been dismissed as to the remainintr two defcndiints

when they changed their operations so as to prevent future pollution.

Lociv vs. Carpenter et al. This is an action commenced by the owner
of 270 live geese for an injunction to prevent the seizure thereof by
deputies of the Fish and Game Commission. The gee.se are used as

decoys. The case is still pending.

People vs. L. A. Sea Food Products Co. This action was instituted

in the superior court of Sacramento County to recover delinquent taxes

which became due to the state under the provisions of the Fisheries

Tax and Regulations Act (Stats. 1917, chapter 678). The action was

subsequentlv dismissed when the defendant paid the amount due in

fuU.

People vs. Cain Irrigation Company. This action was commenced in

the superior court of Mono County to enjoin the defendant from divert-

ing -water from Rush Creek into its irrigating ditches until such time

as fish screens are installed. The action is awaiting trial.

People vs. Cain Irrigation Company. This case is similar to the

previous case wnth the exception that the installation of a fish ladder

is involved instead of fish screens. The matter is awaiting trial.

People vs. Fields. This is a suit in the superior court to enjoin the

defendant from impounding water in Trinity County until such time

as an adequate fishway is installed to permit fish to pass over and
around its dam. This action was dismissed when the defendant installed

the required ladder.

People vs. Monterey Canning Co. This was an action commenced in

the superior court of Monterey County to prevent the defendant from

using sardines in its reduction plant in excess of the amount allowed

by law and to close the plant for a period of one year. This case was
tried by Judge J. R. Welch of San Jo.se and on March 11, 1929, judg-
ment was rendered for the people which contained an order of the court

closing the plant for a period of three months.

People vs. Carmel Canning Co. Same as previous case.

People vs. San Carlos Canning Company. Same as previous case.

People vs. Seapride Canning Company. Same as previous case.

People vs. Southern California Fish Corporation. This action was
similar to the four preceding cases except that the same was commenced
in Los Angeles County. The case was tried before Judge Clair S.
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Tappaan, who rendered judgment for the defendant. Subsequently
motion for a new trial was made which was denied.

People vs. Van Camp Seafood Company. Same as previous case.

Barnes vs. Stevenot et al. This is a mandamus action commenced by
a former deputy of the division in the superior court of Humboldt

County to recover the sum of $750 alleged to be due for past salary

and expenses. The division moved to change the venue of the action

to San Francisco County, which was granted, and since then plaintiff

has not taken further steps to prosecute the case. The matter is still

pending.

Svenson vs. Engelke et al. This suit was commenced in the superior
court of Humboldt County by a group of Eureka fishermen to prevent
the division and its deputies from arresting and interfering with them
while bringing fresh salmon caught in the high seas over and across

certain fish and game districts, closed to the possession of salmon, into

the city of Eureka. The court granted the plaintiffs' preliminary

injunction, from which the division appealed. The matter is now pend-

ing in the Supreme Court.

People vs. nutcliinaon et al. This action was commenced in the

superior court of Sacramento County to enforce the in.stallation of a

fish ladder to permit fish to pass over and around the dam of defend-

ants. The action is awaiting trial.

Lenk vs. Sibeclc. Suit to recover damages in the superior court of

Sacramento County arising from the shooting of the plaintiff by one of

the deputies of the division. The ease wa.s tried before Judge Peter J.

Shields of Sacramento, who awarded damages to the extent of $3,000.

People vs. Toyo Fisheries Company. This action was commenced in

Sacramento County to recover delinquent taxes under the Fi-sheries

Tax and Kegulation Act. Judgement was rendered in favor of the

people.

In re Bryce Florence. This is a petition for writ of haheas corpus
instituted in the superior court at San Francisco to secure the release

from arrest for a violation of section 628 of the Penal Code. The
case involved the question of the right of petitioner to ship abalone

shells in an unmanufactured condition out of the state. The writ was
denied and petitioner remanded.

People vs. Ventura Packing Corporation. This is a proceeding insti-

tuted in Ventura County to enjoin the defendant from using an exces-

sive amount of sardines in its reduction plant. The action was dis-

missed on stipulation when the defendant shut down its plant and ceased

operations for a period of two weeks.

Ventura Packing Corporation vs. Zellerhach et al. This was an
action for injunction instituted in the superior court at Ventura to

prevent the Fish and Game Commissioners from suspending the license

of the plaintiff corporation to pack fish. The action was dismissed

when the plaintiff accepted the suspension of its license.

People vs. Cain Irrigation Co. This case comes to the superior court

on appeal from the judgment of conviction in the justice court at

Bridgeport, Mono County. The defendant was convicted of wilful and
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unlawful fnihiiv 1o install a fish laddiT lo permit fish to pass over and

around its dam at Grant Lake Thr> matter is still pcndinfj.

Profile vs. Sttuivn-o. This raso oomos to the superior court on appeal
from the judLrmeut of eouviction in the justice court at tSau Luis

Obispo. The matter is still p<mdiii'^.

CONDEMNATION OF NETS

Tender section (^'^Cr,^ of tlic IN-nai Code it is the duty of the division

to institute proeeedin.?s of condemnation of nets seized by violation of

the fish laws. These actions are broufrht in tho siiperior courts. In

compliance with this section the Commission start cd one hundred four

separate proceedin<rs. Tii each instance, except as 1o those cases now

pendiniT, judirment of condemnation was obtained.

HEARINGS

In accordance with various fish and frame statutes the division is

obligred to conduct and hold hearinjrs to determine facts incidental to

the rcfrulation of fish and game; such as the necessity of fish screens or

fish ladders, the feasibility of issuing permits and so forth. At all these

hearings the division is represented by the legal department. Thirty-
one hearings were held for the Commercial Fisheries Department of the

division and two hearings were held on fish screen and ladder matters.



APPJ^NDIX

STATISTICAL REPORTS
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STATEMENT OF INCOME FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1928 TO JUNE 30, 1929

80th Fiscal Year

Division

of Fish and
Game

County
Clerks

Total

Hunting, 1928

Hunting, 1929

Angling, 1927

Angling, 1928

Angling, 1929
Deer tags, 1928

Trapping, 1928-29
Market fishermen, 1928-29
Market fishermen, 1929-30
Fish packers, 1928-29
Game breeders, 1928
Game breeders, 1929
Fish breeders, 1928
Fish breeders, 1929

Hunting club. 1928-29

Hunting club, 1929-30...

Hunting club operators, 1928-29.

Kelp

Total license sales.

Fish packers tax

Fish tag sales

Kelp tax

Interest

Game tag sales

Importers' contributions.

Miscellaneous sales

Court fines

Total miscellaneous collections.

Total income

$246,926 00

26.203 00

178,926 00

51,425 00
48,241 00

6,040 00

31,320 00

30,970 00
990 00
102 50
717 50
55 00

335 00

2,025 00
25 00

575 00
10 00

$624,886 00

$175,805 85

7.047 63
50 28

5,170 21

37 56
428 18

699 89

$214,486 50

14,186 00

1,040 00

191,388 20

22,478 00

57,393 80
439 00

$501,411 50

Judges

$86,780 28

$189,239 60 $86,780 28

$461,412 50

40.389 00

1,040 00

370,314 20

73,903 00

105,634 80

6,479 00

31,320 00

30,970 00
990 00
102 50
717 50
55 00

335 00

2.025 00
25 00

575 00
10 00

$1,126,297 50

$175,805 85

7.047 63

50 28

5,170 21

37 56
428 18

699 89

86.780 28

$276,019 88

$814,125 60 $588,191 78 $1,402,317 38
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STATEMENT OF INCOME FOR THE PERIOD JULY I. 1929 TO JUNE 30. 1930

81 It Fluuil Yrar
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 1928 TO JUNE 30, 1929

Function

Administration—
Executive and legal.

Clerical and office..

Rent
Automobiles

Telephone and telegraph

Postage
IVfiKht, cartage and express.

J'riiiting -

Accident and death claims...

Commissioners

Total administration.

Education—
Director and assistants

Pacific Southwest Exposition.

Total education.

Publicity
—

Director

State Fair

Total publicity.

Conservation and protection-
Chief and assistants

Clerical and office

Rent.
Automobiles

Captains and deputies
Patrol launches

Lion hunters

Coyote trappers..
Lion bounties

Fish planting

Refuge posting
Fbh reclamation and rescue.

Total conservation and protection.

Commercial fisheries—
Chief and assistants

Deputies
Patrol launches

Statistical

Laboratory
Salmon tagging
Botulism
Automobiles..

Carp eradication

Biological survey of Monterey Bay. .

Total commercial fisheries.

Fish culture—
Chief and assistants

Clerical and office

Rent
Automobiles
Hatcheries

Hatcheries, additions and betterments.

Special field investigation
Fish reclamation and rescue

Total fish culture.

Hydraulics—
Chief and assistants

Cooperative research work.

Total hydrauUcs ,

Salaries

and

wages

$16,109 99

23,475 03

$39,585 02

$13,932 56
248 75

$14,181 31

$3,300 00
357 00

$3,657 00

$10,700 02

2,875 00

211,017 26

2,085 00

3,968 69
358 88

1,385 00

6.111 78
505 00

$239,006 63

$9,691 34

32,751 77

3,321 45

7,395 00

35,954 06

Materials

and

supphes

$2 90

1,234 83

289 70

12,189 80

$13,717 23

$688 94

1,014 06

$1,703 00

$212 21

$212 21

$39 55
66 86

993 58
254 08

1,591 73

1,016 75

366 19

1,485 84

$90,599 46

$4,730 00

3.990 67

12,878 31

9,060 00

3,271 00

$149,929 98

$5,790 00

2,704 33

$8,494 33

$4,328 74

$798 07
110 17

2,378 46
240 40

1,567 51

224 34

491 23
315 10

$6,125 28

$8 18

82 48

3,564 53

62,853 37

Service

and

expense

$3,114 19

5,286 83

9,045 88
356 44

5,006 57

4,121 66

2,210 23

8,423 43

637 12

$38,204 35

$3,851 92

1,349 13

$5,201 05

$693 14

730 71

$1,423 85

$2,233 84

381 19

615 30

156,513 32

1.807 11

8,500 00

2,324 51

1,246 32
458 22

$174,079 81

$2,197 21

9,141 52

2,290 04
744 40

7,172 44
41 00

15,000 00
301 17

240 35

1,500 00

Property
and

equipment

$571 65
580 10

$1,151 75

$2,418 22

$2,418 22

$10 50

6,474 02
840 46
488 61

35 78

$7,849 37

$499 71

65 53
97 48

Total

$19,798 73

30,576 79

9,045 88
646 14

5,006 57

4,121 66

2,210 23

12,189 80

8,423 43
637 12

$92,658 35

$20,891 64

2.611 94

$23,503 58

$3,993 14

1.299 92

$5,293 06

$12,973 41

2,952 36
381 19

8,082 90
368,625 12

5.972 45

3.968 69
358 88

8.500 00

4.726 26

7,760 07
963 22

958 41

1 50
327 31

$66,837 37

$441 60

$441 60

$38,628 13

$469 87
314 43
105 00

1,658 21

18,597 89

3,716 06

1,126 13

$25,987 59

$2,039 34
137 90

$2,177 24

$1,621 13

$26 50
153 65

52 55

7,168 63

2,070 02
7 18

176 87

$9,655 40

$176 72

$176 72

$425,264 55

$13,186 33

42,068 99

8,087 43

8,379 80

45,652 42
265 34

15,000 00
792 40

2,041 29

1,500 00

$136,974 00

$5,234 55

4,541 23

105 00

5,275 2J

217,498 20

2,070 02

12,784 74

4,901 31

$252,410 34

$8,447 66

2,842 23

$11,289 89
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1. 1928 TO JUNE 30. 1929 Continued

Function
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES

For the Period July 1, 1929, to June 30, 1930, of the Eighty-first Fiscal Year

Function
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES

For thr Prriod July 1, 1929. to Junr 30. 1930. of Ihr Eighly-flrtt Fltcal YMr ContinuMl

FunctioD
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES

For the Period July 1, 1929, to June 30, 1930, of the Eighty-first Fiscal Year—Continued

Function
Service

and

expense

Total

License commissions

Purchase of game refuges...

Purchase of Hungarian partridges

Construction of Russian River jetties

Expenditures to pay claims for returns of fish and game licenses.

Expenditure to pay claim of Harry L. Hopper

Prior year

Grand totals

$49,961 41 $49,961 41

4,558 98

4,759 73

17,750 00

83 50

658 50

192,988 70

$49,961 41 $1,299,906 87

STATEMENT OF INCOME

For the Period July 1, 1929, to June 30, 1929, of the Eighty-first Fiscal Year

License sales

Angling, 1929

Angling, 1930
Commercial hunting club licenses, 1929-30
Commercial hunting club operators' Ucenscs, 1929-30
Deer tag licenses, 1929
Fish breeders' licenses, 1929
Fish breeders' licenses, 1930
Fish importers' licenses, 1929..
Fish importers' licenses, 1930
Game breeders' licenses, 1929
Game breeders' Ucenses, 1930

Hunting licenses, 1929

Hunting licenses, 1930

Kelp licenses, 1929

Kelp licenses, 1930
Market fishermen's licenses, 1929-30
Market fishermen's licenses, 1930-31

Trapping licenses, 1929-30 ._

Wholesale fish packers' and shell fish dealers' hcenses, 1929-30.
Wholesale fish packers' and shell fish dealers' licenses, 1928-29.

Total license sales.

Other income:
Game tag sales

Court fines

Fish packers' tax

Kelp tax

Fish tag sales

Miscellaneous sales

Interest on bank balances.

Total other income

Total departmental income.

Detail

$395,537 95

79,671 90

2,550 00
820 00

115,471 80
75 00

425 00
55 00
95 00
195 00
827 50

447,723 87

24,213 90
10 00
50 00

29,170 00
32,110 00
4.438 00
1,320 00

20 00

$51 69

84,872 40

202,596 07
105 97

3,398 84

1,027 12

5,191 20

Total

$1,134,689 92

297,043 29

$1,431,733 21
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HUNTING LICENSE SALES

Yfar m?B

County
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HUNTINGLICENSE SALES

Year 1929

County Total Citizen
Citizen

(junior)

Non-
resident

Alien
Declarant-

alien

Alameda...

Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
El Dorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
Inyo
Kern 1

Engs
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer..

Plumas
Riverside

Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernardino..
San Diego
San Francbco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo.
San Mateo
Santa Barbara...
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra

Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus

Sutter

Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba
Oregon
Nevada

Total sales.

Total number of licenses.

$23,551 00
223 00

1,471 00

8.922 00

1.655 00
4,399 00

6,979 00

1,609 00

2,692 00
18,010 00

3,648 00
10,089 00

3,341 00

2,001 00

13,811 00
2,716 00
3,457 00

4,294 00

97,014 00

2,617 00

3,492 00
421 00

6,090 32

6,419 00

9.656 00

1,033 00

7,703 00
4,901 00

2,468 00

8,545 00

5,142 00

3,031 00

6,825 00

14.664 00
2,353 00
9.025 00

16.771 00
31.739 00

12,226 00

5,986 00
4,999 00
6.844 00

12.831 00
5.407 00

4,569 00
618 00

10,465 00

5,986 00

11.459 00

8,040 00

1,329 00

3,063 00
876 00

9,887 00
2,480 00

8,308 00

4,094 00

3,865 00

11.275 00
730 00

$22,606 00
110 00

1.370 00

8,224 00

1,550 00

4,074 00
6,344 00

1,380 00
2,474 00

16.786 00
3,314 00
9,242 00
3,256 00

1,796 00

13,134 00

2,518 00

3,238 00
3,692 00

93,694 00

2,394 00

3.252 00
398 00

5,726 32

5,818 00

3,380 00
856 00

6,998 00

4.348 00

2,128 00

8,120 00

4,572 00

2,896 00

6,424 00

13.232 00
2.048 00

8,634 00
15.646 00

27,368 00
11,354 00

5.510 00

4,322 00

6,458 00
11,060 00

4.538 00

4,276 00
556 00

8,034 00

5,650 00
10.538 00

7,336 00

1,142 00

2.910 00
858 00

9.292 00
2,384 00

7,704 00
3,770 00

3,606 00

1,120 00

$505 00
3 00

71 00
538 00
105 00
270 00
380 00
74 00
108 00

1,074 00
209 00
417 00
65 00
150 00
582 00
198 00
189 00
272 00

2,525 00
138 00
240 00
23 00

254 00
376 00
206 00
37 00

350 00
283 00
100 00
380 00
280 00
70 00

371 00
617 00
215 00
366 00
975 00
711 00
712 00
411 00
367 00
271 00
710 00
399 00
243 00
17 00

396 00
320 00
430 00
579 00
92 00
103 00
18 00

555 00
86 00

544 00
284 00
249 00
15 00

$488,114 32

241,447

$436,070 32

218.035

$20,534 00

20,534

$10 00
110 00

60 00

'io'oo'

40 00
40 00

20 00
20 00

20 00

10 00
130 00
180 00

10 00
10 00

6,000 00
140 00

50 00
10 00
90 00
10 00
10 00
30 00

20 00
90 00
10 00
30 00
10 00

10 00
10 00

1,590 00

10 00
10 00

30 00

10 00

10,140 00
730 00

$19,770 00

1,977

$200 00

50 00

25 00
125 00
75 00
50 00
50 00
75 00

200 00

25 00
75 00

50 00
325 00
25 00

50 00
125 00

225 00
100 00
150 00
25 00
50 00
25 00

325 00

25 00
100 00

1.200 00

25 00
150 00
75 00
75 00
150 00

25 00
75 00

175 00
25 00
25 00

$4,550 00

182

$230 00

30 00
50 00

20 00
130 00
40 00
20 00
100 00
30 00
210 00
20 00
10 00
20 00

00
20 00
150 00
290 00
60 00

.-..00
50 00
90 00
10 00

130 ..

170 00
40 00
10 00

150 ..

30 00
20 00

400 00
90 00

""lo'oo
2,370 00
150 00
10 00

150 00
40 00

380 00
320 00
40 00
10 00

370 00
10 00

300 00
90 00
70 00
20 00

40 00
10 00
60 00
30 00
10 00

$7,190 00

719
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ANGLINQ LICENSE SALES

\f>r 107P

County
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ANGLING LICENSE SALES

Year 1929

Counties Total
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DEER TAG LICENSE SALES. BY COUNTIES

Yr.irv 1927-1928-1929

County
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MARKET FISHERMEN'S LICENSE SALES

Total sales, license year April 1, 1928, to March 31, 1929. $53,400 00

Total sales, license year April 1, 1929, to March 31. 1930 60,140 00

License fee: All persons, $10.

TRAPPING LICENSE SALES

Total8ale8.1icenseyearJuly 1,1928, to June 30, 1929 $6,581 00

Total sales, license year July 1, 1929, to June 30, 1930 -- 4,438 00

License fee: Citizens, $1 ; aliens, $2.

FISH PACKERS' AND WHOLESALE SHELL-FISH DEALERS' LICENSE SALES

Total sales, license year July 1, 1928, to June 30, 1929 J'. 180 00

Total sales, license year July 1, 1929, toJune30, 1930. 1,325 00

License fee: Citizens, $5; aliens, $20.

GAME BREEDERS' LICENSE SALES

Total sales, license year January 1, 1928, to December 31, 1928 $677 50

Total sales, license year January 1, 1929, to December 31, 1929 822 50

License fee: All persons, $2.50.

FISH BREEDERS' LICENSE SALES

Totalsales, license year January 1, 1928, to December31, 1928 $270 00

Totalsales, license year January 1, 1929, to December 31, 1929 --- -- 410 00

License fee: All persons, $5.

DOMESTICATED FISH IMPORTERS' LICENSE SALES

Total sales, license year January 1, 1929, to December 31, 1929 --- J55 00

License fee: All persons, $5.

KELP LICENSE SALES

Totalsales, year 1928 - - -- - »20 00

Total sales, year 1929.-. -- - 20 00

License for term of one year from date of issuance. Fee, $10.

COMMERCIAL HUNTING GUN CLUB LICENSE SALES

Totalsale3,yearJulyl, 1928, to June 30, 1929.. 12,025 00

Total sales, year July 1, 1929, to June 30, 1930 2,575 00

License tee: Citizens, $25; aliens, $100.

COMMERCIAL HUNTING CLUB OPERATORS' LICENSE SALES

Totalsales, year July 1, 1928, to June 30, 1929... J575 00

Total sales, year July 1, 1929, to June 30, 1930 820 00
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ARRESTS AND CONVICTIONS

RECAPITULATION

Fish rases, 1928-1929...

GaniPC4iscs, 192S-1929.

Totals. 1928-1929.

Fish cases, 1929-1930...

Game cases, 1929-1930.

Totals, 1929-1930.

Recapitulation
—

1928-1(129

1929-1930-

Totals.

Numljer
of arrcsta

1,423

1,205

2,688

1,566

1,134

2,700

2,688

2,700

5,388

Kinrs and
forfeitures

imposed

$43,330 50
40.493 00

189,823 50

$42,777 00
40,785 00

$83,562 00

$89,823 50
83.562 00

JaU
Mntences

(days)

1,365

2,432

3,797

775>4
2,815

3,590H

3,797

3,590>i

$173,385 50 7,387J4

1902-1904
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FISH CASES

July 1, 1928, to

June 30, 1929

c

B S
•—I ^

"Si""
£3 CO

a 5.

July 1, 1929, to

June 30, 1930

2?

B B CO

Violations, Angling License Act

Violations, Commercial Fish License Act
Trout—taking and possession, closed season; other than hook
and line; over bag limit; offering for sale

Striped Bass—closed season sale; undersized; over bag limit;

shipment out of state

Black Bass—taking and possession; closed season; over bag
limit

Sunfish, perch, crappie, calico bass—taking and possession,
closed season

Catfish—sale of undersized...

Salmon—closed season; over bag limit; illegal taking and
possession

Barracuda—undersized
Halibut—undersized

Fish, young—illegal taking..
Clams—taking and possession closed season; over bag limit;

undersized ._

Abalones—taking and possession closed season; taking wit'

diving apparatus; over bag limit; undersized

Crabs—taking and possession, closed season; females; under-

sized; transporting from District V/i
Lobsters—taking and possession closed season; over b;'.L'

limit; undersized

Spot fin croaker—illegal sale; possession of

Salt water ells—small __

Fish—spear, gaff hooks, illegal

Fishing
—250 feet of fishway, 150 feet lower side dam, 150

feet upper side screens; too near ladder

Fishing
—closed district

Night fishing-
Cockles—undersize

Pollution - .

Nets, traps, seines, lines, illegal possession of, use of

Sturgeon
—

possession of

Failure to keep commercial fishing data
Reduction Act
Perch—over limit

Grunion—closed season
Shad—selling in closed season; over limit

Crawfish—undersize

248
78

134

107

47

18

2

26
20
3

4

Totals.

3

17

8

7

18

5

86
5

3

5

15

1

1,423

$4,072 00

1,690 00

3,631 50

3,645 00

1,090 00

440 00
275 00

2,279 00
480 00
100 00
2/in nri

945 00

1,050 00
50 00
45 00

515 00

150 00
125 00
535 00
80 00

825 00

6,480 00
350 00
210 00

95 00
155 00
50 00

$43,330 50

99V^
420

56

25

20

63

10

70

190

307

1365H

208
164

145

79

56

52
1

32
16

4

5

222

287

27

54

2

90

24

4
4

18

56
2

$5,080

3,147

3,885

2,385

1,085

1,295
50

1,495
580
30
140

6,650

5,620

985

2,090

40

1,885

520 00

200
75

900

4,455
40

25 00

65

30
25

1,566 $42,777 00

100

20

25

17

287

5

112H

25

100

"84"

775J^
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GAME CASES

.luly 1, 1028. to

June 30. 1920
July 1, 1020, to

June 30, 1030

fl

Violationn, Hunting Liccnw Act

Violations, Dwr Tag License Act..
Deer—buy or soli; run with dogs; taking and possession,

closed season; failure to retain borns and hide; over bag
limit

Door—taking and possession docs, fauns, spiked bucks;
forked-horn in District I'^

Violations, Commercial Gun Club License Act..

l{.ibbits—cottontail and brush; taking and possession, closed

season

Pnuirrels, tree, taking and possession (no open season)
Ducks—buy or scl]; taking and possession, closed season;

over bag limit..

Geese—taking and possession, closed season; over bag limit.

Swans—taking and possession (no open season)
Mudhens—taking and possession, closed season

Shorcbirds—taking and possession (no open season)
Doves—taking and possession, closed season; over bag limit

Pigeons
Quail.
Grouse
Pheasants
Game farming, no license

Sagehens
Xon-game birds

Trespass
Bear, closed district

Bird nets and traps
Game refuge

Night hunting
Snipe, plover.

Shooting game from aeroplane, auto, power, or sail boat.

Illegal use of sail boat

Trapping game birds

Guns, illegal possession..
Violation of trapping regulations
Sierra hen
Wood ducks
Sea gulls

Possession, mountain sheep
Refusal to exhibit game birds...

299

260

41

11

78
7

7

12

39
44
12

108
2
14

16,460 00

$16,600 00

25 00

1,166 00
410 00

3,875 00
315 00
280 00
115 00
990 00

1.440 00
310 00

5,125 00
35 00

625 00

400

932

37
30

55
30

180

"m

304

281

31
11

48
8

1

1

62
78

12

55

$7,710 00

$15,450 00

105 00

670 00
440 00

2,115 00
200 00
50 00

1,345 00

2,390 00
650 00

2,400 00

18

1

1,550 00

1

120
19

25 00

3,750 00
415 00

60

5
11

71

1

37
1

20
34
1

5
2
1

1

150 00
275 00

1,100 00
75 00

900 00
25 00
600 00
677 00

100

'i09"

92
19
1

3

9
50

2,525 00
540 00

"'iso'oo'
250 00

1,435 00

40

'19'

16 290 00

14

12

415 00
155 00

100 00
30 00
300 00
300 00

50 00

Totals. 1,265 $46,493 00 2,432 1,134 $40,785 00 2.815

112

1,946

30

240

10
6

31

15

"iso

180

6

60
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SEIZURES OF FISH AND GAME

Trout -

Trout (pounds)
Beach bass

Sunfish, crappie, perch
Bonita
Catfish (pounds)
Striped bass (pounds)
Striped bass

Salmon (pounds)
Salmon
Barracuda (pounds)
Spotfin croaker (pounds)
Saltwater perch (pounds)
Sardine (pounds)
Halibut (pounds)
Blucfin tuna

Herring (pounds)
Cockels (pounds)
Crabs

Carp (pounds)
Clams
Abalone meat (pounds)
Abalones
Steelhead (pounds)
Steelhead
Lobsters

Lobsters (pounds)
Small fish (pounds)
Sturgeon (pounds)
Sturgeon ,

Shad..

Miscellaneous, fish

Nets, traps, set lines and dip nets

Spears
Deer meat (pounds)
Deer
Deer hides

Squirrels

Rabbits, sierra hare, brush and cottontail.

Ducks
Geese
Swans
Mudhens
Shorebirds
Doves
Pigeons
Quail.

Quail, can-cans

Sagehens
Pheasants

Non-game birds

Bird nets

Fur bearing animals—skins
Grouse
Wood duck
Jack snipe
Sea gulls
Bear
Steel traps
Gun ".

July 1, 1928
to

June 30, 1929

937
647
303

1,132

2,862
845
368
670
964
354

12,482
125

62

1,155

2,668

110
724

7,074

6,084

2,795

3,633

83
5

205
17

2,264
65
8

4

124

1,660
119

6

24
208
597
22

803

9

11

309
10

211
2

4

July 1, 1929
to

June 30, 1930
Total

1,848
480
385
912

319
814
611

2,421
110

16,829

4,600
531

9,530

789
301

7,258
334

2,468
80
11

2,150

1,341

101

56

55
71

18

14

1,397
116
14

7
67

1,385
95
3

5

122

1,521
24
170

30
2

21

379
3

14

3

53
1

1

4
1

2,785
1,127
688

2,044

2,862

1,164

1,182

1,281

3,385
464

29,311
125

62

4,600

1.686

2,668

9,530

110
1,513

301

14,332

6.418

3,456
80
11

4,945

4,974
101

139
5

55
276
35
14

3,661
181

22
11

191

3.045
214

9

29

330

2,118
46

973
30
11

32
688
13

225
5
4

53

3

1

4
1
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FISH DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTIES, SEASON 1928

!ino.

ToUl.

BEAR LAKE HATCHERY

County lUinbow

034.500
18.000

062.600

Placer.

BLACKWOOD TANKS

Black

spotted

200.000
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DOMINGO SPRINGS HATCHERY

County
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KERN RIVER HATCHERY

C<MDty
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MT. TALLAC HATCHERY

County-
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TAHOE HATCHERY

r,. i;,l\
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BURNEY CREEK HATCHERY

County
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FEATHER RIVFR HATCHERY

County
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MT. SHASTA HATCHERY

County
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San Benuirdino
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TRANSPLANTATION

County
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SUMMAnV OF FISH DISTRIBUTION, SEASON I928-I929 Cmlinupd

Unlchrry
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SUMMARY OF FISH DISTRIBUTION, SEASON 1928-1929-Continued

Hatchery-
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REPORT OF OPFRATIONS OF Lir.FNSED QAME BREEDERS
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DEER KILL BY COUNTIES, SEASON 1928

County
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DEER KILL BY milNTIFS 'irASDN 19?<>

r<»unly
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STATEMENT OF MOUNTAIN LION BOUNTIES PAID BY DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME

County
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CALIFORNIA FISTIFRY PRODUCTS

CANNED. CURED AND MANUFACTURED FISHERY PRODUCTS OF CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEAR 1928

(Compiidd by Divudoo of Fuh und Gtmc, Bureau of Commercial V  

Canned

Species of &sb
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CANNED, CURED AND MANUFACTURED FISHERY PRODUCTS OF CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEAR 1928

—Continued
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70.638 62.431

299.600

3".849
11,261
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FL»h from south of the

Inlornation.ll Hoiimlary
brouKht into San DicKO

Fish from south of the

International Boundary
brought into San I'cdro
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CANNERY. FISH FLOUR. MEAL AND OIL PRODUCTION

SMton'Junv 1. 1928. to May 31. 1929

District

Monterey.,
San Pedro.
San UicKo

Totals

Deduct fish used for other purposes.

FLih used.by canning plants

Ton^ fish

received

131.8.Sfi

119,180

1.304

252.433

15.728

236.705

Tonn fish

UMsl for

canniiMt

81.773

05,702
1,138

148,613

Tons fish

in«ed for

meal and
flour

49,635

63,478
266

103,369

Tons
olTal

27.267

21,901
370

49,547

District
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF SARDINE CANNERY PRODUCTION, SEASONS 1927-28 AND 1928-29

San Pedro

Tons of fish received

Tons of fish used for canning
Tons of fish used for meal
Tons of offal

Cases 1-lb. ovals packed
Cases other sizes packed
Other sizes equivalent to cases of 1-lb. ovals

Meal, tons _

Oil, gallons -

Tons of fish used for other purposes

Season
1927-28

67,459

51,061

16,398
17,021

878,175
145,143

145,143

7,128

711,579
226

Season
1928-29

119,180

65,702

53,478

21,901

1,140,488

166,039

173,540

14,802

2,178,815

2,964

Increase

51,721

14,641

37,080
4,880

262,313
20,896

28,397

7,674

1,467,236

2,738

Percentage
increase

76.6
28.6

226.1
28.6
29.8
14.3

19.6
107.6
200.1

1,211.5

SARDINE CATCH IN TONS BY MONTHS DURING SEASON 1928-29

June, 1928

July

August
September
October
November
December
January, 1929.

February
March
April -

May

Monterey
and Northern
California

San Pedro San Diego

48

Totals.

22,575

26,434

19,646
4,931

6,866

17,240

21,025

13.142

131.859

3,634

15,113

16,418

23,096

24,194

30,627

1,061

5.037

119,180

257
439
507
59
84

1,39

CASE PACK OF 1-Lb. OVALS BY MONTHS, SEASON 1928-29
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Aufuft . .

September .

CV-tohcr

Novrrritirr

l)e<-rnibcr.

January
Krbni»ry. .

March
April

M«>

ToUb.

MEAL PRODUCTION IN TONS BV MONTHS. SEASON 1928-29

2,:'-

2.(KL'

508
661

1.675

2..339

1.535

13,782

,'^n Pedro

453
2.014

I.T.VT

.S«n Diego

2,81'.
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The following table shows case pack, meal and oil production for

calendar years 1916 to 1928 :

l-Lb. OVALS. CASES

Year
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Fiiih on. Gallon*

Ycjir

1SI6
1017.
lOIB
1819
1020.

1021

1022
1023.

1024.

1025.

1926.

1927.

1928.

Montrroy
and NoHhTTi
California

2.5.563

92,393

261,466

341,173

419.474

226, K26

295,8.58

576..553

,240,296

246,561

418,512
.7,59,480

456,716

San Podro
dintrict

83.000
67,858

146,298

152,937

93,305

244.310
346.883

1,059,001

1,71.5.663

6.51,006

763,905

1,268,518

San Dicffo
dixtrict

500

17,400

20,791

39.174
16,607

6,882

28,452

51,425
187,847

64,410
95,105

24,068

ToUl

20,063

176.293

346,724
514,262
611.585

336.7:i8

547.0.50

951.8RS

2,3.50,722

3,1,50,041

2,123,928

2,618,490

3,749,302

Includes all fish oil produced.

CASE PACK. MEAL AND OIL PRODUCTION

For Sardine Packing Seasons, June 1 to May 31

1-Lb. Ovals, Cases

Season
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Fish Oil, Gallons

Season
Monterey

and Northern
California

San Pedro
district

San Diego
district

Total

1925-1926
1926-1927
1927-1928

1928-1929

1,113,612

1.562,351

1,859,982

2,939,579

658,817
682,796

711,579

2,178,815

43,995

10,253

6,857

1,816,424

2,245,147

2,581,814

5,125,251
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CANNED. CURED AND MANUFACTURED FISHERY PRODUCTS
OF CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEAR 1929

(Compiled by Dinnon of Fuh and Game. Bureau nf Commercial Fisbcriw)

Canned

Kind of fish
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CANNED. CURED AND MANUFACTURED FISHERY PRODUCTS OF CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEAR 1929

Canned—Continued

Kind of &ih
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REPORT OF SARDINE CANNERIES, SEASON 1929-30

Canuinp operations wero .slartod in Montoroy on August 1. 1029,

and in the San Pedro and San Diego districts on November 1, 1929.

All plants at Monterey closed on Fel)ruary 15. Ilowcver, small

deliveries of tlsli used for packing in cpiarter-pound srpiare cans •were

made to one jilant after February 1."). In tlie San Pedro and San Diego
distriet.s. all plants clo.sed on March 31. One plant operated in North-

ern California and the output from this plant is included in the

Monterey report. The following table shows receipts of fish, purposes
for which used and production in the Monterey, San Pedro and San

Diego districts:

CANNERY. FISH FLOUR. MEAL AND OIL PRODUCTION

August 1, 1929, to March 31, 1930

Dbtrict

Monterey
San Pedro
iSan Diego

Totils

Deduct fish used for other purposes

Fish used by canning plants...

Tons fiph

received

180,089
140,432

2,079

322,600
24,508

298,092

Tons fish

used for

canning

108.674
97,602

1,436

207,712

Tons fish

u«cd for

meal and
flour

71,351

42,830
643

114,824

Tons
offal

36,237
32,532

478

69,247

District
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF SARDINE CANNERY PRODUCTION. SEASONS 1923-29 AND 1929-30

Monterey District

Season
1928-29

Season
1929-30

Tons fish received 131,859
Tons fish used for canning 81,773
Tons fish used for meal - 49,635
Tonsoffa!... 27,267
Cases 1-lb. ovals packed ._ 1,520,192
Cases other sizes packed 133,594

Other sizes equivalent to cases of 1-lb. ovals 115,6ti4

Meal, tons 13,782

Oil, gallons.
;

2,938,579
Tons fish used for other purposes 1 12,764

180,089

108,674

71,351

36,237

!,004,044

167,036

169,462

18,953

1,362,002

24,508

Increase

1929-30

48,230

26,901

21,716
8,970

483,852
33,442
53,798
5,171

1,423,423

11,744

Percentage
increase

36.6
32.9
43.7
32.9
31.8
25.0
46.5
37 5
48 4

92.0

San Pedro District

hea.son

1928-29

Season
1929-30

Ton.? fish received

Tons fish used for canning .-

Tons fish used for meal
Tons offal

Ca.ses l-lli. oval.i packed
Cases other sizes packed
Other sires cjuivalent to ca.ses of 1-lb. ovals.

Meal, tons

Oil, gallons
Tons fish used for other purposes

119,

65,

53,

21,

1,140,

166,

173,

14,

2,178,

180
702
478
901

488
039
540
802
815
964

140,432
97,602

42,830
32,.532

,493,615

461.535

458,416
16,258

,986,704

Increase

1929-30

21,252

31,900
•10,648
10.631

3.53,127

295,496

284,876
1,456

•192,111

•2,964

Percentage
inorea.-e

17 8

48 5

•19 8

48 5

30 9

178

164 1

9 8

•8 8

•100

•Def-rease.

SARDINE CATCH IN TONS BY MONTHS DURING SEASON 1929-30
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SARDINE MEAL PRODUCTION IN TONS BY MONTHS, SEASON 1929-30
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The following table shows case pack, meal and oil production for

calendar rears 1916 to 1929 :

1-Lb. Ovals, Cases

Year
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CASE PACK. MEAL AND OIL PRODUCTION

Fnr Sardinp Packing SMtnni

1-Lb OvrK, C»%9*

Moiilorfv

and Northern
California

.''an IVlro
district

l!)2f>-l*'.' 940.906
1926-1927 1.202.516
1927-1928 1.474,11,2

192S.192fl 1.520.192
192U-1930 2.004.044

968.49.'>

98f..858

878.175

1.140.488

1.493.615

San Dieeo
diiitrict

66,074

39,380
12.383

16.651

loUl

1.97.5.475

2.189.374

2.391.717

2.673.063

3,514.210

Fish Meal. Tons

.Season
Monterey

and Nnrthorn
California

1925-1926
192(;-1927

1927-1928
1928-1929
1929-1930

6.413

6.675

10.538

12.782

18.953

San Pedro
district

5.962
5,962

7.128

14,802

16,258

12.842

12,637

17.850

28.724

35.4U2

Fish Oil. Gallons

Se.'uson
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